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Abstract 
 

We have investigated the well-known value and momentum strategies as well as a strategy that 

involves buying repurchasing shares and shorting issuance shares in the Japanese market. We 

identified the quality of the strategies by looking at their performance in different time-periods, 

scrutinizing the contribution to the abnormal return from both long and short positions, measuring 

its drawdown risk and evaluate the performance by gearing the portfolios. Further, we looked at 

possible combination opportunities in order to diversify the portfolios further.  

We wanted to evaluate the robustness of the value and momentum strategy in tough market 

conditions, but our main priority was to add to the academic literature involving repurchasing and 

issuance shares by creating a long/short zero-cost investment strategy. We did this by buying all 

the firms that repurchased shares and selling all the firms that issued shares in a given month. All 

firms were taken into the portfolios at the end of the month with a holding period of one year. 

Thus, we excluded the announcement effect from our portfolios. In addition, we sorted on other 

measures like the size of the firm. We used data from Kenneth French website to collect the data 

for both the value and momentum strategies. 

We found positive premiums for all three strategies, but only the value and RMI strategy had 

significantly alpha values. None of the premiums can be explained by risk measured by beta or 

volatility. A combination of all three portfolios improved the risk adjusted performance than as 

stand-alone strategies. Adding a fourth strategy, small minus big, improved the risk adjusted 

performance even further. The highest return made by gearing the portfolios was a combination of 

RMI and SMB. 
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Introduction 
 

Motivation 

 

Value and momentum strategies have caught great attention after risk premium was documented. 

The debate surrounding the explanatory aspect of this premium with arguments from both sides of 

rational/irrational believes, have been both informative and interesting, and even though we will 

not add to this debate, it has been a key motivational pillar for exploring other possible trading 

strategies. 

The Master Thesis main goal has been to contribute to the finance community with what can be 

viewed upon as new research. We know for a fact that there exists earlier research on both 

Issuance and Repurchase, but a long/short zero-cost investment strategy has not been researched 

in the same manner, at least not to our own knowledge. Further, we wanted to evaluate the 

strategies in a major market, as this would grant us access to larger amount of data and thereby 

give us more reliable results. At the same time we wanted to stay clear of the US market, as the 

market is by far the most researched in the word. In order to stress test the strength of our trading 

strategy, we also wanted to work with a market that has experienced difficulties.  Taken into 

account these requirements our choice landed on the Japanese market, which serves as a natural 

pick due to its size, but also the well documented difficulties endured in the last decades.  

 

Research question 

● “Have the three strategies earned abnormal returns separately? And have a combination 

of these improved the quality of the investment?” 

 

Considering the data available for both a value and a momentum strategy, we decided to gather 

data from Kenneth French’s website for these two, and instead focusing on extracting data for the 

repurchase minus issuance strategy. We decided the Repurchasing minus Issuance (named RMI 

going forward) to be our main strategy, thus making this strategy heavily analyzed.  

The core essence of RMI is to exploit the tendency that firms repurchasing shares outperforms 

firms issuing equity, which leads us to the natural question of:  

“Do market participants fail to recognize the importance of the signal conveyed by the firm?”  
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To evaluate the effect of these corporate events, we go long in companies repurchasing shares and 

short for companies issuing equity. If the market is sluggish to incorporate these events into the 

share price, the RMI strategy will profit from the delayed reaction. 

Even though the debate of irrational vs rationality in the market is a highly interesting topic we 

will not add to this. The thesis is first and foremost a study to uncover the strength of RMI as an 

investment strategy in Japan, but also to see if combinations with HML and WML can create 

synergy for the investor. 

 

Thesis overview 

1. Theory and earlier research 

The first part of the thesis serves as an explanatory base for the strategies involved in this thesis. 

Here we thoroughly go through the background of each individual strategy, and explain the 

premises for construction as well as looking at earlier research. For Value and Momentum we 

have highlighted exciting arguments for rational and irrational explanations of premium, and thus 

not added any additional remarks. For the RMI strategy, we have only found earlier research for 

an irrational behavior point of view.  

2. Methodology and Construction 

Building on the theory we have gone into details of how the calculations as well as constructions 

have been rolled out. Also present in the section, are the tools and databases used along the path 

of getting final empirical results.   

3. Empirical results 

Performance of the strategies will be evaluated by looking into different time-periods, the 

performance of both the long and short positions, the drawdown risk, the return distribution and 

the value at risk when gearing. The long and short positions for RMI will be presented 

individually, where we try to uncover the characteristics of the portfolios. These characteristics 

includes the different brackets companies belong to (growth, value, winners etc.). Further we have 

created portfolios for testing the impact of size, percentage issued/repurchased, industry and 

penny stocks, with further sub-portfolios on stop-loss strategy and each month’s performance.  

Inspired from classical corporate finance literature, we have a set hypothesis as to which 

companies are most likely to either repurchase or issue shares, which we will try to tie up against 

the findings.  
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4. Combining strategies 

In the last section, we look at the improvements of combining the strategies. From the literature, 

we know that combining portfolios is a good way to diversify an investment, with our aim being 

to maximize the risk adjusted performance. We have only considered the best performing risk 

adjusted portfolio from each strategy in a bid to keep the analysis from being too complex. 

 

Critique 

 

In this thesis we have made certain simplifications and assumptions with some not holding in real 

life. Firstly we have assumed that all stocks used in this research are in fact liquid, with no ask-bid 

spread, and that we can unhindered go short in all stocks present. In real life we would most 

certainly assume that there are barriers when it comes to short options on certain shares, along 

with the present of bid-ask spreads for less liquid stocks, which could affect our results. 

 

Efficiently inefficient markets 

 

Before we discuss the different investments strategies it is necessary to discuss the market 

efficiency. It has been a heavily debate regarding the efficient market hypothesis, and the recent 

Nobel in economics were in fact split between Eugene Fama, Robert Shiller (the father of 

behavioral economics) and Lars Hansen (developed tests of market efficiency). Eugene Fama 

argues that all securities fully reflect all available information and therefore the existence of the 

anomalies are explained by the riskiness of the portfolio. But, as he, a market model will always 

contain some degree of error, and therefore one will occasionally observe anecdotes where the 

market hasn’t behaved fully rationale. But what does it actually mean that the market is efficient? 

If a company is nowhere near to deliver their earnings target, how should the market respond to 

this information? In order to say something about the market efficiency, one need a model of how 

security prices are set. With such a model you can make predictions that are both observable and 

testable. However, this is always a joint hypothesis, which means that one can only say something 

about the market efficiency combined with a model. This is a get out of jail free card for 
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defenders of EMH. If someone proves the EMH doesn’t hold by empirical evidence, then they 

may argue they have been using the wrong model. 

The early tests of market efficiency using CAPM as pricing model initially held up in event 

studies, which showed that new information were rapidly incorporated into security prices. 

However, as time passed, there have been some serious micro- and macro challenges. The micro 

challenges refer to return anomalies, where value and momentum has been the biggest challenge 

to the joint hypothesis of EMH and CAPM.  These factors indicate that there exists more risk to 

stock investments than market beta. The CAPM has failed to explain returns from these 

anomalies. Even after adjusting for beta, value stocks still seemed to have higher expected returns 

than expensive stocks. The joint hypothesis was clearly rejected by statistical data and led the 

academics to split into two camps, the risk versus irrational behavior. As already mentioned, the 

risk camp argues that the CAPM is the wrong model and thus the reason for the rejection of the 

joint hypothesis of market efficiency. In other words, there are other sources of risk that investors 

should be compensated for. The behaviorists states that the rejection stems from behavioral 

biases, indicating that investors overreact to both good and bad news and therefore pay too much 

or too little for some securities. We will discuss the explanations of the anomalies later in the 

thesis. 

The macro challenge has implication for the market as whole, not relative values. In 1981, Robert 

Shiller did a research where he computed the present value of actual future dividends to find the 

rational price for the stock market. He used this ‘cheating’ value to compare with actual market 

prices in the period. He found that dividends had a low volatility and changed smoothly over time, 

which means that the forecast of future market price should have equal characteristics, but the 

actual market price didn’t reflect this and the price fluctuated around the rational price. However, 

defenders of EMH points out the constant discount rate being used, and states that discount rates 

will vary over time depending on the risk. This would make market prices to vary even though 

dividends don’t change. Again we encounter the joint hypothesis problem. 

Lasse Heje Pedersen asserts that the truth lies somewhere between these camps and claims that 

the markets are efficiently inefficient. In one of his lectures he said, based on his experience, that 

he believed the market efficiency was 9.5 on a scale of 1-10.  Pedersen put these words on the 

efficient market topic: “Prices are pushed away from their fundamental value because of a variety 

of demand pressure and institutional frictions, and the extreme competition leads the market to 

become inefficient to an efficient extent: just inefficient enough for money managers can be 
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compensated for their costs and risks through superior performance and just efficient enough that 

after the rewards to money manager after all costs do not encourage new managers or additional 

capital” (Pedersen 2015).  

 

Value investing 

 

This contrarian strategy is often credited to Benjamin Graham and David Dodd, which were 

seeking stocks that were both profitable and undervalued. This is somewhat different from a pure 

value strategy. Pure value strategies used by academics’ sort stocks by a measure of fundamental 

value like price-book and then goes long in the cheapest firms. Other measures of fundamental 

value include price-earnings, dividend yield, earnings per share etc. You could of course combine 

value stocks with quality stocks, which would replicate the above strategy, but we will not 

consider this in our thesis. 

Value investors don’t believe in the efficient market theory as they believe the market overreacts 

on good and bad news, which drives the stock price away from their fundamental value. In this 

way, the value investors make the market more efficient by pushing the stock price back to their 

right value. However, finding firms’ fundamental value is a highly subjective procedure rendering 

it impossible to find a correct and definite answer. People tend to have very different views on the 

same stock although they are given the exact same information. Since there is no correct answer 

to a firm’s fundamental value, value investors consider a range of possible estimates of the 

intrinsic value to consider how robust their valuation is. They compare their estimated value to the 

market value and then incorporate a margin safety. If the price is below (beyond) this margin 

safety, then one should buy (sell) that share. 

(Lasse H. Pedersen). 

There are many ways to implement the general idea of value investing. The differences lie in 

investor’s definition of intrinsic value, the holding period and how the portfolios are constructed. 

Investors like Buffet are very patient and hold their positions for a very long time. These investors 

seek to buy the stock for less value than the future dividends they will collect over time. Other 

investors have shorter time horizon and bet that the stock price will correct itself.  
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On the other hand, growth firm, which have higher market values and thus are more expensive 

than value stocks, have historically performed more poorly. The fact that value beats growth may 

be surprising to many people, given that growth stocks include companies with great growth 

opportunities in sales and earnings, whereas value stocks are often mature businesses with lower 

growth opportunities. In addition, many growth companies have technologies and business 

models that investors expect to dominate in the future, which may be the reason why some 

investors believe these firms are a somewhat safe investment that will generate high returns. 

However, research has found that this is not the case. (Risager 2013) 

 

Earlier research 

 

Research has verified the theory by Graham and Dodd that value stocks beats growth stocks over long 

time periods in most markets. The paper by Davis, Fama and French (2000), look at the value 

premium in the US from the great depression in 1929 to 1997. The evidence is also extended in an out 

of sample period consisting of data up to 2010. Their research is based on stocks traded on NYSE, but 

later the sample also includes stocks from AMEX and NASDAQ. Financial firms, transportation firms 

and utilities are not included in their sample. The technical approach in forming the portfolios is 

described in the methodology part. 

 

 

  
Value 

stocks Growth Stocks Premium 

Small Cap 1.53 1.05 0.48 

Large Cap 1.34 0.89 0.45 

Average all stocks 1.43 0.97 0.46 
 
Table 2.1 

 

Table 2.1 outlines the monthly returns generated by the different portfolios separated in small and 

large cap as well as the average of both from 1929-1997. Over the whole period, the average 

monthly premium is 0.46%, and corresponds to a yearly premium of 5.52% with a t-statistic of 

4.24. It is interesting to note the difference in average return of small and large stocks of value 

stocks. The difference is 0.19 per month and 2.3% per year. There are differences among growth 

stocks also, but to a lesser extent than value stocks. These differences reflect the size premium, 

meaning that small stocks are more risky than big stocks. In distress periods, when investors want 

out of these stocks, they face liquidity risk, which makes it harder to offload their positions. 
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Lakonsihok, Shcleifer and VIshny (1994) investigated if the value premium increased if one only 

went long in the deepest value stocks and short in the deepest growth stocks, instead of the 

traditional 30th and 70th percentile breakpoints. They sorted stocks into ten deciles where the 

highest decile indicated the firms with the highest B/M and the lowest decile contained the firms 

with the lowest B/M. They found that deep value stocks yield significantly better results than the 

top 30% value stocks. Looking at the strategy (P10 – P1), they found that the value stocks created 

19.8% return, whilst the deep growth stocks created only 9,8% in the period from 1963 to 1990. 

Taking this further, they looked at the possibility to sorting the stocks into two criteria’s instead of 

just one. They found that stocks measured by price-to-cash and with the lowest growth in sales 

gave even better results with a return of 22.1%. The portfolio with the highest price-to-cash and 

highest growth in earnings earned 11.4% in the same period.  

 

Studies by Cooper, Gulen and Schill (2008) define value and growth stocks as the growth in 

assets (unlike growth in sales) and are based on the growth in the previous year. Stocks with the 

ten percent lowest asset growth are value stocks and companies with the ten percent highest asset 

growths are growth stocks. In the period of 1968 to 2003, the value stocks gained an 18% return 

per year, while the growth stocks only gained 5% return. The low returns to growth stocks are 

remarkably low as this is lower than the Treasury Bill rate, which has an average rate of 6.3%. 

This is not just in the short run either as the period contains 35 years of data.  

 

The evidence shown is only for manufacturing firms and doesn’t include financial firms. Barber 

and Lyon (1997) did a research where they looked at financial firms to see if these firms showed 

similar patterns in the US market. They sorted the stocks into ten deciles in order to look at the 

deepest values and growth firms. The results indicated the same patterns and found a significant 

value premium. However, the t-statistic on the difference of financial and non-financial was not 

significant. 
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Performance during dotcom and the financial crisis 

 

 

Graph 2.1 The graph shows the cumulative return from 1990-2015 and includes financial stocks 

 

Typical value stocks contain well-established firms with proven business models and contains 

stocks such as Johnson & Johnson, ExxonMobile, General Electric, Chevron, Pfizer etc. Growth 

stocks are younger firms and include technology firms such as Google, Apple, Microsoft, IBM, 

Cisco etc. Investors that kept faith in the value strategy were hit hard during the dotcom bubble. In 

the period before the bubble burst, the expensive technology stocks rose to unprecedented levels 

before it got corrected in 2000. Some people talked about a new paradigm and argued that value 

investing belonged to the past. It didn’t take long before HML recovered from this bubble and did 

quite well in all markets, especially in the EU, before the financial crisis in 2007. In 2007, growth 

stocks outperformed value stocks by 12%, but the shift actually started a year before in 2006. One 

reason for this may be the value stocks’ steep rise between 2000 and 2006, ultimately resulting in 

value stocks trading at values close to growth stocks. Another explanation is that value stocks 

contained financial stocks, and the banking firms started to decline prior to 2007. In august 2007, 

the value premium declined by -6% and declined further 6% until the end of the year. The value 

premium recovered during the next year due to a good performance of utility stocks combined 

with poor performance of technology stocks, but suffered a new set back in the crisis in 2008. The 

market had a rebound in March 2009. The fall in 2011 are due to the European sovereign debt 

credit, where some countries were not able to repay government debt, which made investors in US 

and globally afraid of a contagion.  
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Explanation of the value factor 

 

As discussed above, it is the risk question that has created the great divide between academics. 

The one side believes in the efficient market hypothesis and thereby risk and return goes hand in 

hand. The other side doesn’t deny the importance of risk in the pricing of assets, but in terms of 

the value premium they believe that investors gets too excited by growth stocks, and when the 

market realize these stocks have had unrealistic earnings expectation, they will fall. They argue 

that this market correction is the reason why growth stocks tend to underperform in the long run. 

Explanations from both sides will now be further elaborated. 

 

Risk explanation 

 

Are value strategies more volatile? 

Standard deviation is a simple and widely used risk measure. The question is if the value portfolio 

exhibit higher standard deviation, and if it does, is this high enough to explain the value premium?  

LSV (1994) found that the value portfolio had somewhat higher volatility than the growth 

portfolio in the US from 1963-1991. Value had a standard deviation of 24.1, whilst growth had a 

standard deviation of 21.6. It should be noted that they found a negative skew on the value 

portfolio, which indicate more upside risk for the value portfolio than the growth portfolio and is 

one of the problem using standard deviation in performance measure.  (Risager 2013) 

Research by Davis, Fama and French (2000) also in the US, found that growth stocks actually 

exhibited slightly higher volatility from 1963-1997. However, if one considers the volatility for 

the whole period, from 1929-1997, value stocks are more volatile (25.6) compared to growth 

stocks (19.6). Even though value stocks appear to be more volatile, these differences are not 

enough and would only explain a tiny fraction of the premium. This would also apply for several 

other markets like Belgium, Japan and Switzerland. It seems that the risk argument would hold in 

markets like Netherlands and Sweden, which exceeds 10% differences in volatility. It should be 

noted that the data period is a little short (1975-95), and hence, it is difficult to draw any 

conclusion based on these observations. 
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Do value stocks have higher Beta? 

 

Empirical findings for the US show that the beta for value and growth are more or less the same. 

In some occasions the value stocks have marginally higher beta, but not always. Either way, the 

differences in beta is not sufficient to explain the value premium. This is also supported by a 

number of empirical tests that goes back to the research by Basu (1977). He showed that higher 

returns on value portfolios did not coincide with higher systematic risk in the US. LSV (1994) 

found that value beta exceeded the growth beta, but again, the higher beta was not enough to 

explain premium. These findings are consistent with findings from Fama and French (1992), who 

concluded that average stock returns are not positively related to market betas. Fama and French 

extended their research in 2006, where they investigated returns from 1926 to 2004. Once again, 

their analysis revealed that stock returns are affected by size and book to market, but not by their 

betas. One of their subsample, 1963-2004, showed that value portfolios in fact had lower betas 

than growth portfolios. 

 

Value stocks in recessions 

 

Even though there is a broad consensus that value stocks are not more sensitive to market 

fluctuations than growth stocks, the risk argument could still hold if these stocks, on average, 

perform more badly than growth stocks when the marginal utility of wealth is high. Periods with 

low economic growth are often periods with high distress and it would therefore be interesting to 

look further into the performance of value stocks in the worst periods. 

If one looks at the worst ten quarters of GNP growth, value stocks actually outperforms growth 

stocks by 5 percent. Furthermore, during the next worst 34 quarters of GNP growth, value stocks 

outperform growth stocks by 1.6 percent.  (Chan and Lakonishok 2004 and LSV 1994) 

 

Lakonishok did also a research (US data) of the premium based on recessions defined by the 

National Bureau of Economics Research. Here he listed the performance prior 12 months, during 

the recession and following 12 months. The premium is negative during 1990/91 recession, but is 

highly positive during the 2001 recession. In 2008, the premium was negative, but in this 

recession financials were hit hard. However, the mean monthly value premium is positive if one 
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looks at the average of all recessions from 1953-2009. Even though there is evidence of negative 

premium in some recessions, it is difficult to argue that stocks are riskier from a macroeconomic 

point of view.  

 

Behavioral explanations 

 

When we are examining behavioral explanations it is necessary to discuss the two building blocks 

that behavioral finance is based on. Earlier research has showed that irrationality can have major 

and long termed impact on prices. These literatures are referred to as limit to arbitrage. The 

second building block is based on the psychology of the agents in the market. The reasons for 

agent’s irrationality are necessary to evaluate in order to make sharp predictions. 

 

Limits to arbitrage 

 

Even though we are talking about an inefficient market there is no such thing as a free lunch. If a 

trader were to find a company priced at a bargain and wants to exploit this by buying this 

company and at the same time hedge his position by shorting a company with similar cash flows 

and thereby be somewhat indifferent by the industry as a whole, there would still be a 

fundamental risk. The arbitrageur would still be vulnerable to bad news to this specific company. 

Furthermore, in absence of any bad news, pessimistic noise traders (irrational traders) could still 

send the stock price further down before it reaches its fundamental value, and is clearly a risk for 

an arbitrageur. This divergence could lead arbitrageurs into serious trouble as these traders in 

many cases would be forced to liquidate their positions early and potentially incur steep losses.  

Another issue is that arbitrageurs, or professional portfolio managers, are managing other people’s 

money and this agency feature has consequences. These people don’t have the knowledge about 

the manager’s strategy and evaluates him based on his returns. In the case of the divergence 

discussed above may result in investors withdrawing their money, leading the fund’s manager to 

liquidate their positions early. As Shleifer and Vishny (1997) put it: “There is a separation of 

brains and capital”. This would make the manager less aggressive in exploiting the mispricing in 

the first place. In extension of this, after poor short term returns, creditors may call their loans in 

fear of losing their collateral, which again would result in premature liquidation. Yet another 
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scenario which could force an early liquidation is when one must unwind short positions because 

the lender wants his stocks back and there are no other stocks to borrow. A further factor that 

complicates potentially easy profits are transactions costs like commissions, bid-ask spreads and 

short-sales constraints. All these costs make a trade less attractive and may be sufficient enough 

that exploiting a mispriced security is unappealing.  

 

Psychology 

 

 

The theory of limited arbitrage shows that arbitrageurs in some occasions can be powerless when 

they observe a mispriced security. Behaviorists seek to understand the structure of the deviations, 

and for guidance on this, they look at biases that arises when people form beliefs. These biases are 

formed by experimental evidence by cognitive psychologists. 

 

Overconfidence: People tend be too confident in their judgements. They often use way too 

narrow data in their samples and at the same time they are inaccurate in their probabilities 

estimates. Events they are certain will happen, only occur approximately 80 percent of the time, 

and events they see as impossible occur around 20 percent. 

Optimism and wishful thinking: This relates to peoples unrealistically rosy views of their abilities 

and failing to have realistic views of future tasks (tasks takes longer time than planned). 

Representativeness: This refers to peoples misjudging the importance of information. If you think 

of Bayes law, they gives too much weight on the probability of X given that the information given 

is true. They also tend to base their opinion on small samples. For instance, one believes that a 

financial analysts that pick three or four winners are a talented analysts since these stock picks 

represent success. 

Conservativism: It appears that people tend to overweight the data when the data is representative 

of an underlying model, but give too little weight when the data is not representative and instead 

rely more on prior information. 

Belief Perseverance: Evidence shows that people rely and hold on to their own opinion for too 

long and don’t look for evidence against their belief. Even when thy find evidence against their 

hypothesis, they tend to treat this with excess skeptimism. 

Anchoring: When forming an estimate, people adjust their number too little from their starting 

value. 
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Availability biases: Events that are salient and/or occur recently weights more than earlier events. 

 

Next we discuss more specific explanation of the value factor based on earlier research 

As already mentioned, the behavioral camp argues that investors get too excited by growth stocks 

and doesn’t realize that an exceptional company with great growth potential can be purchased at a 

price that is way too high. The high expectation would often lead to disappointment around 

earnings announcements and the optimism declines to a more realistic level. This hypothesis has 

been tested by LSV (1994)). They sorted the stocks based on the highest earnings growth in the 

past years and wanted to see how earnings growth developed after the portfolio formation. If the 

earnings growth declined in the years following the formation, then there was reasonable to 

assume that growth stocks indeed had disappointed the investors. 

 

Behavioral explanations in light of empirical studies 

 

Are investors too optimistic to growth firm’s future returns? 

 

LSV (1994) found that in the run-up to the portfolio formation, growth stocks had much higher 

returns than value stocks three years prior to the formation. These portfolios consisted of the ten 

percent highest book-to market ratios and ten percent lowest ratios. The growth stocks had, as 

expected, the highest average earnings growth five years before the formation and also highest 

cash flow and sales growth. The cumulative stock returns the preceding three years is much higher 

for growth stocks, which shows an impressive return of 145.5 %, whilst value stocks experienced 

a negative return. However, the following five years after the formation tells a different story. The 

average earnings growth is now higher for value stocks, and both average cash flows growth and 

sales growth for growth stocks has experienced a significant declined. In the same period, value 

stocks had an increase of cash flow growth from -1.3% to 7%. The earnings growth went from -

27.4% to 43.6%. 

The data shows a clear pattern in the US, that growth stocks earnings growth, cash flow growth 

and sales growth declines after portfolio formation, while value stocks tend to perform better on 

the same measures relative to years’ prior portfolio formation. These findings support the view 

that investors get too excited by growth companies and the reason why these stocks lose 

momentum after the formation period. This is contrary to the behavior of value stocks. These 
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stocks showed improved results on growth measures and delivered higher returns after the 

formation period. 

 

Earnings growth in other equity markets 

 

Japan 

 

The study of Cai (1997) revealed that the annual value premium was as high as 11.3 percent in 

Japan from 1971 to 1993. In addition, the author found that the disappointment hypothesis also 

counted for the Japanese market during this period. The average CF growth five years prior to the 

formation date shows 18.7% for growth stocks against 4.8% for value stocks. The cumulative 

return three years prior to the formation shows an astonishing 140.2% for growth stocks and 

21.3% for value stocks. After the formation, the average CF growth for value stocks is now 8.6%, 

while growth stocks have a growth of 7.8%. Again, value stocks tend to perform better in the 

post-formation period. Growth stocks strongly outperformed value stocks prior to the formation, 

but underperform by 11.3% annually after the formation period. 

 

 

UK 

The paper by Levis and Liodakis (2001) wanted to investigate if the UK data was consistent with 

the findings of LSV hypothesis in the US. The data period was from 1968 to 1997. This paper 

confirmed that value stocks, on average, outperformed growth stocks in up to five years following 

portfolio formation. This was regardless of how the value portfolio was defined (high B/M, low 

P/E ratios or low price-to-cash flow multiples). In addition, they found the same reversal in 

earnings growth as discussed above (average CF growth declines for growth stocks after portfolio 

formation). Based on this, it appears that the high expectation for growth stocks also applies for 

this market. 

 

The result is not as unambiguously if one sorts the value and growth portfolios by earnings yields 

or cash flow yields. In this case, for growth stocks, the earnings growth is not higher prior to the 

formation than after, while value stocks don’t post higher earnings growth afterwards. This means 

growth stocks continue to report high earnings growth and thereby the earnings announcement 

hypothesis for the UK is more ambiguous than for Japan and US. (Ole Risager s 98) 
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Event studies on earnings announcements 

 

 

Event studies on the hypothesis mentioned above would give us more direct evidence. This study 

is based on quarterly earnings reports and one wants to see how these earnings news affects the 

stock markets valuation of the companies. If the market is hammering growth stocks after their 

announcements, then there is evidence that the low return performance is due to investor’s 

disappointment rather than low risk claimed by the efficient market view. 

La Porta, Lakonishok, Schleifer and Vishny (1997) document this for the US market in the period 

from 1971-1993. In their research they looked at the mean stock returns around the event day and 

compared it with mean returns on ‘normal’ days. If the return were lower around earnings 

announcements, then there is evidence that earnings news was a negative surprise for the investors 

and vice versa. They formed portfolios based on high and low B/M ratios from Q1 to Q4 and then 

rebalanced. That means they formed 22 portfolios (year 1971 to 1993) and held each portfolio in 

five years. They found the results by taking the average of Q1-Q4 … Q17-Q20 (five years) on 

each of the 22 portfolios.  

The results showed that growth stocks had a negative return of -0.5% one year after the portfolio 

formation and are evidence for the disappointment hypothesis. Value stocks, however, have a 

positive mean of 3.5%. The 4% difference in return is highly significant with a t-statistic of 5.65. 

Over the next three years the returns of growth stocks are increasing (-0.4%, 0.3% and 0.8%), 

while value stocks are decreasing (3%, 3.1% and 2.6%). It seems that investors slowly realize 

they have been too optimistic/pessimistic. Furthermore, they found that the difference in return in 

the first 2-3 years explained about 25-30% of the annual value premium, and 15-20% on years 

four and five. 

The same paper did also look at the size effect, that is, the effect of firm’s market capitalization. It 

shows the same story, but the numbers are slightly lower. The differences in the first year are still 

over 3% and explain more than 25% of the annual value premium. 

In summary, the research shows that value stocks have higher returns on earnings announcement 

days than on average days. The opposite applies to growth stocks, which have lower returns on 

the event days than on other days. This is clearly inconsistent with any risk argument and favor 

the behavioral argument that growth stocks cannot live up to expectations. 
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Momentum 

 

 

Momentum investing refers to a strategy that buys past winners and shorting past losers. This is 

not the same as a trend following strategy although their similarity. A trend following strategy 

would take positions based on absolute price changes and change their exposure depending on the 

market. Momentum investing, however, attempts to find the winners that have outperformed their 

peers and shorting losers that have performed relatively poorly by ranking the securities in 

ascending orders. Furthermore, the strategy is market neutral and thereby this strategy can be 

applied no matter how the market is doing. As an example, under the financial crisis in 2008, 

winners would have been stocks that only went down a few percent relative to their peers, which 

went down more than 30 percent. During market upswings, losers would be defined as stocks that 

only went up a few percent.  

This anomaly has been a tough case for the rational theorists and clearly contradicts the random 

walk theory. Eugene Fama said the momentum factor has been the biggest challenge so far as it is 

difficult to justify this premium by risk explanation. How can stocks one day be risky and then 

less risky the next day? It is these sudden shifts that make this anomaly hard to explain by a risk 

argument. We will come back to this question later. 

 

Earlier research 

Narasimhan Jegadeesh and Sheridan Titman (1993) (JT93 from now) documented that stocks tend 

to behave in a certain pattern, and thereby one can predict future price based on past information. 

They looked at different formation periods, but in all cases the portfolios lose its momentum in 

holding periods beyond one year. The authors also looked further into possible sources of the 

abnormal returns and concluded it was due to delayed price reaction to firm specific information.  

The way this research was structured were to select stocks based on their past J months and hold 

them for K months. To be more specific they ranked the stocks in ascending orders at the 

beginning of each month based on their performance in the past J months. The top performers 

were placed in the top 10 % decile, the second best performers being placed in the next 10% 

decile and so on, making it a total of 10 portfolios. Furthermore, they skipped the most recent 

month, which is standard in the momentum literature. The rational for this excluding has to do 

with the short-term reversal documented by Jegadeesh (1990). He showed that contrarian 

strategies that buys past losers and shorting past winners based on the previous week or month 

generated abnormal returns. However, these findings don’t necessarily reflect any overreaction 
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from the market. Although these strategies are based on short term price movements, their success 

may reflect a lack of liquidity. This interpretation was supported by findings in Jegadeesh (1991), 

which observed a relation between short-term reversals and bid ask spreads. To understand this 

relation, we need to look further into how specialists (or market maker) provide liquidity. In a 

case where a number of investors want to sell shares and there are not enough buyers, then the 

specialist must take an unusually large position, and thereby take the risk of holding undiversified 

portfolios. The specialist would therefore make a price bid that is low enough in order to earn 

positive excess return on his inventory as a compensation for the risk of holding such an 

undiversified portfolio. This induced price decline is therefore likely to be followed by a price 

increase. In other words, when there is no news on that particular stock and investors still wants 

out, there would be a price pressure pushing the stock price down, which then leads the stock 

price to bounce back up in the coming days. 

Jumping back to the momentum research, Jegadeesh and Titman looked at the past performance 

(J) over a 1, 2, 3 and 4 quarter period together with a further holding period of 1, 2, 3 and 4 

quarters, making it a total of 16 strategies.  

 

    Panel A Panel B 

  J 
K 

=  3 6 9 12 
K 

=  3 6 9 12 
3 Sell   0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01   0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 

      -2.16 -1.98 -1.92 -1.87   -1.67 -1.64 -1.77 -1.79 
3 Buy   0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02   0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 

      -3.57 -3.78 -3.83 -3.89   -3.95 -3.98 -3.96 -3.98 

3 
Buy-

Sell   0.00 0.01 0.01 0.01   0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 
      -1.10 -2.69 -2.69 -3.53   -2.61 -3.16 -3.36 -4.00 

6 Sell   0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01   0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 
      -1.67 -1.48 -1.48 -1.66   -1.28 -1.35 -1.38 -1.58 

6 Buy   0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02   0.02 0.02 0.01 0.02 
      -4.28 -4.31 -4.31 -4.13   -4.47 -4.41 -1.38 -4.13 

6 
Buy-

Sell   0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01   0.01 0.01 0.02 0.01 
      -2.44 -3.07 -3.76 -3.36   -3.37 -3.61 -4.32 -3.54 

9 Sell   0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01   0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 
      -1.47 -1.29 -1.43 -1.66   -1.13 -1.15 -4.01 -1.59 

9 Buy   0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02   0.02 0.02 0.01 0.02 
      -4.56 -4.53 -4.30 -4.03   -4.72 -4.56 -1.34 -4.04 

9 
Buy-

Sell   0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01   0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 
      -3.03 -3.78 -3.47 -2.89   -3.85 -4.09 -3.67 -3.04 

12 Sell   0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01   0.00 0.01 0.01 0.01 
      -1.17 -1.29 -1.48 -1.74   -0.93 -1.15 -1.40 -1.71 

12 Buy   0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02   0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 
      -4.63 -4.36 -4.10 -3.81   -4.73 -4.36 -4.09 -3.79 

12 
Buy-

Sell   0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01   0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 
      -3.74 -3.40 -2.95 -2.25   -4.28 -3.65 -3.09 -2.31 
Table 2.2 
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As seen from the table 1.2, JT93 made two panels with results. Panel A shows the different 

returns along with their respective t-values based on the different formation periods J and holding 

periods K (in months). Panel B shows the same calculations except that in this panel, they have 

opted for a 1-week lag, meaning that there is 1 week between the end of the formation period and 

the start of the holding period. The rationale for this is detailed above. Looking at the returns 

together with their respective t-value in the panels above, it is clear that JT93 found statistical 

significant abnormal returns in the zero investment strategy across almost all the strategies, with 

the only exception being the 3-month formation period combined with a holding period of 3 

months without using a 1-week lag located in panel A. The strategy with the highest t-statistic is 

the strategy with a formation period of 12 months combined with a holding period of 3 months 

that skips one week. This strategy showed a t-stat as high as 4.28 and with 32 observations, the 

probability of obtaining this single t-stat is less than 0.0006. The return of this 12J/3K strategy 

yields 1.49% with one-week time lag between formation and holding period and 1.31 % without 

the one-week time lag. Holding periods beyond 12 months are showed to experience negative 

abnormal returns and continue up to the 31-month. This suggests that part of the predictable price 

changes is not permanent.  

 

Having discussed and documented that momentum exists, what are the sources behind the returns 

of this strategy? In the same paper, the authors looked at possible sources in order to find the key 

driver of the returns. To do this, they defined two different models that describe returns. Let us 

first take a look at the Simple One-Factor Model: 

                                                                                (1) 

This model allows the factor-mimicking portfolio (ft) to be serially correlated, but it requires that 

individual stocks react instantaneously to factor realization. Furthermore, the expected profits can 

be written as 

                                                                  (2) 

 

which means that securities that experience relatively high returns in one period can be expected 

to deliver higher than average returns in the next period. Given the model (1), the profits in (2) 

can be separated into three different terms in order to identify the source of the profit.  
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The first term is the cross sectional dispersion of expected return, which means that the 

momentum strategy may pick up risky stocks and the portfolio return are thereby compensation of 

the high risk. The second term relates to timing the factor given that the factor is positively 

serially correlated. This means that if the market were positively serially correlated, then one 

would select stocks with high betas when there is a conditional expectation of high factor returns. 

The last term is the average serial correlation of firm specific components. If the sources of the 

profits stem from either of the first two terms, then the profits may be a compensation for bearing 

systematic risk. However, if the superior performance relates to the third term, this would suggest 

market inefficiency.  

 

        
Average Market 

Capitalization     Beta   

P1   1.36   208.2 

P2   1.19   480.1 

P3   1.14   545.3 

P4   1.11   618.9 

P5   1.09   692.9 

P6   1.08   702.5 

P7   1.09   738.1 

P8   1.12   758.9 

P9   1.17   680.2 

P10 1.28   495.1 

P10-P1 -0.08     

 
Table 2.3 

 

Table 2.3 is from the result of a 6J/6K strategy where P1 indicates the lowest loser decile and P10 

are the highest winner decile. These are equally weighted portfolios and their respective betas are 

measured with respect to a value-weighted index.  

 

The table shows that the winner portfolio has a lower beta than the loser portfolio and the zero-

cost investment strategy has thereby a negative exposure to the market index. Another measure of 

potential risk is the size of the stocks in the respective portfolios. You can see that both of the 

extreme portfolios invest in smaller firms compare to the average of the other portfolios, but the 
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loser portfolio invests in smaller firms than the winner portfolio. This is evidence against the first 

source and the profit is not due to higher risk measured by beta. 

 

If the second term were to be the key source of the profits, then the serial covariance of the 6-

month index returns are required to be positive. However, they found a negative covariance of -

0.028, which would contribute by reducing the profits. The covariance of the residuals (last term) 

for individual stocks are on average positive (0.0012). This suggests that stocks underreact to 

firm-specific information, but you cannot rule out the possibility that stocks react with a lag to 

factor realizations. To look further into this possibility, they used a second model, which relaxed 

the assumption that stocks react instantaneously to factor realization, and allow the stocks to 

either overreact or underreact to the common factor. In this case, the common factor is serially 

uncorrelated and the return generated model is defined as: 

 

                                                  
 

Where b2 > 0 implies that stock i partly reacts with a lag to the factor, and b2 < 0 implies that 

stock i overreacted to the factor realization ft and is corrected in the subsequent period. If this lead 

lag factor were an important source of the momentum profit, then the profit of any period would 

be dependent on the magnitude of the previous periods factor returns. However, JT93 concluded 

that the lead-lag effect is not an important source of the profits and therefore the key source of the 

profits are due to market underreaction to firm specific information. 

 
 

Some myths and facts about momentum investing 

 

There have been many myths regarding momentum investing, where some people arguing that the 

profits of momentum are small and sporadic, exhibit much more volatility, works only for small 

stocks, works only on the short side and that the factor is not a serious investment strategy, 

implying that it will not survive transaction costs. Asness, Frazzini, Israel and Moskowitz (2013) 

looked further into these myths or theories and provided some evidence against them in the US 

stock market.  

 

The table below reveals evidence against the theory that momentum profits are small and 

sporadic. Here the authors have divided the returns into three different periods. The last period 
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(1991-2013) is the out of sample period from the original findings by Jegadeesh and Titman 

(1993). 

 

Returns Mkt-rf SMB HML UMD 

1927 - 2013 8% 3% 5% 8% 

1963 - 2013 6% 3% 5% 8% 

1991 - 2013 8% 3% 4% 6% 

Sharpe Ratios Mkt-rf SMB HML UMD 

1927 - 2013 0.41 0.26 0.39 0.5 

1963 - 2013 0.39 0.29 0.45 0.57 

1991 - 2013 0.54 0.29 0.32 0.36 
 
Table 2.4 

 

Table 2.4 shows that the momentum factor has outperformed the SMB and HML factors in every 

sub-period. Event after adjusting for volatility, the momentum strategy comes out on top in every 

period. As further evidence, they looked at how often the different factors gained profits in every 

period. In other words, they looked how often the winners beat the losers using both 1-year rolling 

returns and 5 years rolling returns. 

 

% Positive, 1-year Rolling Returns Mkt-rf SMB HML UMD 

1927 - 2013 71% 58% 63% 81% 

1963 - 2013 72% 61% 64% 80% 

1991 - 2013 78% 62% 61% 76% 

% Positive, 5-year Rolling Returns Mkt-rf SMB HML UMD 

1927 - 2013 82% 65% 89% 88% 

1963 - 2013 77% 65% 87% 89% 

1991 - 2013 73% 75% 74% 71% 
 
Table 2.5 

On rolling 1-year returns, momentum shows consistency and has a higher percentage of times 

where the strategy gains profits. Even though HML has better result on rolling 5-year returns, the 

numbers reveal that the sporadic argument is nonsense, at least at the US stock market. 
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Momentum profits on the long and short side 

 

UMD market-adjusted returns Mkt-rf SMB HML UMD 

1927 - 2013 71% 58% 63% 81% 

1963 - 2013 72% 61% 64% 80% 

1991 - 2013 78% 62% 61% 76% 

UMD returns minus market Mkt-rf SMB HML UMD 

1927 - 2013 82% 65% 89% 88% 

1963 - 2013 77% 65% 87% 89% 

1991 - 2013 73% 75% 74% 71% 
 
Table 2.6 

Table 2.6 shows the alpha returns on a pure winner and loser strategy and the magnitude of 

contribution to the total profit. As you can see, the long side produces higher risk adjusted returns 

and over the whole period, the two strategies are equally profitable. The second panel is just the 

average returns versus the market and just adds to the fact that the short side is not more important 

than the long side as some people suggests. 

 

Momentum among small and large stocks 

 

 

Momentum UMD Small UMD Big UMD 

1927 - 2013 9.8% 6.8% 8.3% 

1963 - 2013 11.3% 5.5% 8.4% 

1991 - 2013 8.1% 4.5% 6.3% 

Value UMD Small UMD Big UMD 

1927 - 2013 5.9% 3.5% 4.7% 

1963 - 2013 6.4% 2.6% 4.5% 

1991 - 2013 6.5% 0.7% 3.6% 
 
Table 2.7 

Looking at the left panel, one can easily see that momentum profits do not only exist for small 

stocks. By comparing momentum to value, there is evidence of a higher existence of momentum 

amongst big stocks than of value amongst big stocks. The profits from momentum stocks amongst 

both small and big stocks were found to be significantly different from zero, even after adjusting 

for beta. This was not true for value stocks. 
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Momentum profits adjusting for transaction costs 

 

Many people have questioned if the momentum premium covers the transaction costs as this 

strategy has a high turnover. Eugene Fama was amongst the people who claim that the trading 

costs will eat up the profits (Interview in minneapolisfed). Frazzini, Israel and Moskowitz (2013) 

documented the trading costs for the size factor, value factor and momentum factor from 1998 to 

2013 using data across 19 developed equity markets. In their research they used both strategies 

implemented by academic studies (which do not consider transaction costs and thereby may be 

inefficient to implement in real world) and by optimizing the portfolios in a way that minimized 

transaction costs and thereby optimized the net returns. The tables below reveal that over short 

out-of-sample returns, the performance of the momentum strategy net of transaction costs are 

rather poorly, but over the whole period, the strategy yields a high net return. However, the 

optimized portfolios yield a positive net return in a sample period from 1980 to 2011. This shows 

that it is possible to implement the momentum strategy despite the high turnover. 

(Interview in minneapolisfed.org 2007)  

 

How does momentum perform when the market crashes? 

 

 

Panel A SMB HML UMD B: SMB HML UMD 

Realized cost 1.46 1.54 3.51   0.55 1 2.49 

Break-even cost 2.61 3.88 7.85   2.61 3.9 7.85 

Return (Gross) 8.58 3.44 2.56   2.61 3.9 7.85 

Return (Net) 7.12 1.9 -0.95   2.07 2.9 5.37 

 
Table 2.8 Realized TC sample 1998-2011 - US and Panel B are all stocks over the whole period of 1926-2011 - US. These 

numbers are from the first strategy (standard academic strategy i.e, not optimized portfolios) 
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Graph 2.2 (Data from Kenneth French website) 

 

 

The graph above shows that the momentum factor has not performed well compared to the market 

from the period of 1990-2015. The more interesting question, however, is how the momentum 

portfolio performs during crashes and in the following upswing in the market. The momentum 

returns have been proved to exhibit a negative skewness, which means they experience infrequent 

but strong and persistent strings of negative returns. This occurs when the market rebounds from a 

“panic” state. The reason for the low expected returns in panic states is the performance of past 

losers during these crashes, which are showed to behave like option-like payoffs. 

 

Grundy and Martin (2001) argued that buying winners and shorting losers guarantees a time-

varying factor exposure and thus there is a time varying beta in momentum portfolios. Further 

they believed there is a chance that firms that fell in tandem with the market were high beta firms 

and those that performed best were low beta firms. This means that the momentum has a negative 

market exposure during upswings. This makes sense looking at the cumulative return above. 

When the market shifts in early 2009, the momentum portfolio incurred large losses. Kent Daniel 

and Tobias Moskowitz (2013) showed that the up- versus down beta for losers in bear-markets 

differs by 0.6, whilst the difference for winners are only -0.2. They argued that due to these 

patterns, the momentum strategy in bear markets behaves like written calls on the market, 

meaning that when the market falls, you gain a little, but when the market rises, you lose 
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substantially. The graph below shows how the time-varying betas move around in the period of 

1999 to 2013. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Graph 2.3 

 

Explanations of the momentum factor 

 

Risk-based explanations 

 

Some of the risk arguments are coming up short as we saw in the research paper by Jegadeesh and 

Titman (1993). According to risk-based explanations you would expect that winners had higher betas 

than the losers, but they found the beta of winners (1.28) was lower than the portfolio of losers (1.36). 

The same counts for the size of the firms. If the winner portfolio consisted of smaller firms, then the 

winner portfolio may just be compensation of bearing the size risk. The table showed that the average 

market cap for winners (495.13) was more than twice the average size of the losers (208.24). 

Furthermore, they showed that the key source of momentum returns are firm specific, as the 

idiosyncratic component was positively serially correlated. There are, however, other possible risk 

explanations.  

Chordia and Shivakumar (2002) found that macroeconomic variables related to business cycles 

explain the phenomenon. The macroeconomic variables include dividend yield, default spread, yield 

on three month T-bills, and term structure spread. They lagged these variables in order to predict the 

one-month-ahead momentum returns and found that these variables are the primary cause of the 

momentum returns. They argued that momentum strategies only did well during expansionary periods, 

but one can question these findings as the momentum factor did quite well during the financial crisis. 

The steep losses occurred first when the market rebounded, where the short portfolio spiked.  
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Behavioral explanations  

 

 

In the Efficiently Inefficient by Lasse H. Pedersen, he argues that it is difficult to justify this 

strategy with rational risk premium due to the high turnover of momentum. It is unlikely that the 

stocks risk characteristics would change so quickly and frequently. He believes the story is more 

likely to be that news is not incorporated instantly and thereby the stocks exhibit an initial 

underreaction to news. This means that good news would lead to a price increase today, but if 

price initially underreacts, then the price must continue to go up in the future and producing 

momentum. Furthermore, when the price has been going up for a while and investors start to jump 

on the bandwagon in an attempt to chase returns, this would further add to the momentum. In the 

case of underreaction, the idea is that information will be slowly incorporated in the stock prices, 

which could for example be due to investors being conservative, liquidity issues or investor’s 

tendency to sell winners too quickly and holding losers too long. 

Barberis, Vishny & Schleifer points to two of the psychological biases mentioned earlier. These 

are representativeness and conservatism. If there is good news on a firms accounting, investors 

may slowly price this information because they give too much weight on prior information, which 

were information that formed their belief about the stock. Their belief of the stock doesn’t 

necessarily change due to this particular news and therefore it takes time before they realize the 

importance of the news. The opposite counts for the representative bias. Investors may classify 

some stocks as growth stocks based on the fact that these companies have had great growth in 

earnings in the past years and believe this will also counts for the future, ignoring the fact that few 

firms will just keep growing. Studies done by Tversky and Kahneman showed that investors think 

they see patterns in stock returns even though they in reality looked at truly random sequences. 

This representative behavior may therefore explain the overreaction seen in the market. They 

overvalue firms and the unrealistically high expectation results in disappointment in the future 

when they realize their forecast fails to materialize.  

 

Daniel, Hirshleifer and Subrahmanyam (1998) are also looking at psychological biases, but they 

argue the over- and underreaction stems from two other cognitive biases, namely overconfidence 

and self-attribution bias. The relation between this is that investors tend to be too confident in 

their judgment and this confidence just continues to grow when public information is in 

agreement with his information, but when the opposite is true, that public information doesn’t 
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agree with his information, his confidence doesn’t fall commensurately. Put differently, investors 

overreact to private information and underreact to public information signals. 

 

Value and Momentum in combination 

 

We have seen that both value and momentum strategies have worked quite well. Combining these 

two strategies have proven to be negatively correlated, which makes this a powerful cocktail. A 

combination will therefore add further to the diversification instead of holding these portfolios 

separately. To understand the reason for this negative correlation we need to look at the 

characteristic of stocks in both value and momentum strategies. The value strategies are strongest 

among low-momentum (loser) stocks and weakest among high-momentum (winner) stocks, whilst 

momentum is particularly strong among low-value (expensive) stocks. Holding this combined 

portfolio would reduce losses in periods that one of the factors struggles and thus create a more 

balanced portfolio.  

Asness, Moskowitz and Pedersen (2013) looked at how value strategies, momentum strategies 

and a combination of the strategies have done it both across countries and across different asset 

classes. They found that the value and momentum exists everywhere and across asset classes. 

Further, they found that value loads negatively on liquidity risk, while momentum loads 

positively. A simple explanation to this is that momentum represents the most popular trades, as 

investors flocks around stocks that have appreciated most recently. Value performs poorly in 

times where funding liquidity rises, whilst momentum perform well in these times as borrowing is 

easier. When a shock in the market occur, leveraged traders must reduce their positions due to 

margin requirements, which leads to a selling pressure and a decline in the stock price. The 

market becomes more volatile and illiquid due to the order imbalance as these traders are liquidity 

providers normally. This could lead into a negative spiral as the volatility and illiquidity could 

lead brokers to increase margin requirements, forcing other leveraged traders to reduce positions 

and a liquidity spiral emerges. The value traders are less crowded and therefore they are less 

affected by this. This opposite exposure to liquidity risk explains part of the negative correlation 

between the two strategies. However, in terms of economic magnitudes they argue that the 

combination strategy is immune to liquidity risk and therefore it cannot explain the premium.  

The graph below is adjusted with a target ex-ante volatility of 10% for comparison, measured in 

the US market from 1929 until June 2016. It is easy to see that a combination has been a better 
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investment than investing separately. Holding the portfolios separately would be a lot mot risky. 

The Sharpe ratio for a value strategy in this period was 0.378 and 0.493 for the momentum 

strategy. For the combined portfolio, the Sharpe ratio increased substantially with a Sharpe ratio 

of 0.795. It is no doubt that a rational investors would prefer this combination strategy.  

 

Graph 2.4 

 

Repurchase Minus Issuance 

 

The interesting case with this strategy is to see if the market tends to underreact to repurchase and 

stock issues announcements. Both signals would be expected to communicate a strong indication 

of the health of the firm and investors might not evaluate this information correctly. Therefore, 

such news may slowly be incorporated to the stock price. This potentially underreaction is what 

we want to investigate further.  

 

Share issuance 

 

Seasoned equity offering 

 

Many companies would need to raise additional capital throughout the life of the firm as many 

growth opportunities would not be feasible to finance with retained earnings. In these cases, the 

firm returns to the equity markets to offer new shares. There are obviously many more reasons 

why a manager decides to issue more shares other than growth opportunities. Other reasons could 
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be the need to refinance, modifying the capital structure, exploiting private information regarding 

the firms fundamental value, exploit periods when the financing costs are historically low, 

financing mergers and acquisitions, to improve the liquidity of existing securities, to create more 

diffuse voting rights and ownerships, to strengthen takeover defenses, or to facilitate asset 

restructuring such as spin-offs and carve outs. A spin-off happens when a company’s subsidiary is 

made into a separated firm. No cash will change hands in this case as the shareholders of the 

parent company will receive shares in the subsidiary on a pro rata basis. A carve out refers to 

selling part of this subsidiary while retaining the rest of the equity. (Empirical corporate finance 

and efficiently inefficient market) 

There are two kinds of seasoned equity offerings, namely a cash offer and a rights offer. The cash 

offer is share issuance to new investors, which would dilute the existing shares. The latter offers 

new shares to existing shareholders. This issuance method is protecting shareholders from share 

dilution, but the offer would only be beneficial to investors participating in the subscribing. It 

would be costly for investors that do not subscribe new shares unless they sell their shares before 

ex rights date. Textbooks often assume that the rights always can be traded, but the market for this 

is illiquid and therefore the price is often underpriced. 

The price reaction with share issuance would, on average, result in a price decline according to 

research, and the value destroyed is often a significant fraction of the new money raised. This is 

consistent with the adverse selection theory. The adverse selection means that seller has superior 

information, which leads to the lemons principle. The buyers do not know what the managers 

really communicates by the equity issuance and therefore they assume the reason why someone 

wants so sell is because the product is a “lemon”, and would discount the price they are willing to 

pay. They see this as a signal of an overvalued firm. This is a potential cost of issuing equity and 

may make owners with good information to not choose this form of financing. The adverse 

selection would also apply with debt issuance, but manager’s private information would in this 

case relate to the interest rate and therefore the private information would not be as sensitive as 

with equity issuance. This leads to the pecking order hypothesis. The managers would prefer to 

use retained cash first, then issuing debt and only using equity issuance as a last resort. 
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Share repurchase 

 

In the perfect markets setting of Miller and Modigliani, the shareholders are indifferent by the 

cash distribution. The value of the firm should be the same whether the corporation pays out 

dividend or repurchase shares. By reinvesting dividends or selling shares, they can replicate either 

payout method on their own. There are, however, several differences between these two and in the 

real world the market is not perfect. The key distinctions are that managers are much less 

committed to share repurchase than to dividends. When a firm announces a repurchase through 

open market transactions, it usually announces the maximum amount it wants to spend on the 

repurchase. The actual amount may be far less than this, as they are not obligated to buy back the 

shares. Another important aspect is that a firm would not smooth their repurchase activity from 

year to year, thus this year’s repurchase doesn’t necessarily represent a long-term commitment to 

repurchase. This also suggests that a dividend announcement is a stronger signal about future 

earnings to the firm. A third key difference is that a firm’s management would buy back shares 

when these are undervalued in an attempt to maximize the firm’s future share price. Otherwise, 

the repurchase would have been a negative NPV-investment and reduced the value of the firm.  

The process of buying back shares can be done in three different ways, through a tender offering, 

through open market transactions or through a targeted repurchase.  

A tender offering requires a large premium, typically 10-20%, and offers to buy the shares within 

a short period. This offer will depend on the shareholders to tender a large number of their shares 

and if they refuse to do that, the company can cancel the offer.  

Open market transactions is a process like any other investors would do to buy shares. However, 

it cannot buy back the shares in way that can be manipulating. They must follow guidelines from 

SEC, which recommend not to purchase any more than about 25 percent of the average daily 

trading volume on a single day. Such a program could take more than a year to fulfill, but is by far 

the most common method and is used by as much as 95% of all repurchase transactions.  

 

A targeted repurchase happens when a major shareholder wants so sell his shares, but the market 

is not liquid enough and would affect the price too severely. In this case, the seller may agree to 

sell back the shares at a discount. The opposite would occur if the major shareholder is 
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threatening to take over the firm and remove the management. Under these circumstances, the 

firm may want to buy back the shareholders stake, but it would have to buy back at a large 

premium.  

As with share issuance there are many reasons why a company wants to buy back shares. It could 

be a capital structure adjustment, a takeover defense (which would involve a large premium to the 

shareholder), and an excess cash distribution. In cases where the firm has a lot of cash and use this 

to buy back shares, it would be a good signal for the shareholders as the management make the 

firm more effective and doesn’t waste money on unnecessary perks, which in turn would reduce 

the value of the firm. While all of these are reasonable explanations, signaling is the most cited 

motivation from managers for doing a repurchase. The traditional signaling hypothesis is 

motivated by the asymmetric information between a firm’s manager and the marketplace.  This 

would obviously be a positive signal unlike with an equity issuance and the market would in most 

cases take the announcement as a signal of an undervalued firm.  

The paradox with an open repurchase transaction is that if the market is efficient, why do 

managers still want to purchase their shares after the announcement? With an efficient market, the 

share price should instantaneously reflect the new information and the repurchase would no 

longer be in the long term shareholders’ interest. Still, most companies choose to not cancel their 

repurchase program after the announcement, which indicates a sluggish market where the news 

are given too little importance. The fact that the average price reaction is an increase of 3% 

supports this theory. An increase of 3% could hardly be the right price as no manager would be 

willing to buy back shares with such a small pricing error (ILV 1995). This deviation would not 

even be greater than the standard deviation of returns of many stocks. 

 

Earlier research  

 

Repurchase 

 

The fundamental questions regarding repurchases are if the market is able to correctly assess 

repurchase events, and if the market does not fail to recognize the information from the company, 

does this mean that managers fail in their assessment of their stocks fundamental value, even after 

the announcement? 
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Ikenberry, Lakonishok and Vermalen (1995) examined both the short-term and long-term effect 

of open share repurchase announcements in the US market. To answer the above questions, they 

identified all announcement reported in the Wall Street Journal that wanted an open repurchase 

program in the period of 1980 to 1990. They calculated the abnormal return using two methods; a 

short-term performance and a long-term buy and hold strategy with a holding period up to four 

years. They did not distinguish firms that actually completed the announced repurchase and those 

that did not. 

The cumulative abnormal return was calculated using various windows ranging from 20 days 

prior to the event and 10 days following the event. They calculated the abnormal returns in 

relation to the equal weighted index of NYSE firms, the value weighted index, a size portfolio and 

a book-to market portfolio. The results were not sensitive to which of the benchmark being used. 

The abnormal returns were computed each month relative to the benchmark, and then aggregated 

over time, using equally weighted portfolios and a monthly rebalancing. The overall results 

showed that the average abnormal return in the estimation window, computed 20 days down to 

three days prior the event, was negative with a return of -3.07%. The average return in the event 

window measured two days prior to the event and two days following the event was 3.54% (t-stat 

21.72). The average abnormal return in the post event window was similar to the benchmark and 

was only 0.21%. In addition, larger repurchase programs gave higher abnormal return. The 

average abnormal return for firms repurchasing more than 10% was 4.51% against 2.58% for 

companies buying back less than 2.5% shares. Looking at firm size, they found that smaller firms 

earned higher abnormal return than bigger firms. The abnormal return for small size was as high 

as 8.19%, whereas the abnormal return for big firms was only 2.09%. The market reaction for 

value stocks was not different from glamour stocks in this short run performance measure. 

The other approach, the buy and hold strategy, was constructed by buying all firms that 

repurchase shares, but the firms were first taken into the portfolio in the beginning of the month 

following the repurchase announcement. Thus, the initial market reaction upon the repurchase 

announcement is ignored. The holding period was 12 months before rebalancing, and the firms 

were weighted equally. In addition to annual returns, they looked at the compounded abnormal 

return for two, three and four years following the announcement. The results revealed that firms 

following a repurchase announcement tend to perform very well. The abnormal return adjusted for 

size from month 1 to 36 was significant with 8.69%. This cannot be explained by the book-to 

market effect as the abnormal returns adjusted for both size and B/M was 8.17%, about the same 

and with t-stat of 2.37. However, using the value weighted index as benchmark yields an 
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abnormal return about the half of the size of the equally weighted index. This is explained by the 

fact that large firms outperformed small firms considerably in the sample period. Looking at the 

results in first subsample (1980-1984), they found an abnormal return in year 1, 2 and 3 (2.04%, 

2.31% and 4.59%), but this disappears in year 4 (-0.96%). When looking at compounding returns, 

the difference in year 4 is as large as 12.14%. Taking this further, it is more likely that 

undervaluation is the prime reason for the decision of buying back shares. To separate this 

motivation for other motivation, they distinguished the companies in B/M ratios. Expensive 

growth firms would be expected to have other motives than repurchasing due to undervaluation. 

Growth firms may buy back shares in times when their shares price has risen too much in an 

attempt to support the increase in the stock price. Furthermore, when a firm have experienced a 

considerably high increase in stock price, stock option is likely to be exercised, and the firm 

would then have motivation for buying back shares to avoid dilution in ownership. The market 

seems to recognize this as repurchasing by firms ranked in the top B/M decile have a four-year 

abnormal performance of 45.3%, whereas no abnormal return were found for repurchasing firms 

with the lowest B/M ratio. 

Another research by Lakonishok and Vermalen (1990) documents the market behavior around 

tender offers. An interesting strategy here is to buy shares before the expiration date and then 

tender these shares to the firm. The authors looked at the returns by pursuing such a strategy and 

the performance of the repurchasing firms in the following years after the announcement. In our 

thesis, we are more interested in the long-term effect of repurchasing firms. 

The return by the repurchasing firms in the portfolios were computed by going long three months 

after the announcement and holding the shares until 24 months after the announcement. The 

reference portfolios were the equally weighted index, value-weighted index, a size adjusted 

portfolio and a size and beta adjusted portfolio. The research period was from 1962 to 1986. The 

results showed that repurchasing stocks in the 21-month period (24-3) gave abnormal return of 

23.11% (t-stat of 6.92) by using the value-weighted index. However, using the size and B/M 

benchmark, the outperformance is reduced to 8.76% (t-stat of 2.70). Further, it was not found any 

significant difference in the cumulative abnormal return from the announcement until 24 months 

following the repurchase (this number includes the announcement effect) and the premium the 

firms paid to the tendering shareholders. This suggests that, on average, managers do not incur 

significant signaling costs, as they did not overpay for the shares. It also indicates that the market 

failed to recognize the signal on the announcement date, as this was slowly incorporated into the 

stock price. Another finding was that smaller firms earned higher returns after announcement than 
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larger firms. They separated the firms into five quintiles where quintile five was the largest firms. 

They looked at the return 40 months prior to the event, the event month and the period following 

the event (month 3 to 24).  The largest firms experienced a return of 8.3% during the event month, 

whilst the smallest firms in quintile 1 gained 24.31 (adjusted for size and beta) percent return in 

the event month. It should be mentioned that these firms struggled prior to the event and was 

down 35.2%, which means that one cannot rule out that part of these positive return are due to 

return reversal. In the long run, these firms earned 24.2% (t-stat 2.02), whilst the largest firms 

made 7.4% (t-stat 1.78). 

Considering the low return the smallest firms experienced prior to the event, it is likely that 

undervaluation was the main motivation for buying back shares. The performance of the largest 

firms prior to the event was not bad with a return of 9.9%. Taking this into consideration, 

combined with the fact that the market priced the information much lower than the smallest firms, 

suggests that the motivation were due to excess cash holdings rather than undervaluation. 

 

Seasoned equity offerings 

 

Tm Loughran and Jay R. Ritter (1995) documents that firms issuing stocks in US have 

experienced poor long-term return. They looked at firms initiating SEO during 1970 and 1990. 

Offerings from utility firms were excluded, as these firms tend to be different from other 

companies. The holding period was three years and five years and did not include the date of 

issue. Further, every issuing firm was match by a non-issuing firm for comparing the performance 

of the issuing firms. The matching firms did not issue equity during the last five years and were 

ranked by their market capitalization. The firm with the closest characteristic was selected as the 

matching company. Matching firms that issued equity in during the period were treated as they 

were delisted on the announcement date, and replaced by another firm after the delisting. The 

portfolios of issuing firm are equally weighted, the same holds for the reference portfolio.  

The results revealed that issuing firms underperform non-issuing stocks. The average return over 

the whole period for the three year buy and hold strategy of issuing companies were 15%, whilst 

the reference portfolio had a return of 48%. The five-year strategy gained a return of 33.4% 

against 92.8% return of non-issuing firms. The average return of the issuing firms prior to the 

announcement was 72.3%, indicating that most of the firms issued shares due to overvaluation. 

However, using size matched firms as benchmark may not be the best reference portfolio. Using 
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the value-weighted AMEX-NYSE index and S&P500, the difference becomes smaller. The 

returns of the first index was 66.3% and the return of S&P500 (this does not include dividend 

income) was 44% compared to size matching firms that gained 92.8%. This reduction in 

underperformance is expected as a value-weighted index would give more weights to firm that 

perform above average. 

 

Table 2.9 shows the annual returns using size-matching firms as reference portfolio. 

  First 6 Second 6 First Second Third Fourth Fifth Geo Mean 

  months months year year year year year year 

SEO Firms (%) 5.6 0.5 6.6 0.1 7.5 9.1 11.8 7 

Matching Firms (%) 5.7 6.8 12.9 12.3 16.2 17.7 17.4 15.3 

t-value -0.22 0 -5.59 -12.24 -8.08 -7.35 -3.5 -16.8 

Sample Size 
       

3,469       3,550      3,561       3,614  
    

3,496     3,154  
   

2,805        3,702  
 
Table 1.9 

 

 

Looking at the annual returns the issuing firms are not punished the first six months, but after the 

first six months they significantly underperform non-issuing firms.  

A more interesting measure of a potential underperformance is by adjusting the portfolios for the 

Fama French three-factor model (value-weighted factors). Here they found no significant 

underperformance for large issuers (but almost, with t-stat of -1.9), but the return difference for 

non-issuers and issuing firms was significant. For small issuers, they found significant 

underperformance with a t-stat of -3. The t-stat of the difference was -2.6. 

 

 

Rights offerings 

 

Massa, Vermaelen and Zu (2013) distinguished rights offers from cash offers in their research and 

documents negative long-run returns after rights offerings. This contradicts the theory that 

companies are using rights to avoid dilution for existing shareholders when shares are 

undervalued. 
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In a Miller and Modigliani world with no frictions, tradability of rights shouldn’t matter. In real 

world, frictions costs are present and would change decision on making rights non-tradable. The 

cost of trading rights is costly as the issuer must create a market for the rights and also write a 

prospectus to external shareholders. Considering the transaction costs of tradable rights, one 

would expect small firms not to make rights offerings tradable in order to save costs and thereby 

experience better returns to such announcements. The authors observed that small firms indeed 

tend to make tradable restrictions of their rights offerings, but the market reaction, however, did 

not react in favor to these offerings. Another hypothesis is that firms are using rights when firms 

are undervalued (given that all shareholders exercise their rights), which would be expecting to be 

recognized by the market. This is not the case, as firms actually are performing worse with non-

tradable rights. 

At the announcement date, the market reacts positively to firms with rights offerings with an 

average return of 1.83% with an event window of one day prior and one day following the 

announcement. Using five days prior and following the event (-5.5) gave a positive return of 

3.89% on average. However, rights offering firms, as with cash offerings, performed badly in the 

long run. In addition, performance of offerings firms with and without restriction in tradable rights 

was not different. 

 

Data selection and tools 

 

All data used for research purposes demands a high level of accuracy along with an objective eye. 

It is a known fact that often only the slightest tweak would be needed to match a certain 

hypothesis or assumption - thus misleading everyone who reads through the verdicts. When 

dealing with substantial amount of data there is also the valid risk of mistakes not done 

intentionally. Therefore a good and thorough strategy on both filtering, screening (static as well as 

dynamic) along the use of tools to help with the two, is certainly of key importance in order to 

keep the dataset error free i.e. free of any biases that could skew the results in a way that is not 

authentic. 

In this data set we are testing three trading strategies HML, WML and RMI. The first two are the 

most common and thus also the most researched. As our main focus lies with uncovering and 

testing the strategy of going long in repurchasing companies and short in issuing companies, we 
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have relied on already existing data for HML and WML. Kenneth French has through his own 

website made return data on both HML and WML publically available for download.  

The input data can therefore be placed into two brackets, one provided by Kenneth French, with 

the other one being visited in the following. In fact, Kenneth French’s data is available across 

different countries and markets, such as the European, American and for us – the Japanese market. 

Along with HML and VML we have also taken use of the market returns for Japan, also from 

French’s downloadable content. 

Time frame 

 

Data availability on both HML and VML stretches back to early 1990 for Japan. As a general rule 

of thumb, the more data you have, the stronger and accurate will the results be, but there also need 

to be a balance between use of past data and the number of observations, as too few observations 

in a given month or year could lead to cases of extreme outlying results. For our dataset we have 

chosen January 1996 as our starting point, as this data is the break point between sufficient and 

not sufficient amount of observations.  

 

Thomson One banker 

 

Through Copenhagen Business School’s access we have been able to enjoy the massively rich 

data bank that Thomson One Banker (From here on: TOB) offers. TOB has been a tool of 

absolutely necessity, and allowed us to run our customized reports, which we have used as a key 

pillar for our input data. 

As a brief explanatory overview, we created two separate reports, one for firms issuing equity and 

another for firms repurchasing equity. By selecting issue type as “follow on” we could isolate the 

type of issuance we were looking for (Please see the page 25 for the different types of issuing). 

For our customized reports we were able to select four key options: the announcement date of 

both equity issuance and share repurchase, the market value prior to the announcement and Sedol 

codes for linking companies into Datastream. 

The Sedol codes, which is short for “stock exchange daily official list”, is a uniquely made code 

for each individual stock which makes the process of inputting the relevant observations into 

Datastream both a lot easier and error free. 
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Datastream 

 

This immense data bank is also powered by Thomson One and serves as a great tool for getting 

time series data directly into excel. By using the above mentioned Sedol codes given in TOB we 

were then able to get total returns index (RI) out of Datastream for all observations across the 

whole time frame. By choosing RI and not the regular stock price quote, we get a more realistic 

picture of the development of each share. The RI assumes that any potential dividend being paid 

out will be reinvested. Therefore, any potential ex dividend effect will be countered, and thus 

show a more precise picture of each stocks performance in the time period. 

Bloomberg 

 

As with Thomson Reuters, Bloomberg also offers a substantial database for key financial 

information across continents and markets. As we will revisit under the screening procedure of the 

dataset, Bloomberg has been one of our tools towards checking any description mismatch relating 

to whether a company has gone bust or simply merged, as we experienced some disparity in 

Datastream’s own notation. For all companies that gets removed from a stock exchange, 

Datastream will keep the last uniquely recorded stock price, and continue to quote it as long as the 

stock is included. It is therefore important to divide the two as a bust company will result in -

100% return and a merged company will just have the continuously quoted share price removed.  

Working in Excel  

 

Excel have been the major tool for getting output data directly into the spreadsheet by using the 

ad-in functionality that enables Datastream synchronization directly. Excel has also been the arena 

for handling, sorting, filtering and screening the data before running the end result through the 

regression face.  

 

 

Screening 
 

In order to make our data set reliable and error free, we have gone through different screening 

methods both static and dynamic. In the following we will go through these steps leading up to 

our end results. 
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Static Screening 
 

A classic issue when working with big data is that manual work has the potential result in bigger 

or minor mistakes. When we first created lists of companies to be incorporated in datastream, we 

acknowledged that the output would have to be thoroughly inspected, both because we knew that 

Datastream had its shortfalls and due to the fact that we observed a lot of duplicating companies 

in the input sheet.  

 

Duplicating Companies 

 

This potential bias occurs when running out reports from Thomson One Banker. As an example 

SBI Holdings Inc., which is a Japanese financial company that during June 2010 announced an 

equity expansion of approximately 20% of its existing share value, is included double in our raw 

data extract. This is by no means an isolated occurrence as there are hundreds of these double (or 

even triplets) in the data set. As there was no satisfactory way to remove the duplicates before we 

created lists in Datastream, we did necessary screening to the final extracts out of datastream. As 

we have already stressed, any manual work is likely to result in errors, so to remove hundreds of 

duplicated values out of thousands of observations had every potential to create worrying amount 

of bias to the data if not handled correctly. Therefore we used a helpful tool in excel to easily 

locate and mark all duplicates.    

By marking the data and creating rules for conditional formatting, we were able to color code all 

companies that were to be excluded. As the conditional formatting function in excel is dynamic, it 

will automatically remove any color coding if the duplicating condition no longer is met, making 

this way of screening near bullet proof.   

 

Market Capitalization  

 

Another potential bias is the market capitalization issue we experienced, with some of the 

companies out of TOB missing this data. As the paper will dial in on later, we created different 

portfolios based on different issuance/repurchase percentages, which means that we had to filter 

away any company in our percentage specific portfolios away. In the raw data extract from TOB 
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on issuing we had originally 5215 companies (including duplicates) of which 388 observations 

unfortunately lacked data on market capitalization.  

 

 

Multiple Share Classes 

 

Some of the companies in our raw lists were companies that operated with one or multiple share 

classes. Even though all the share classes might be openly tradable for the ordinary investor, we 

decided to only allow for one class, as allowing multiple share classes would lead to issues with 

companies having different weights in the portfolio.  

 

Dynamic screening 
 

What if the same company issues two times a year? 

 

As discussed above we already removed duplicating observations and additional share classes in 

the same time period. But what about companies announcing multiple times, albeit on different 

dates? An important notation when talking about these announcements is that we are talking about 

uniquely tradable events at different point in time. As a result we have decided to enable the same 

company to be represented multiple times in our dataset as long as the observations relates to 

disparate events.  

 

Delisted Companies 

 

A well-known issue with Datastream is that any company that either goes bankrupt or is merged 

with another company will continue to be present in its selected time period – with its last unique 

share price held constant. When calculating returns for companies that went bust during the period 

without properly screening, one gets a return of 0% in the period, whilst in reality, the company 

should see a negative return of -100%. For companies that have been delisted after a merge, the 

company will still be weighted into the portfolio return with returns of 0%, whilst these returns 
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should in fact be deleted. Failing to adjust for these shortcomings would most likely add bias to 

every dataset, and should therefore be dealt with. 

To revisit what we already discussed earlier, this is another example of manual adjustments that 

could easily be done wrong. Once again we took good use of conditional formatting in excel to 

highlight duplicating stock prices at the last, which highlighted the companies which needed to be 

addressed and checked for a possible delisting due to either bankruptcy or merger. Datastream 

will either descript a delisted company as: Dead – delisted (date) or merged (date), but in order to 

counter errors in description we had to run these observations through Bloomberg before doing 

any final adjustments. Companies that turned out dead was manually handed a stock price of zero 

after the last uniquely stock quote, giving it a negative result of -100% in the month. With 

companies that had merged or taken private we went in and deleted the returns after the last 

uniquely stock quoted.  

 

Stop-loss 

 

After seeing big losses to multiple short positions, we decided to implement a “stop-loss” strategy 

for hindering these extreme losses and rather exiting any losing proposition earlier.  

The logic behind going long in repurchasing and short in issuing companies, evolves around our 

hypothesis that repurchasing companies will see a more positive trend going forward, whilst the 

opposite applies for issuing companies. In other words, we are trading on an expected effect/trend 

after the announcement data, which means that we want to exit any observation that acts 

contradictory to our hypothesis early. 

We have chosen to take the well-known company Yahoo as an example: In February 1999 we 

entered into a short position, with a quoted share price at 1.100. 12 months later at the end of the 

holding period, Yahoo was quoted at 30.000, making our total loss on the short position of an 

astonishing -2.700%. On the contrasting our stop loss strategy would have reduced this loss to 

around 1/135. Porter and Ince (2006) argues that such extreme results should be neglected in the 

first place, but our goal was always to simulate a real life strategy, hence why we decided to keep 

all outliers.  

In practical terms we created a separate calculating sheet for all present companies. By calculating 

cumulative returns and highlight observations exceeding 20% (our exit point) with conditional 
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formatting, we were able to implement all exit points into our data sheet. For the return 

calculation we used two methods for calculate the stop-loss strategy: one strategy were we would 

keep the end of month quoted stock price at the point of exit and remove the following 

observations, and one that capped the loss at 20%, meaning that we changed the quoted stock 

price to 1.2x the initial stock price 

 

Filtering – Sub-Portfolios 

 

In order to dig deeper into our strategy of issuance and repurchase, we wanted to single out the 

driving factors behind the end results. The initial questions we asked ourselves was: Does the 

extent of equity either issued or repurchased, matter for future performance? And is the size of the 

company relevant?  

Prior to creating these sub-portfolios, our hypothesis for issuing companies, was for larger firms 

to have a weaker outlook than smaller companies, with the amount issued being a deciding factor. 

For repurchasing companies on the other, we believed that the smaller the company, the stronger 

the outlook, with amount repurchased also being central.  

Subsequently we created 12 different companies on the following criteria:  

For issuing companies we made 6 different long portfolios based on these criteria: 

1. Each company has to have a market cap > $100 Million 

2. Each company has to have a market cap > $1 Billion 

3. Each company has to have a market cap >  $5 Billion 

 

4. Each company has to issue more than 5% of its value 

5. Each company has to issue more than 10% of its value 

6. Each company has to issue more than 25% of its value 

For companies that repurchased equity we created 6 portfolios based on these criteria: 

1. Each company has to have a market cap of < $100 Million 

2. Each company has to have a market cap of > $100 Million 

3. Each company has to have a market cap of > $1 Billion 

 

4. Each company has to repurchase more than 2% of its share value 
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5. Each company has to repurchase more than 5% of its share value 

6. Each company has to repurchase more than 10% of its value 

 

 

The reasoning behind creating a portfolio of repurchasing companies below a market 

capitalization of $100 million, was to isolate the smaller companies, and in turn better test our 

initial hypothesis on size. On the other hand we have only “bigger than” criteria for our sub-

portfolios on issuing companies, which again relates to our hypothesis that the larger the company 

is, the worse will the future stock performance be.  

The different percentages and values chosen for our 12 sub-portfolios was based on the number of 

observations, which we wanted to somewhat match across issuing and repurchasing portfolios. 

Table 1.1 below shows the number of observations for each portfolio inputted into Datastream 

from TOB. 

Repurchase   Issuance   

Size  Observations Size  Observations 

< 0.1 B                     927  > 0.1B                       690  

> 0.1 B                  2,250  > 1B                    1,325  

> 1 B                  1,950  > 0.1B                    3,398  

Percentage  Observations Percentage  Observations 

> 2%                  3,272  > 5 %                    2,840  

> 5%                  1,940  > 10 %                    1,394  

> 10%                     948  > 25 %                       998  
 
Table 3.1 

Missing Data 

 

An issue when feeding input data from TOB into Datastream is that not all the Sedol codes results 

in output data. A substantial part of the initial observations resulted in errors instead of actual 

data. We believe however that this did not affect the end result of this research, as we expected the 

missing data to be normally distributed around the mean return 
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Penny Stocks 

 

When talking about penny stocks we are referring to stocks whose share price is lower than 1x the 

quoted currency, in this case dollar, even though Japanese yen is in fact the local currency. The 

quoted prices for such penny stocks are always rounded to the nearest decimal, which sometimes 

result in quite big movement’s percentage wise. Our decision to run our portfolios including these 

penny stocks, is again relating to them being tradable on equal term as non-penny stocks. In 

addition, by excluding penny stocks you could also potentially excluded perfectly healthy 

companies that just happen to have a low quoted stock price. For the sake of testing the impact 

these penny stocks may have on the portfolios, we decided to run a separate sensitivity analysis, 

where we excluded the penny stocks. 

 

Extreme losses or gains from individual stocks 

 

There are no set limits on either loss or gain in this research (except for our stop-loss portfolios). 

As all the stocks included in the data sheet have been selected based on the individual portfolio 

criteria, these are all stocks that would have been selected in a real life scenario. As a result we 

have decided to include the odd outlier of either gain or loss, as we would do in real life. Other 

researchers have argued for the exclusion of extreme outliers such as Smith (2011), where he 

argues for an upper limit of 890% return in the month, whilst Ince & Porter (2006) have chosen a 

break point of 300% in each given month. In this dataset we have a few extremes, such as the 

already mentioned Yahoo during the Dotcom bubble. 

 

Creating the portfolios 

 

HML 

 

At End-June each year the stocks are allocated into three groups based on their book-to-market values. 

The first group consists of 30% with the lowest B/M (growth), the second group are the 40% with 

B/M in the middle range, whilst the third group consists of 30% with the highest B/M (value). Further, 

the groups are separated into size groups, which produce six portfolios: Small value, neutral value, big 

value, small growth, neutral growth and big growth. You invest 50% in small value stocks and 50% in 
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big value stocks. On the short side you sell 50% of small growth stocks and 50% big growth stocks.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

After the formation period, the stocks returns are recorded monthly with a holding period of one year. 

The stocks are then rebalanced by the principles outlined. 

 

 

Deep 

 

The method for deeper value and deeper growth have the same procedure, but this time the B/M 

breakpoints are the 20th, 40th, 60th and 80th percentiles of B/M. The size breakpoints for a region are the 

3rd, 7th, 13th and 25th percentiles of the regions aggregate market capitalization. This give us 5x5 

portfolios and thus a total of 25 portfolios. 

 

 

Momentum 

 

 

 

The momentum portfolios is constructed in similar fashion as with the construction of the value 

portfolios. The portfolios are the intersections of two portfolios formed on size and three portfolios 

formed on prior (2-12) returns. The monthly prior (2-12) return breakpoints are the 30th and 70th 

percentile, whilst the breakpoints for deep momentum are the 20th and 80th percentile. 

 

Issuance  

 

As touched upon above, TOB output data contains all the necessary data such as, market value, 

amount issued % and announcement date to be able to input lists into datastream. Neglecting the 

filtering process for the different portfolios on size and issuance %, all the portfolios followed the 
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same construction, and for the purpose of uncover the construction itself we look at the base 

Issuance portfolio without any filtering on size and %.  

Each portfolio consist of 12 sub-portfolios, and each sub-portfolio relates to one of the twelve 

months in the year, so the January portfolio as an example, will contain only companies that 

announced equity issuance during that month. The same goes for February, March and so on.  

The holding period for all the sub-portfolios are 12 months from the last trading day in the 

formation month, so for companies that announced equity issuance during January 1996, these 

companies will be held until January 31th 1997. These companies will then be replaced with new 

companies that during January 1997 have announced equity issuance; the same goes for the other 

sub-portfolios.  

Equal and Value weighted 

 

The individual weight attributed to each company in a portfolio can be exercised in two ways: 

Either you can take an equal weighted approach, or a value weighted approach. With the equal 

weighted approach you weight each company equal, meaning that in a 10 stock portfolio, each 

company will be weighted 1/10. This approach will generally lead to a larger exposure to small 

cap stocks, as the number of smaller companies measured by market capitalization exceeds that of 

the bigger companies. For an equal weighted portfolio each company will be weighted by its share 

of the total market capitalization, resulting in an exposure towards bigger companies.   

In this research we have looked at both exercises. For the Issuance and Repurchasing portfolios 

we have only considered an equal weighted portfolio, whilst for HML and VML we have 

extracted return data both on the equal and value weighted approach from Kenneth French. 

 

Creating the Portfolios 

 

Formation period sub-portfolios 

 

For the sake of explaining how the portfolios are constructed, let us look at one of the issuing 

portfolios -as they are all calculated in the same manner as repurchasing portfolios. First off, each 

portfolio is divided into 12 sub-portfolios, with each sub-portfolio belonging to a specific 

formation date, which is one of the twelve months of the year. For the January sub-portfolio, the 
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formation period is January 1th through January 31th. Meaning that all companies that have 

issued equity in the time window are included. 

 

Formation 

Date 

Jan Feb Mar Apr Maj Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 

Sub 

1 

Sub 

2 

Sub 

3 

Sub 

4 

Sub 

5 

Sub 

6 

Sub 

7 

Sub 

8 

Sub 

9 

Sub 

10 

Sub 

11 

Sub 

12 

 

Holding period sub-portfolios 

 

All stocks in a sub-portfolio are included for 12 months starting from the last trading day in the 

formation month, until the last trading day the same month following year. For the January sub-

portfolio, all companies will be held from January 31th 1996 until January 31th 1997, where they 

are replaced by companies that have issued equity in the formation period January 1th – January 

31th 1997. 

Total portfolio 

 

The total portfolio return each month is calculated by taking the average returns from all sub-

portfolios in that given month. Starting off at the first return observation at February 28th 1997, 

the only observations will naturally come from the January sub-portfolios as none of the other 

sub-portfolios have hit the first formation date yet. Moving on to the second month, March 31th 

1996, we have return data for both the January sub-portfolio and the February sub-portfolio. A 

good way to describe the total portfolio the first 12 month is like a waterfall, where each month 

that goes by another sub-portfolio is included. From January 31th 1997 until March 31th 2016 the 

total portfolio will have average return observations from all sub-portfolios.  

RMI (Repurchase minus Issuance) 

 

The RMI trading strategy is the main trading strategy in this research paper, and is a zero based 

investment portfolio, meaning that 50% is long positions and the other 50% are short positions. 

The way it has been calculated is inherent in the name. By taking the monthly returns on our 

repurchasing portfolio (long position) and subtracting the monthly return on our issuance portfolio 

(short position) we get the monthly RMI returns. 
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Empirical results 
 

In this section we will analyze the performance of the different strategies. As the repurchase-

issuance investment is our main strategy, this will be more heavily analyzed and therefore it will 

have a different build up than value and momentum. All strategies will be examined in a way that 

gives us an understanding of how they have performed in our sample period and at what risk they 

comes with. Our main goal is to identify the quality of the strategies based on past performance. 

Therefore, to get a picture of the sustainability of the strategies, we will investigate the 

performance in different time periods as well as scrutinizing both long and short positions. An 

interesting part of the analysis is to look at the strategies combined, as this may improve the 

performance of a single strategy. It should be emphasized that this research doesn’t include 

important factors such as liquidity risk and transaction costs. These shortcomings mean that our 

back testing would not give realistic results and should be further analyzed if one should pursue 

any of the strategies in real life.  

It is worth mentioning that the calculations of average returns and Sharpe ratios are calculated by 

using the arithmetic mean return method. We have also calculated returns by the geometric mean 

return method, and this will be clearly stated in the tables. The argument for using the first method 

is that it measures the returns by investing a certain amount every period. But as returns are 

compounded, the volatility would make the average return an inaccurate estimate. Therefore, we 

will in some cases compute the geometric mean as an illustration of how the investment really 

went, considering the amount invested from day one. 

Further, all asset pricing models, that is, the CAPM, the Fama-French model and the Carhart 

model are using value-weighted portfolios.  

 

Value investing 

 

We have looked into four different value strategies in the sample period from July 1990 to March 

2016. The strategies consist of a value-weighted and an equally weighted strategy for the well-

known 30th and 70th percentile breakpoints by Fama and French. The other two strategies are 

constructed by buying deeper value shares and shorting deeper growth stocks. These are 

calculated by sorting the stocks by the 20th and 80th percentile breakpoints. We begin by looking 

at the risk-adjusted returns by the CAPM in order to see if there has existed a significant value 
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premium over our sample period. As these portfolios are zero-cost investments, the return should 

not be significantly different from zero. 

Risk-adjusted returns 

 

CAPM Alpha Beta R^2 

VW 0.039 -0.08 0.03 

t-value 2.02 -3.11   

p-value 0.04 0.00   

EW 0.04 -0.10 0.06 

t-value 2.42 -4.30   

p-value 0.02 0.00   

VW Deep 0.042 -0.09 0.03 

t-value 1.85 -2.90   

p-value 0.07 0.00   

EW Deep 0.038 -0.06 0.02 

t-value 1.94 -2.30   

p-value 0.05 0.02   
 

Table 4.1 

 

The fact that value stocks have outperformed growth stocks in Japan is not surprising and has 

been well known in academia. The alphas created by the standard portfolio construction are both 

significant, but the deeper value strategy has a t-stat below 2. However, they are very close to 

being significant and if funds have been pursuing the deep value strategy, one could support 

classifying this as skill rather than luck. As all of the betas are less than zero, this means that the 

growth firms have been riskier than the value stocks on average and therefore the premium cannot 

be explained by higher risk for value stocks measured by beta. Nonetheless, as the risk is time-

varying, it could be that value shares are riskier than growth shares when the market is going 

down. The argument here is that value shares are more prone to financial distress in bad periods 

because they tend to be more leveraged on average. That said, it should be emphasized that firms 

with negative book equity are excluded from all the portfolios, which reduce the risk of 

bankruptcy for firms in the portfolios. The Japanese market is actually a very interesting case and 

representing a large scale test for value investments. The reason for this is that the financial risks for 

Japanese companies differ from other countries, as they are typically characterized by a high 
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leverage ratio (Cai 1997). If value shares were riskier in bad market periods, then one would 

expect to detect this from the data, in view of the fact that the Japanese market has suffered 

several down periods. Our sample period includes the “lost decade”, the dotcom bubble as well as 

the financial crisis. We will take a closer look at the performance in terms of volatility and reward 

per risk unit as well as the performance in different time periods in the next section. 

We start by dividing the sample period into three separate sub-periods. The first period captures 

the “lost decade” period, the second consists of both the dotcom and the recovery period and 

finally the third period captures the performance during both the financial crisis and the recovery. 

In addition to these periods, we will look further into specific years in order to see the 

performance when the storm was at its peak. In the table below, we have listed the market 

premium for comparison, but as we are analyzing zero-cost investments, a comparison of the 

market is not the best benchmark. A beta of zero means that the risk-free rate is a better 

benchmark, given that the portfolios are market neutral.  

Average Returns Mkt-RF VW EW VW Deep EW Deep 

Jul 90 - Jan 99 -6.4% 1.9% 2.2% 2.7% 1.9% 

Feb 99 - Aug 07 4.2% 10.1% 9.6% 10.6% 10.1% 

Sep 07 - Mar 16 2.1% -0.3% 0.3% -0.7% -0.7% 

            

Sharpe Ratio Mkt-RF VW EW VW Deep EW Deep 

Jul 90 - Jan 99 -0.25 0.26 0.40 0.31 0.25 

Feb 99 - Aug 07 0.22 0.76 0.82 0.68 0.79 

Sep 07 - Mar 16 0.13 -0.04 0.04 -0.08 -0.09 
 

Table 4.2 

 

An interesting result here is that the value shares have beaten the growth shares during the lost 

decade and by far outperformed growth stocks the second period. The great results in the second 

period are obviously from the recovery period after the dotcom bubble. The Sharpe ratios from the 

first period is very good if one compare with overall market performance. The average return 

during the lost decade has not been substantial, but it is important to bear in mind the market 

conditions in this period. It is worth noting the low volatility of the returns, as the Sharpe is at 

such high levels. In fact, the highest volatility in this period was as low as 8.7% per year. The 

performance in the aftermath of the dotcom bubble (around mid-2000) is extraordinary. These 

returns were also made by lower risk than the market. The volatility of the market was around 

19%, whilst the volatility of the value strategies ranged from 12% to 16%. It appears that the VW 
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deep strategy has delivered the highest returns, but this comes with more risk than an EW 

portfolio made by the standard method. The EW standard strategy has been the better investment 

in terms of risk adjusted returns in all time periods. During the last period, growth stocks have 

outperformed value in all strategies except the EW standard. This strategy proves to be a very 

robust investment. A logical explanation for the poor performance in and after the financial crisis 

is that value shares have risen to high levels, and probably too high levels, making such 

investments less interesting and will naturally decline to their fundamental value.  

In addition to the average performance of the four strategies, we have looked at the contribution 

of both the long and short side in terms of the alpha created. The alphas are calculated by the 

excess returns of value and growth from all four strategies regressed with the market. Remember 

that we are looking at the contribution from the short side, which means that negative alphas is a 

gain and will be listed as positive alpha in the table and vice versa. This gives us a picture of how 

well each positions have performed adjusted for the systematic risk they bear. We have not 

indicated whether each alpha is significant by t-stat, but that is not important, as we want to look 

at each side’s contribution of the returns made. 

Alpha (Standard) VW Value VW Growth EW Value EW Growth 

Jul 90 - Jan 99 -0.8% 2.6% 0.7% 1.4% 

Feb 99 - Aug 07 7.3% 3.9% 8.8% 1.9% 

Sep 07 - Mar 16 1.2% -4.8% 3.4% -4.9% 

          

Alpha (Deep) VW Value VW Growth EW Value EW Growth 

Jul 90 - Jan 99 0.2% 2.3% 2.2% -0.4% 

Feb 99 - Aug 07 9.9% 1.8% 10.8% 0.0% 

Sep 07 - Mar 16 2.3% -5.1% 3.1% -5.2% 
 
Table 4.3 

 

We can see that most of the gain stems from the shorting position during the lost decade. This is 

not a big surprise as growth firms were priced at really high levels before the bubble in 1989. It 

seems that equally value (pure) strategies have performed better than value-weighted value stocks, 

which indicates that bigger value stocks have performed more poorly than smaller value stocks 

during the lost decade. Remember that an equally weighted strategy doesn’t distinguish firms 

based on their market capitalization. Moreover, deeper value stocks (EW) have made the highest 

returns, but deep growth stocks have negative alpha return, meaning they have not 

underperformed. In the second period it is clear that gain stems from long positions and may be 
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due to poor performance of value stocks before the burst of the dotcom bubble. It is worth noting 

that deep growth stocks have not underperformed this period, as the alpha is near zero (again, 

negative alpha means that growth did well). The average returns for this portfolio in this particular 

period was around 4.8%. This doesn’t necessarily mean that shorting the portfolio from start to 

end (1990 – 2016) has been a bad bet. It has obtained severe losses occasionally, giving the 

cumulative return in March 2016 of 0.7, that is, a loss of 30% and thereby a gain by going short. 

This case is a perfect example of the error using arithmetic average return. Funds could in this 

case report an average yearly return of 1.88% (1990 – 2016), while in reality, the portfolio has lost 

1,3% yearly, calculated by the geometric mean method.  

The last period reveal that the explanation given above, that value shares had risen too high, 

leading to a price decline, is wrong. Value stocks have not perform particularly bad in this period. 

The weak results for the strategies stems from good performance of growth stocks, small as big. 

This could be due to overreaction from the market after the bubble. It could also be that growth 

stocks were punished too hard in the beginning of the financial crisis and enjoyed sharp increase 

in stock prices in the recovery period. We will look further at the performance in shorter time 

periods next in order to get a better view of the risk in the different crisis mentioned. 

 

  
VW 

Value 
VW 

Growth 
EW 

Value 
EW 

Growth VW Value VW 

Growth 
EW 

Value 
EW 

Growth 

1997 -61% -48% -68% -60% -57% -50% -66% -56% 

Dotcom (1999) 39% 77% 28% 54% 54% 76% 48% 55% 

Burst -16% -66% -18% -57% -12% -67% -15% -59% 

Financial crisis -25% -36% -23% -35% -28% -35% -27% -32% 
 

Table 4.4 

 

The first period listed was one of the worst year during the “lost decade” (we don’t have numbers 

the first year following the bubble in 1989). In this year, value stocks were outright smashed. 

Most of the long positions lost more than 60% this year! Growth stocks also got hammered this 

period, but lost a little less, resulting in a very bad year for the value strategies. The risk 

explanation for the value factor is particularly compelling this year. The prerequisite for risks to 

command a risk premium is that they must not be diversifiable, and in this period, when value was 

losing, it was losing everywhere. 
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The worst year for value strategies was in the middle of the Dotcom bubble, in 1999. Value stocks 

actually performed quite well during the bubble, but growth stocks rose to unprecedented levels 

and value investors shorting expensive stocks this period were bleeding money. However, it is 

worth noting the performance of the EW deep value strategy, which came out well compared to 

the three other strategies this year. This means that bigger growth firms did better than smaller 

growth firms in the tech bubble. One year following the burst, growth stocks went back to 

reasonable levels, leading the value strategy to recover from the substantial losses experienced in 

the tech bubble. The value strategies did well during the financial crisis, as growth firms was hit 

harder than value firms. Growth stocks had higher volatility this period and the risk story doesn’t 

apply here. Considering the year in 1997, where value was riskier, it is difficult giving a definite 

conclusion about the risk story. 

As a final note, we have listed the yearly premium from 2009. The table reveals that value 

strategies have been very poor the last years, which is not satisfying findings for value enthusiasts. 

Considering the findings so far, it seems that value investing has been somewhat cyclical. In some 

occasions, the losses on the shorting positions have been at such levels that it must have incurred 

margin calls and forcing investors offloading positions, whilst in other occasions, value investors 

have enjoyed incredible results. The last seven years have given the strategies a yearly loss of 

around 1.5%. 

 

Years VW EW VW Deep EW Deep 

2009 -3.4% -9.6% -4.6% -9.5% 

2010 -1.9% 2.3% -0.3% 3.7% 

2011 5.5% 5.6% 5.0% 0.2% 

2012 -1.4% -0.9% 1.3% 2.0% 

2013 -7.7% -4.7% -7.8% -2.5% 

2014 -2.2% 0.4% -3.8% -3.6% 

2015 -2.0% -2.0% -0.3% -0.7% 
 

Table 4.5 

 

Further decomposition of the value strategies 

Bearing in mind that the value factors calculated by Fama and French is constructed by investing 

half of the money in small value firms and the other half in big value firms (same on the shorting 

side), we have further decomposed the strategies into small and big strategies. This way, we are 
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able to detect if the strategies works better by excluding small or big size from the portfolios. In 

general, small value has performed better than big value in earlier research, at least in the US 

market. 

 

 

  Standard Deep 

  VW EW VW EW 

  HML Small 
HML 

Big HML Small 
HML 

Big HML Small HML Big HML Small 
HML 

Big 

Jul 90 - Jan 99 3.0% 0.0% 2.7% 1.8% 4.6% 0.8% 2.2% 1.6% 

Sharpe Ratio 0.49 0.07 0.4 0.24 0.51 0.06 0.21 0.13 

Feb 99 - Aug 07 8.7% 11.5% 9.1% 10.2% 4.5% 16.7% 4.6% 15.5% 

Sharpe Ratio 0.58 0.71 0.7 0.79 0.23 0.7 0.29 0.85 

Sep 07 - Mar 16 -2.0% 1.3% -0.4% 1.0% -2.6% 1.2% -1.6% 0.2% 

Sharpe Ratio -0.21 0.14 -0.04 0.11 -0.23 0.09 -0.15 0.02 
Overall (1990-

2016) 3.2% 4.5% 3.8% 4.3% 2.2% 6.2% 1.7% 5.8% 

Sharpe Ratio 0.3 0.36 0.39 0.43 0.15 0.35 0.14 0.39 

  0.39   0.46   0.36   0.38   

 

Table 4.6 

 

It seems that the value strategies work best for big stocks in Japan, in contrary to the US market. 

In the first period, small strategies were clearly better, but during both the second and third period, 

strategies involving bigger stocks has been superior. The overall performance has been better for 

bigger stocks, but as is evident from the lowermost row, investing half in small and half in big has 

been better than pursuing one or the other during the whole period. In other words, the risk 

adjusted return favor combining small and big the way Fama and French are constructing the 

portfolios. 

 

Drawdown risk and return distribution 

 

As a last performance measure, we look at the drawdown risk of the strategies. This is a very 

useful risk measure and gives a good picture of the downside risk of the strategies, that is, it only 

considers the volatility when the portfolio is losing money. Further, one gets an overview of how 

long it takes to recover from losses since the loss started. Remember that a drop of, say, 20% on 

your portfolio, requires an increase of 25% in order to become break-even. A loss of 50% requires 
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a gain of 100% to become break-even. In other words, it takes time to recover from losses. If the 

strategies take longer to recover, it is an indication of a strategy that may not be useful in practice, 

at least not for hedge funds, which most often takes performance fees only for profits above their 

high water mark. 

 

  First Major Drawdown   Second Major Drawdown   

  DD Recovery Full DD Recovery Full 

Standard             

HML VW -43.7% 77.9% 0.2% -22.1%     

Number of days 
               

1,036  
                   

425  
               

1,461                 2,161      

Dates Apr 97 Feb 00 Apr 01 Apr 10 Apr 16   
              

HML EW -32.0% 49.0% 1.2% -16.4%     

Number of Days 
               

1,888  
                   

486  
               

2,374                 2,647      

Dates Dec 94 Feb 00 Jun 01 Dec 08 Mar 16   
              

Deep             

HML VW -31.2% 50.4% 3.5% -22.1%     

Number of days 
               

1,036  
                   

304  
               

1,340                 2,677      

Dates Apr 97 Feb 00 Dec 00 Oct 08 Mar 16   
              

HML EW -26.2% 35.7% 0.2% -20.6%     

Number of Days 
               

1,918  
                   

425  
               

2,343                 2,708      

Dates Nov 94 Feb 00 Apr 01 Oct 08 Mar 16   
 

Table 4.7 

 

The drawdown (DD) illustrates how much the investment has lost starting from the day it started 

to lose until its recovery, that is, the maximum loss this drawdown period. The recovery illustrates 

the period from its maximum loss until the investment is break-even from the losses. The full 

recovery illustrates the period the day it started to lose until it got break-even.  

We have only listed the drawdown periods that is of most concern, even though all four strategies 

have several smaller periods with losses. The first period is in the Dotcom bubble, but the 

interesting here is the difference between the drawdown periods. Both of the value-weighted 

strategies started to lose around April 1997, whilst the EW strategies started to lose already in 

1994. The standard VW portfolio incurred the biggest loss, but over the whole drawdown period it 
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(along with deep VW) needed much less time to recover. Three years is a long time period and 

should be of concern for investors. Looking at the second drawdown period, it has taken over two 

thousand days from the loss started until its maximum loss for the VW standard strategy. This 

observed loss is not necessarily the maximum either, as the portfolios are still riding this wave. 

The loss for the three other portfolios started even earlier and counts over 2600 days this day. This 

is about seven years measured in normal years, and over ten years measured in business years 

(252 trading days). The drawdown period could be much longer as we don’t know its maximum 

loss yet. This is critical for a hedge fund and one could question the sustainability of the value 

strategy from a hedge funds point of view. 

Let us now get a quick overview of the return distribution of the strategies. In standard economics, 

one assumes that the return distribution is normally distributed, which is not the case in real life. 

The distribution is most often asymmetric and fat-tailed, meaning that returns that are skewed 

experience more negative or positive returns. Obviously, investors prefer their investments to be 

positively skewed, but this also comes at the expense on some more extreme negative returns, 

which could have big impacts (more on that under VaR). Returns that exhibit excess kurtosis 

overestimates the probability of achieving the mean return and thereby the expected return. These 

investments would experience extreme events on both sides of the tails, and the distribution would 

more peaked. A kurtosis below zero would be a flatter distribution. The reason for measuring 

these components are to get an indication of the reliability of the results in terms of future returns, 

if one wants to pursue the strategies. With high kurtosis, more of the variance is a result of 

infrequent extreme deviations instead of frequent modestly sized deviations. It is more likely that 

future returns are either very large or very small. Further, if investors are aware of the skewness of 

the portfolio, they can better predict whether future returns would be more or less than the mean. 

However, one should be careful trusting the historical distributions being representative of future 

distributions. In our case, the sample period consists of several boom and bust periods and the 

market may stabilize in the future and enjoy more positive market conditions, making the 

distribution found here being a bad indicator of its future distribution. 
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  Mkt-RF VW EW VW Deep 

Skewness 0,36 -0.19 -0.05 0.10 

t-stat   -1.40 -0.35 0.70 

Excess Kurtosis 1,15 2.58 0.82 1.14 

t-stat   9.33 2.97 4.13 
 
Table 4.8 

 

As seen in table 4.8, the observed skewness is not significantly different from zero, meaning that 

we cannot reject the hypothesis of our portfolios being normally distributed. However, we observe 

significantly excess kurtosis in all portfolios ranging from 0.82 to 2.58. Since a normal 

distribution both have a skewness and kurtosis (excess of 3) of zero, we can conclude that our 

portfolios are not normally distributed. When gearing a portfolio, high kurtosis could prove costly 

as the distribution includes more extreme returns. Another point to be taken from table 2.8 is the 

fact that we expect the tails on each side of the distribution to be somewhat equal, as the skewness 

is not significantly different from zero.  

 

Value at Risk 

 

Even though we have not run a Monte Carlo simulation to calculate the Value at risk faced in the 

portfolios, it is still vital to reflect on the possible risks one face by holding these portfolios. For 

investors opting to gear the portfolios, being aware of the potential risk is of great importance. If risk 

management is not done in a proper manner, one can quickly go bust when gearing is involved. For 

the sake of discovering the potential risk of gearing, we have calculated an example with 2/1 gearing 

with an initial equity value of $100.000, resulting in a total trading value of $200.000 ($100.000 of 

debt) in the first month. Compared to a regular long position where the maximum loss possible equals 

the initial equity value (in this case $100.000), gearing not only holds great upside potential, it also 

comes with a much greater downside risk, meaning that you can lose more than your initial equity. 

  
VW EW VW Deep VW W/G EW Deep VW Deep W/G 

  

Min Return -13.8% -8.4% -10.4% -61.5% -21.6% -29.3% 

Max Return 10.9% 7.3% 11.9% 121.2% 24.1% 34.3% 

Min Equity Value       $11,947  $61,073  $62,037  
Ending Equity 

Value       $547,616  $679,395  $622,165  
 

Table 4.9 
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The first three columns showcase the maximum loss and gain in a single month without gearing 

for all strategies. As briefly pinpointed, a positive skewness would result in more extreme 

negative returns, it is therefore no surprise that the maximum loss surpasses the maximum gain in 

a single month for the standardized portfolios and the opposite for the “deep” portfolio.  

The next three columns give a clear indication of how volatile the portfolio can be when a strategy 

involves gearing. The maximum loss faced during a single month ranges from -21.6% to – 61.5%, 

which is a massive loss in one single month. The sub strategy “stop-loss” in our RMI portfolio, is 

a clear aid to prevent such extreme returns, and is crucial when gearing. However, we will do a 

separate calculus of this portfolio in the RMI part of this paper.  

The final three columns show the lowest equity value observed from 1990-2016 with gearing. The 

worst performing portfolio (lowest recorded value) was the standardized VW portfolio, which 

held a net equity value of only $11.947 in September 2005 from the originally $100.000 entered. 

At this point the traded value was $216.558 and the debt amount $204.611. It should be noted that 

any kind of margin requirement has been neglected in this example, and that the present of a 

margin requirement could perhaps have forced a close down of the portfolio at some point during 

the period. 

 

Concluding remarks 

 

The findings here reveal that the value strategy have worked well if one considers the whole sample 

period. Every strategy has positive premiums, but the equally weighted strategy has been preferable 

with the lowest volatility and highest Sharpe ratio. The deep VW strategy has the highest premium, 

but this has higher risk, making a value strategy based on the standard 30th and 70th percentile points 

the best choice for portfolio constructions in our sample period. The EW strategy seems to be the most 

robust investment and has experienced less extreme events. This portfolio also came out best when 

gearing the investments. Bearing in mind the tough market conditions in the sample period, it is 

interesting that value stocks have outperformed growth stocks, at least when considering that Japanese 

stocks is known for higher leverage ratio than other countries. The argument of value stocks being 

more prone to financial distress in recessions is therefore not a clear cut argument for the Japanese 

market, even though this seemed to be true in the horrible year in 1997. Looking at separate time-

periods, the strategies seems to be riskier than just looking at overall performance. The performance 

has been cyclical, where some periods has been well, while other periods have been unprofitable. The 

last seven years, for example, has been a bad period.  The drawdown risk illustrated its riskiness 
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better, which revealed that all strategies have been using long time to recover from large losses. This is 

both costly and risky. Large drawdowns could lead investors withdrawing their money and the losses 

could make prime brokers to increase the margin requirement or even pull of the financing of the 

hedge funds positions. This means that the value strategy should be modified in some way if one 

wants to purse the strategy in practice. 

Momentum investing 

 

It has been general consensus that Japan is one of the countries where the momentum strategy 

doesn’t work. We have looked further into the applicability of this strategy in the period of 

November 1990 until March 2016, which was the time period with data available. We have 

looked at strategies constructed by the 30th and 70th percentile breakpoints, in addition to a value 

weighted portfolio constructed by the 20th and 80th percentile breakpoints, making this analysis 

consisting of three different strategies. Both of the deep momentum strategies have performed 

equally bad and therefore we have only considered the deep VW strategy. Further, we are using 

the same procedure as with value investing in terms of the structure of the analysis. The difference 

being that we use both the CAPM and FF-3 factor model to evaluate risk adjusted performance. 

Risk adjusted returns 

 

CAPM Alpha Beta SMB HML R^2 

VW 0.02 -0.15     0.03 

t-value 0.52 -3.17       

p-value 0.60 0.00       

EW 0.01 -0.14     0.06 

t-value 0.38 -3.24       

p-value 0.70 0.00       

VW Deep 0.00 -0.14     0.03 

t-value 0.06 -2.77       

p-value 0.95 0.00       
FF-3 Alpha Beta SMB HML R^2 

VW 0.03 -0.17 -0.10 -0.42 0.11 

t-value 1.12 -3.88 -1.33 -4.90   

p-value 0.26 0.00 0.19 0.00   

EW 0.03 -0.16 -0.09 -0.36 0.10 

t-value 0.36 0.00 0.18 0.00   

VW Deep 0.02 -0.18 -0.06 -0.48 0.09 

t-value 0.62 -3.51 -0.66 -4.75   

p-value 0.54 0.00 0.51 0.00   
Table 4.10 
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As we can see from the regressions all strategies have delivered positive alphas, but the deep 

winner strategy has been rather poor. As this is a zero-cost investment they have beta exposure to 

the market near zero (around -0.14 in these cases). The negative beta value shows that the loser 

portfolio has a little more market exposure than the winners in both cases, thereby they have been 

riskier on average, measured by beta. The alpha produced is low and the p-value for the VW 

strategy indicates that, given the data, it is a 60% probability of observing the return made. The 

FF-3 model reveals that the VW portfolios are more exposed to growth stocks than the EW 

portfolio. One possible explanation for this observation is that value stocks have lower market 

capitalization than growth stocks on average. One should be careful by stating this as a fact, as 

value stocks are older and more mature stocks than growth stocks. If the hypothesis is true, it 

would explain the higher growth exposure, as VW strategies give more weights on stocks with 

higher market cap. Further, we can see that the alphas have increased by using the Fama French 

model compared to the CAPM. This is intuitive as the portfolios have negative exposure to all the 

factors, while the factors at the same time have positive premiums. The intuition here is that the 

alpha cannot be worse (decreasing) when the risk factors they are facing have performed badly. 

Hence, the performance of the portfolios are instead more impressive, as they have been able to 

deliver the given return at the same period as the stocks they are tilting towards have been losing 

on average. Let’s now have a look at the performance in different time periods, measured by the 

average return along with its Sharpe ratio in order to get a better view of the reward per risk unit. 

 

Average Returns Mkt-rf SMB HML VW EW VW Deep 

Nov 90 - Mar 99 -4.7% -5.8% 1.6% -1.7% -2.4% -4.8% 

Apr 99 - Aug 07 3.0% 1.8% 10.7% 6.8% 6.3% 5.9% 

Sep 07 - Jan 16 1.8% 4.2% 0.5% -0.4% -1.0% -0.6% 

Overall 0.1% 0.3% 3.9% 1.6% 1.0% 0.2% 

Sharpe Ratio Mkt-rf SMB HML VW  EW  VW Deep 

Nov 90 - Mar 99 -0.20 -0.42 0.22 -0.11 -0.16 -0.27 

Apr 99 - Aug 07 0.16 0.16 0.79 0.40 0.42 0.29 

Sep 07 - Jan 16 0.12 0.51 0.07 -0.03 -0.08 -0.04 

Overall 0.01 0.02 0.40 0.10 0.07 0.01 
 

Table 4.11 

Table 4.11 shows that there is no consistency in the returns. The Sharpe ratios vary very much 

from time to time. Overall, the momentum strategies have not been very bad and have beaten both 

the market and SMB factor. The exception is the VW deep strategy. Buying deeper winners and 
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shorting deeper losers have been a bad bet in Japan. During the “lost decade”, loser stocks have 

outperformed winners on average, but as is evident from the data, only the value strategy has been 

able to generate positive return this period. However, given the extreme market conditions in this 

period, it is interesting to note that loser stocks have beaten winner stocks. The beta for winners 

was 0.93 this period, whilst the beta for loser was 1.16 (both from the VW strategy). Therefore, 

one would expect the loser portfolio to be harder punished given the higher beta. The answer may 

be found in all the up and down periods, which mean that losers were heavily punished one year 

and then bouncing back the next year, when the market went up. We looked further into this, 

investigating the performance year by year from 1991-2001. 

 

    
VW returns & 

alphas 
EW returns & 

alphas 
VW Deep 

  Mkt-rf Winner Loser Winner Loser Winner Loser 

1991 3% 4% 5% 5% 6% 8% 8% 
Alpha   1.3% 0.8% 1.6% 0.9% 5.2% 3.5% 
1992 -27% -29% -25% -27% -32% -29% -24% 
Alpha   -8.4% 5.6% -8.1% -3.1% -11.4% 7.1% 
1993 24% 16% 27% 15% 29% 15% 31% 
Alpha   -7.1% 0.5% -8.8% 2.0% -8.5% 4.3% 
1994 19% 25% 22% 28% 27% 30% 23% 
Alpha   3.9% 3.0% 7.3% 5.7% 8.0% 4.6% 
1995 -6% -17% -2% -21% -4% -20% 1% 
Alpha   -12.0% 4.9% -16.3% 1.7% -14.6% 7.2% 
1996 -21% -27% -20% -31% -19% -23% -18% 
Alpha   -5.2% 3.1% -8.6% 5.1% -2.4% 5.9% 
1997 -36% -32% -77% -42% -79% -48% -80% 
Alpha   -5.2% 3.1% -8.6% -35.7% -12.2% -32.3% 
1998 5% 5% 20% 7% 27% 0% 25% 
Alpha   1.0% 12.0% 2.4% 19.0% -4.7% 15.4% 
1999 58% 81% 26% 69% 21% 88% 31% 
Alpha   12.5% -23.0% 6.8% -27.6% 13.4% -25.9% 
2000 -43% -52% -19% -39% -16% -49% -17% 
Alpha   -0.5% 23.9% 12.3% 24.2% 3.8% 21.6% 
2001 -36% -24% -40% -21% -33% -33% -40% 
Alpha   9.1% 4.9% 15.5% 15.4% 0.0% 13.6% 
 
Table 4.12 

In table 4.12, we have listed the average excess return from each year as well as the alpha from 

each portfolio. The alpha should be read as going long both value and growth portfolios, unlike 

the value strategies earlier. The table reveals some interesting findings. The momentum strategies 

are struggling every time market conditions shifts. When the market goes from a good period to a 

bad period and from a bad period to a good period, the momentum strategy is unprofitable. 

Further, in every period where there has been two years in a row with either positive or negative 
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market return, the momentum strategies profits. The only exception from this is in 1996. We 

begin with 1993; here there has been a sudden and sharp shift from a very bad year to a very good 

year. This year, losers outperform winners by a good margin, and according to CAPM, winners 

have earned much lower return than predicted. All strategies profit the following year. When the 

market shifts from a good year in 1994 to a poor year in 1995 (this is not a sharp shift, but 

nonetheless), the losers outperform winners by a significant margin. The shift in 1998 tell the 

same story. The market went from a really poor performance in 1997 to year with positive returns 

in 1998. Again the losers outperform winners. The following year, the market went from positive 

returns to another year with positive returns (extremely positive this year), and the winners beats 

loser. The shift in 2000 is yet another example. The market undergoes a sudden and sharp shift, 

and buying winners and shorting losers have been brutal. And yet again, the following year, where 

the market has two years in a row with poor performance, the momentum strategies have worked 

well. All these market shifts in Japan, especially the extreme shifts, may be some of the 

explanation to why the momentum strategy has not worked well, at least not in our sample period.  

Next we look at the performance during the whole Dotcom bubble and the financial crisis along 

with the recovery following both of these periods. 

  Mkt-rf SMB HML VW EW VW Deep 

Dotcom 13.6% -7.5% -15.9% 24.0% 19.5% 19.0% 

Burst -40.4% 1.0% 49.4% -26.5% -22.3% -38.4% 

Recovery 0.7% 10.5% 12.1% 3.4% 2.5% 1.1% 

Financial crisis -31.4% 2.3% 11.8% 3.7% 3.1% 2.9% 

Rebound 30.9% -2.2% 1.4% -34.9% -36.9% -44.1% 

Apr 10 - Mar 16 6.1% 6.1% -3.8% 3.8% 3.4% 5.6% 
 

Table 4.13 

We have defined the burst period as the twelve months following the bubble and the recovery 

period as the two years following the burst. The financial crisis is measured from august 2007 to 

march 2009 and the rebound of the financial crisis is defined as the twelve month following the 

end of the crisis. The financial crisis started as early as summer 2007 for the bank sector.  

Buying winners and shorting losers was very profitable during the Dotcom bubble. The winner 

portfolios did very well this period and losers from the VW and EW strategy went actually down 

this period (thereby a gain). In the burst period, both winners and losers performed badly, but the 

loss for winners were extreme. The winners for the VW and VW deep portfolio lost more than 
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60%, whilst the EW winners lost 49%. The loser portfolios went down between 20% and 30%. 

The sudden and sharp decline in the burst period made the momentum strategies suffer huge 

losses. As the momentum strategies have beta near zero, thereby being market neutral, one would 

expect these strategies to be less affected by market fluctuations. In fact, the strategies behaved 

like market neutral strategies in the financial crisis, when it was profitable, but again, when the 

market has a rebound, the strategies lose a lot of money. It can’t handle these sharp fluctuations. 

When the market conditions stabilize, the strategies work well.  

The deep momentum portfolio appears to deliver lower returns in the best periods and by far the 

worst returns in bad periods. Overall, the deep momentum strategy has not worked at all in Japan. 

Investing in this strategy from day one and hold the investment until March 2016 would have 

reduced the money invested by around 30%, and this is before transaction costs. All in all, 

momentum strategies appear to be a risky bet in the Japanese market and one should also bear in 

mind the large transaction costs for these strategies. 

 

 Small momentum vs big momentum 

 

The momentum strategies are constructed in similar fashion to the value strategies. This means 

half of the investment is on small winners and the other half on big winners. The same is true for 

the loser portfolios. We have divided the portfolios into small momentum and big momentum on 

all strategies in order to detect if there are differences in the performance of small and big stocks. 

We have listed the average returns along with its Sharpe ratios in three different time periods as 

well as the overall performance from the complete sample period. The Sharpe ratios from 

combining small and big stocks in the traditional way are listed at the bottom.  
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  VW EW VW Deep 

Sharpe Ratio Mom Small Mom Big Mom Small Mom Big Mom Small Mom Big 

Nov 90 - Mar 99 -3.6% 0.2% -5.8% 1.1% -8.6% -1.0% 

Sharpe -0.24 0.01 -0.38 0.07 -0.48 -0.04 

Apr 99 - Aug 07 6.8% 6.7% 4.9% 7.7% 7.8% 4.1% 

Sharpe 0.44 0.32 0.34 0.43 0.41 0.15 

Sep 07 - Jan 16 0.1% -1.0% -0.9% -1.2% -2.6% 1.4% 

Sharpe 0.01 -0.07 -0.07 -0.08 -0.17 0.07 

Overall 1.1% 2.0% -0.6% 2.7% -1.1% 1.5% 

Sharpe 0.09 0.13 -0.04 0.16 -0.07 0.06 

  0.10   0.07   0.01   
 

Table 4.14 

 

The table reveals that there have been large differences between the performance of big and small 

momentum strategies. As we saw earlier, all three strategies constructed by the traditional method, 

experienced negative returns in the first period. This negative return appears to be solely due to 

the bad performance of small stocks. This can be seen in relation to the SMB facto, which had the 

worst performance this period. This can be seen from table 4.14 above, where one can note a 

negative Sharpe of 0.42. During the second period, the big momentum stocks have worked best 

only for the equally weighted portfolio. The difference in performance in the third period is 

mixed, but looking at the overall performance, there is no doubt that momentum for big stocks 

have worked best, as the Sharpe ratios are higher in all cases.  

 

Drawdown risk and return distribution 

 

We been using the same procedure as with the value strategy, where we have looked further into 

the drawdown risk, the return distributions, the value at risk and the results by gearing the 

portfolios.  
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  First Major Drawdown   Second Major 

Drawdown   Third Major 

Drawdown   

  DD Recovery Full DD Recover

y Full DD Recovery Ful

l 

Standard                   

VML VW -41.3% 80.0% 5.6% -38.8%           

Number of days 
               

2,069  
               

1,187  
               

3,257  
               

4,445            

Dates Nov 90 Jul 96 Oct 99 Dec 99 Feb 12         

                    

HML EW -39.9% 75.0% 5.1% -38.3% 65.7% 2.2% -42.5%     
Number of 

Days 
               

2,069  
               

1,218  
               

3,287  
               

1,308  1888 3196 1157     

Dates Nov 90 Jul 96 Nov 99 Feb 00 Sep 03 Nov 08 Dec 08 Feb 12   

                    

Deep                   

HML VW -47.6% 116.6% 13.6% -57.1%           

Number of days 
               

2,100  
               

1,279  
               

3,379  
               

3,469            

Dates Nov 90 Aug 96 Feb 00 Feb 00 Aug 09         

 

Table 4.15 

 

The drawdown risk sums up the riskiness of investing in momentum strategies in Japan. The first 

major drawdown starts already the first day of our sample and reaches its peak around the summer 

1996. The deep strategy has the highest drawdown, but all strategies are using the same amount of 

days to recover the losses from the first drawdown period. It uses around two thousand days to 

reach its maximum loss and a further thousand days to recover from this loss. Such drawdown 

periods are not sustainable and if a hedge fund were to use one of these strategies, investors would 

have withdrawn their money before we approach the second major drawdown. The fund manager 

would barely have time to breathe before the investment again is going downhill. This time, the 

downhill has been even longer. The maximum loss to this day has been in February 2012 for the 

standard VW momentum strategy and in August 2009 for the deep strategy. The EW strategy has 

been through this second major drawdown and used about the same amount of days to recover and 

lost around 39% in both cases. When the investment was finally recovered from this second big 

loss, it started on a third major drawdown. This time, we don’t know the maximum loss, but to 

this day, it was in February 2012. All three strategies have a long way to reach back to its high 

water marks. For the VW portfolio, the cumulative return is now 1.09 and its high water mark is 

1.43, and for the deep strategy, the cumulative return is 0,69 in March 2016 and its high water 
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mark in 2000 was 1.14. 

 

  Mkt-RF VW EW VW Deep 

Skewness 0,36 -0.48 -0.73 -0.36 

t-stat   -3.46 -5.25 -2.58 

Excess Kurtosis 1,15 2.95 3.69 2.99 

t-stat   10.59 13.26 10.75 
 

Table 4.16 

 

The skewness for all momentum portfolios have been significant, meaning that portfolios have 

more moderate gains, but have experienced some extreme gains. The negative skew is dangerous 

for geared portfolios, as one loses a lot more than the observed negative return. The probability of 

going bust is therefore much larger. The kurtosis reveals that there exist many extreme 

observations in the tails, and considering the negative skew, most of the observations lies in the 

left tail, making the portfolios vulnerable for gearing. 

 

Value at Risk  

 

  
VW EW VW Deep VW W/G EW W/G VW Deep W/G 

  

Min Return -20.1% -20.1% -22.4% -56.7% -53.3% -79.2% 

Max Return 15.2% 14.7% 22.2% 74.5% 53.5% 744.0% 
Min Equity 

Value       $17,691  $17,042  BUST 

Ending Equity Value     $99,538  $85,046    
 

Table 4.17 

As with HML, we have done the same calculations for our Momentum portfolios. Comparing the 

maximum gain/loss experienced in a single month for the momentum and value portfolios, it is 

obvious that the momentum portfolios have been much riskier, which is not that surprising 

looking at the higher kurtosis.   

Looking at the minimum value experienced, we not only came close to zero net equity in VW and 

EW at $17.691 & $17.042, the VW Deep portfolio actually went bust during the holding period, 

meaning that our net equity value (traded value – debt value) got negative. This is a clear-cut 
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example of the big risk investors’ face when gearing, and that proper risk management must not 

be taken lightly. 

 

Concluding remarks  

 

All momentum strategies have positive yearly premium over the full period, but the premium has 

been low, and for the deep momentum strategy, the premium is almost zero. If we instead are 

using geometric returns, only the VW strategy has been profitable, with a yearly return of 0.35%. 

Investing 100 dollars in November 1990 would have increased to 109 dollars in March 2016, 

making it a total gain of 9%. If one considers transaction costs, it would with almost all certainty 

have given a negative return for the VW portfolio as well. The poor performance may be 

explained by all the market fluctuations experienced in Japan. A concerning part is their 

drawdown risk. All strategies use long time to recover from its losses. The second major 

drawdown for the value-weighted portfolios (standard and deep) started around 2000 and has yet 

to recover from this drawdown. It is unlikely that any investor would have kept faith in funds 

pursuing any of the momentum strategies and prime brokers would most likely increased their 

margin requirements in fear of losing money on the funds positions. The return distributions are 

another concern, as the portfolios are both negative skewed and exhibit excess kurtosis, a 

dangerous combination, at least for geared portfolios. We can conclude that momentum has not 

worked well in Japan, but we believe it is wrong to reject this strategy. A momentum strategy 

should always be combined with a value strategy. We will look at a combination later in the 

thesis. 

Share issuance 

 

In our issuance research we have been looking at different strategies that involves all firms that 

have issued new shares as well as different number of shares issued. We wanted to whether if 

there is a connection between the number of shares issued and a decline in stock prices. One 

would expect companies that issues more shares to be more punished by the market in average 

than firms issuing smaller fractions. One should also be aware of very low issuance fractions, as 

these could stem from firms issuing stock options. This issue is dealt by looking for firms issuing 

shares above 3%. Further, we are expecting that smaller firms are being punished less than bigger 

firms and therefore we have divided firms into size deciles in order to identify if this has actually 

been the case. The size portfolios are consisting of firms issuing shares no matter how much they 
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have been issuing. The size deciles are firms bigger than 100 million dollars, bigger than 1 billion 

dollars and bigger than 5 billion dollars. The number of firms larger than this were too few to get 

reliable results. 

 

Share issuance sorted on number of shares issued 

 

We start with an analysis of the different percentages of shares issued. Note that we are first 

selecting the stocks from the last day of every month, meaning that firms issuing first of January 

will be included in the end of the month. In other words, we are not including the announcement 

date. However, as our main goal is to detect sluggishness in the market, this exclusion does not 

matter. In the table below, all the percentage issued are listed using three different models, namely 

the CAPM, Fama-French three factor model and lastly the Carhart four-factor model. The models 

are showcased in the methodology section.  

CAPM Alpha Market SMB HML WML R^2 

> 0 -0.9% 0.9       0.49 

t-value -0.2 15.2         

> 3% -1.5% 0.9       0.45 

t-value -0.4 14.1         

> 10% -4.4% 1.0       0.12 

t-value -0.9 13.2         

> 25% -4.8% 1.1       0.38 

t-value -0.8 12.0         

FF-3 Alpha Market SMB HML WML R^2 

> 0 -2.1% 0.9 0.8 -0.1   0.61 

t-value -0.6 16.5 8.6 -0.9     

> 3% -2.9% 0.9 0.8 -0.1   0.59 

t-value -0.8 15.5 9.0 -0.9     

> 10% -6.0% 1.0 0.9 0.0   0.54 

t-value -1.4 14.1 7.7 -0.2     

> 25% -7.5% 1.1 1.0 0.2   0.52 

t-value -0.9 16.4 8.5 1.1     

CARHART Alpha Market SMB HML WML R^2 

> 0 -1.6% 0.9 0.8 -0.1 -0.1 0.61 

t-value -0.5 16.0 8.5 -1.3 -1.3   

> 3% -2.3% 0.9 0.8 -0.1 -0.1 0.60 

t-value -0.6 15.0 8.9 -1.3 -1.4   

> 10% -5.1% 1.0 0.8 -0.1 -0.2 0.54 

t-value -1.2 13.6 7.6 -0.8 -1.8   

> 25% -5.1% 1.0 1.0 0.0 -0.3 0.53 

t-value -1.2 12.7 7.9 0.1 -2.93   
Table 4.18 
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We begin by outlining the hypothesis and expectations before looking at the results. The 

hypothesis was that the more shares issued by the firm, the worse they would perform the 

subsequent year. Further, we expected the issuance firms to mostly consist of smaller growth 

stocks. The rational for this expectation is that smaller growth stocks would in many cases need 

additional capital to finance new growth opportunities. These firms are typical younger firms that 

do not have any retained earnings to be used on new investments or projects. If they do have 

retained earnings, this may not be large enough, meaning they need to use other forms of 

financing. Moreover, these firms may have less access to bank loans than larger firms do, as they 

may do not have the required creditworthiness to achieve the size of the loan needed.  

Looking at the results by using the CAPM, we can observe negative alphas for all four portfolios. 

We can also observe a trend that the larger number of shares issued, the worse they have 

performed. We can note that the largest difference in performance is by moving from more than 3 

percent share issued to more than ten percent issued. The portfolio consisting of all firms issuing 

shares have performed a lot better than the other three portfolios, especially the deep issuance 

portfolio. This finding may relate to the exclusion of firms that have issued stock options. This 

kind of share issuance should not be signaling much to the market. Further, none of the portfolios 

have significantly underperformed the market. But an interesting finding is that the beta is 

increasing as we move from the lowest to the largest number of shares issued. Considering the 

positive market premium, one would expect a larger beta to yield a higher return. In this case, the 

higher risk taken, the lower returns achieved. Clearly, risk and return do not go hand in hand for 

these portfolios. As a final note for the results using the CAPM is the low r square. This means 

that the CAPM has been poor in explaining the variation in returns, and the observed beta is a 

poor risk measure. With such low r square, one would expect large deviations in their covariance 

with the market, even though the beta for all portfolios are near one. 

Moving to the results by using the Fama French three factor model, we can see that the alphas 

have been more negative, indicating a larger underperformance than found for the CAPM. 

However, none of the alphas are low enough to state the portfolios have been significantly 

underperforming. The interesting with these results is to compare actual results with the 

hypothesis outlined. The model reveals that all portfolios are consisting of rather small 

companies. This is not surprising, considering that the portfolios are weighted equally. Further, 

there is a trend that the larger number of shared issued, the smaller are the companies. The deep 

issuance portfolio has quite a large exposure to small stocks. The reason for this large exposure is 

likely to stem from the penny stocks, which we have included in this study. There is also a trend 
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for the exposure to the HML factor. It appears that the larger number of shares issued results from 

value stocks rather than growth stocks. This is a surprising finding, given our hypothesis of the 

largest number of shares issued would stem from small growth companies. This could potentially 

explain the trend observed, that the larger number of shares issued, the lower returns made. The 

argument here is that value stocks would most likely be harder punished than growth stocks, as 

these are more mature firms and thereby a share issuance would signal a bad health of the firm. 

Remember that these are cheap stocks that the market has disliked and priced at lower levels than 

their fundamental value. In some cases, these firms are priced at low levels for a reason, because it 

is something with these firms that made the market uncomfortable. A share issuance 

announcement from value shares would therefore not be well taken by investors. That said, the 

exposure to the growth stocks and value stocks (for the deep portfolio) has been low, and the t-

statistic for the beta as an explanatory variable is not significant, meaning that the factor is 

rejected as an explanatory variable. It may therefore only explain some of the bad performance. 

The last asset pricing model, the Carhart model, reveal a negative exposure to the WML factor. 

The trend here is that the larger number of shares issued, the more they are tilted towards loser 

stocks. It is difficult to point out the reason for the observed trend, but an interesting speculation 

here, is that the loser stocks have taken a large drop in its share price, leading the management 

deciding to issue more shares in an attempt to avoid becoming in financial distress. This observed 

trend could potentially explain the observed increase in exposure to value shares. The stock price 

may have decreased as much that the share is now a cheap stock. 

Even though none of the alphas has been significant on a 95% confidence interval, it does not 

seem like a coincidence that the portfolios are performing badly due to share issuance, as more 

share issued results in weaker performance. This is a sign of sluggishness by market participants, 

where one in an efficient market would observe prices being corrected instantaneously. In these 

cases, it appears that the market fails to correctly assess the importance of the news announced.  

  Average Excess Volatility Sharpe Geomean 

Mkt-rf   0.3% 18% 0.01 -1.4% 

> 0 1.6% -7.0% 24% -0.03 -3.6% 

> 3% 1.0% -1.3% 25% -0.05 -4.3% 

> 10% -1.8% -4.1% 28% -0.15 -7.6% 

> 25% -2.2% -4.5% 32% -0.14 -9.1% 
 

Table 4.19 
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The table above gives a quick overview of the returns and the volatility of the different portfolios. 

The portfolios have much higher volatility than the market, and as already stated, the higher risk 

of the portfolio, the lower returns made. Furthermore, as the return is lower than the risk-free rate, 

the Sharpe ratio shows how much the portfolio lose per risk unit taken. A better measure of the 

actually returns made are listed by calculating the geometric mean. This shows that even though 

the market has positive average return, investing money in this portfolio would resulting in a loss 

of 1.4% annually. The yearly negative excess returns for the portfolio issuing 25% or more is as 

low as –9.1%. 

Below, we have listed the cumulative returns over the whole period, which illustrates how the 

different portfolios have evolved.  

 

 

Graph 4.1 

 

Share issuance sorted on size 

 

In this section, we are analyzing portfolios sorting on size. As mentioned earlier, the volume of 

shares being issues does not matter, it only considers the size of the firms that issue shares. The 

hypothesis is that larger firms are being more penalized than smaller firms, since larger firms 

should be more robust. Due to the asymmetric information, share issuance by these firms is more 

likely to be worse signal than issuance by smaller firms. We begin with a brief summary of the 
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overall performance of the size portfolios. Below are listed the risk adjusted returns using the 

same asset pricing models as we used with the portfolios consisting of number of shares issued. 

 

CAPM Alpha Market SMB HML WML R^2 

> 0.1B -0.9% -1.0       0.49 

t-value -0.2 15.1         

p-value 0.8 0.0         

> 1B -3.3% 0.8       0.46 

t-value 0.0 14.2         

p-value 0.4 0.0         

> 5B -4.6% 0.8       0.37 

t-value -1.0 11.8         

p-value 0.3 0.0         

FF-3 Alpha Market SMB HML WML R^2 

> 0.1B -2.1% 0.9 0.8 -0.1   0.61 

t-value -0.6 16.4 8.8 -1.0     

p-value 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.3     

> 1B -4.0% 0.8 0.5 -0.1   0.52 

t-value -1.2 14.4 5.7 -0.7     

p-value 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.5     

> 5B -5.0% 0.8 0.3 0.0   0.38 

t-value -1.1 11.5 2.2 -0.2     

p-value 0.3 0.0 3.0 0.9     
CARHA

RT Alpha Market SMB HML WML R^2 

> 0.1B -1.8% 0.9 0.8 -0.1 0.0 0.62 

t-value -0.5 16.0 8.7 -1.2 -0.7   

p-value 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.5   

> 1B -4.2% 0.8 0.5 -0.1 0.0 0.52 

t-value -1.2 14.2 5.7 -0.6 0.3   

p-value 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.6 0.8   

> 5B -4.1% 0.8 0.2 -0.1 -0.1 0.39 

t-value -0.9 11.0 2.1 -0.7 -1.7   

p-value 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.1   
 

Table 4.20 

 

It appears that the risk measured by CAPM is declining with increasing size, but this effect 

disappears when the size exceeds 1 billion in market value. It could be due to smaller sample 

observation for firms larger than 5 billion. Looking at the risk adjusted performance in terms of 
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alphas, it supports our hypothesis of the size effect. The medium size portfolio is performing 

much worse than smaller stocks even though this portfolio is less risky.  This also counts for the 

big size firms, but the risk is about the same for these portfolios. The R squared is lower for the 

big size portfolio than the other two, which may be due to the lower number of firms. Therefore, 

one should be careful making definite conclusions regarding the results found for this portfolio. 

Considering the size risk, all portfolios are performing worse than predicted by the CAPM. Since 

we are talking about size portfolios, the SMB factor is (obviously) decreasing for the size 

portfolios. As all of the size portfolios are positive exposed to the SMB factor, this means that the 

firms issuing are somewhat small compared to the average size in the Japanese market. This not 

surprising, as the largest firms in general have more financial muscles than smaller firms.  

There is a trend that the portfolios are increasing their exposure to the HML factor. This could 

explain some of the declining returns. As we discussed earlier, the asymmetric information would 

be more sensitive for value stocks. However, the difference here is too small to make such 

conclusions. In fact, the covariance with the value premium has been low and rejected for all the 

portfolios. 

The Carhart model reveal that the HML exposure is lower for the biggest firms, but again, we are 

careful by concluding anything by this portfolio. The r square for this portfolios is very low 

regardless of the asset pricing model used. The number of observation for firms of this size is 

much lower than for the other two. Looking at the low and medium size portfolios, it is likely that 

the market reacts much harder for issuance announcements for larger firms, as we expected. 

Larger and more robust firms should be expected to have easier access to loan facilities.  

  Average Excess Volatility Sharpe Geomean 

Mkt-rf   0.3% 18% 0.01 -1.4% 

> 0.1B 1.7% -0.6% 25% -0.03 -3.6% 

> 1B -0.8% -3.1% 22% -0.14 -5.4% 

> 5B -2.0% -4.4% 25% -0.18 -7.2% 
 

Table 4.21 

The above table sums up the overall performance over the entire period. One would expect larger 

firms to have lower volatility, which is the case from low to medium size portfolio. Again, the 

behavior of the largest firms is explained by lower amount of observations. The behavior is better 

illustrated when looking at the cumulative returns below. This portfolio lies above the other three until 

the financial crisis and has performed extremely poor from that period. The low and medium 

portfolios have more reliable results. The increase in returns from 2012 can be explained by the 
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increase in returns for small stocks. The smallest size group has obviously higher size beta and 

increases more. 

 

Table 4.2 

 

Sub-periods 

 

Percentage 

Issued Mkt-rf > 0 > 3% > 10% > 25% 

Feb 96 - Oct 02 -12% -11% -12% -11% -16% 

Sharpe Ratio -0.53 -0.44 -0.43 -0.4 -0.45 

Nov 02 - Apr 09 4% -2% -4% -3% -14% 

Sharpe Ratio 0.21 -0.9 -0.15 -0.1 -0.41 

May 09 - Jan 16 9% 11% 11% 9% 16% 

Sharpe Ratio 0.63 0.54 0.52 0.34 0.61 

Size Mkt-rf SMB > 0.1B > 1B > 5B 

Feb 96 - Oct 02 -12% -3% -10% -9% -5% 

Sharpe Ratio -0.53 -0.2 -0.37 -0.41 -0.19 

Nov 02 - Apr 09 4% 3% -3% -5% -2% 

Sharpe Ratio 0.21 0.28 -0.13 -0.23 -0.07 

May 09 - Jan 16 9% 5% 11% 4% -7% 

Sharpe Ratio 0.63 0.67 0.51 0.22 -0.28 
 

Table 4.22 
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In this section, we have divided the returns into three different periods in order to check for 

consistency in the returns. The first period is part of the “lost decade”, where the market was in 

recession. In this period, every portfolio sorted by the percentage issued suffered, but they lost similar 

amount as the market. The exception is the portfolio issuing the highest number of shares, which had 

an extremely bad performance. The bad results for the second period are explained by the financial 

crisis, where all the issuance portfolios suffered much more than the market. Again, the 25% issuance 

portfolio has been extremely poor and more than twice as bad as the 3% and 10% portfolios. In the 

recovery period after the mentioned crisis, every portfolio has performed very well. The portfolios 

may have suffered too much in this period, which could explain the great results. The increase in 

returns for small stocks may explain part of this up-turn, but not all, as they suffered great losses in the 

second period, where small stocks, on average, experienced positive returns. This is also an indication 

of the riskiness of shorting these portfolios in bull markets. Pursuing such a strategy would most likely 

incur margin calls and offloading of many positions, and one could question if the shorting strategy 

would be good investments in the future. The Japanese market has been poor for a long period, and it 

may well perform better in the coming years. 

The size portfolios reveal the same story during the “lost decade” period. The second period has also 

the same patterns. It is worth noting that even though small cap firms gained 3.05% on average, the 

smallest issuing firms performed badly. In the last period, the small size issuance stocks have much 

higher returns than the medium size portfolio, which can be explained by the bad performance of large 

cap firms during this period. The largest issuance firms were hit hard this period and are the only 

portfolio that suffered loss in the aftermath of the financial crisis. The riskiness of shorting the size 

portfolios is similar as with the percentage portfolio, but the largest firms appear to be less risky in 

bull markets. Again, the lack of data for the largest firms makes it difficult to conclude. 

 

Sub Analysis  

In the following we will discuss how our portfolios are affected when discarding penny stocks and 

isolating the three largest industrial sectors, before we take a closer look at the sub-month 

portfolio performances. Up until this point, all our portfolios have included penny stocks, so it 

will be interesting to see how the removal of these will affect the result. The results are likely to 

affect our short positions in a negative way, because these firms are more prone to bankruptcy.  

Penny Stocks 
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A clear cut observation for most of the penny stocks present in our issuance portfolios, is the that 

they are generally weak performers, with multiple actually going bankrupt during our holding 

period. In fact, the majority of the companies that went bankrupt during the 20 year were penny 

stocks. Removing these firms will obviously decrease the gain by shorting issuance stocks. The 

table below illustrates this effect. 

    Incl. Penny Stocks   Excl. Penny Stocks 

  Excess Volatility Sharpe Excess Volatility Sharpe 

> 0 -0.7% 24% -0.03 0.6% 25% 0.03 

> 3% -1.3% 25% -0.05 -0.9% 25% -0.04 

> 10% -4.1% 28% -0.15 -0.4% 25% -0.02 

> 25% -4.5% 32% -0.14 3.2% 32% -0.10 
 

Table 4.23 

Compared to the portfolios including penny stocks, all portfolios appear to perform better. 

Especially the firms issuing 10% or more has performed much better without the penny stocks. 

This is not a good sign, as in real life, the penny stocks may have shorting restrictions, meaning 

that our shorting positions may be more dangerous than the impression given so far. 

Industries 

From Thomson One Bankers database we were also able to attribute the industry in which the 

individual companies operated. Therefore, we decided to display the respective industry 

performance as the result might serve as a picking tool when formatting a portfolio strategy. As 

we possess limited amount of data, some of the industries, unfortunately, had too few 

observations in order to make any judgement of their performances. In light of this, we decided to 

analyze only the three largest sectors, as they include sufficient number of companies to serve as 

stand-alone investment strategies.  

 

  Average Excess Volatility Sharpe Geomean 

Technology 1.0% -2.0% 33% -0.05 -5.1% 

Industrial -1.0% -3.0% 26% -0.12 -4.7% 

Financial -1.0% -3.0% 32% -0.09 -5.6% 
 

Table 4.24 
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The industrial industry stands out as the most interesting industry to take short positions in, but 

shorting financial firms has also been profitable positions. The technology industry has apparently 

been less punished by the market. The takeaway here is that short positions concentrating both on 

the number of shares issued and the industrial and financial firms, seems like more lucrative 

investments. 

 

Sub-portfolios 

As all portfolios are products of 12 sub portfolios (one portfolio for each of the twelve months) it 

is interesting to see if there has been any big variation between the months. One would assume 

that they should be somewhat equal, as there is no particularly logical explanation from an 

efficient market point of view for why they should not. It was therefore a big surprise that this was 

not the case. It is evident that the time of the year a firm announces share issuance has a big 

influence on the subsequent performance. 

 

 

  Average Excess Volatility Sharpe Geomean 

Jan -4.1% -6.4% 0.34 -0.19 -9% 

Feb -3.3% -5.6% 0.31 -0.18 -8% 

Mar 2.6% 0.3% 0.3 0.01 -2% 

Apr 1.4% -0.9% 0.3 -0.03 -3% 

Maj -0.3% -2.6% 0.37 -0.07 -7% 

Jun 3.5% 1.2% 0.37 0.03 -3% 

Jul 9.6% 7.3% 0.29 0.25 6% 

Aug 3.6% 1.3% 0.31 0.04 -1% 

Sep -0.1% -2.5% 0.27 -0.09 -4% 

Okt 10.0% 7.6% 0.46 0.17 2% 

Nov -9.0% -11.3% 0.27 -0.42 -12% 

Dec 0.5% -1.9% 0.31 -0.06 -4% 
 

Table 4.25 
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Firstly, five out of twelve months holds positive Sharpe ratios (March, June, July, August and 

October) and are thus not in line with what was expected. It is worth remembering though, that 

none of the issuance portfolios researched showed significant underperformance, but we did not 

expect five portfolios to produce positive Sharpe ratios. Perhaps more concerning are the massive 

losses we face from going short in July/October, with both showing positive Sharpe ratios of 0.25 

and 0.17.  

On the other side, some of the months have been great for our issuance portfolios, such as 

January, February, but most of all, November, which have seen a massively poor performance, 

earning a Sharpe ratio of only -0.41. Keep in mind that the market had a Sharpe ratio of 0.01 in 

the same time span. Whilst one could argue that the amount of companies present in the 

individual months are perhaps in the low end of what one would preferred, we still believe that 

number is sufficient enough to draw a clear picture of the performances in the different months.  

Graph 4.3 shows the cumulative return for all months, with the worst performed (in our case the 

best) November, highlighted in bold.  

 

Table 4.3 

Share repurchase 

 

In the following, we will take a closer look at our repurchasing strategies, which are based on the 

core strategy of going long in companies that during the formation period has repurchased equity. 
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As with the issuance portfolios, we have sorted the stocks by both on the amount of shares 

repurchased and size of the firms. In essence, this means for the portfolio that filters on companies 

that has repurchased more than, say, 5% equity, do not have any size requirements and vice versa. 

For the portfolios sorted on amount of shares repurchased, we have been looking at all firms 

repurchasing equity, repurchase larger than two percent, larger than five percent and larger than 

ten percent. Some of the shares may have issued stock options during the same year they 

repurchased equity, meaning that net number of shares have not been reduced. Buying back shares 

in order to prevent share dilution should not be a strong signal to the market. 

The size portfolios have been sorted on three requirements. The first are stocks with a market 

capitalization less than 100 million dollars. Here we wanted to isolate the smallest firms in order 

to identify if there has been large difference in performance by the smallest firms repurchasing 

equity and the medium and large size stocks. The medium portfolio consists of shares larger than 

100 million dollars and the large portfolios are shares larger than 1 billion dollars. The number of 

repurchasing shares larger than this were too few to get reliable results. 
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Portfolios sorted on amount of shares repurchased 

We start this analysis by looking at portfolios sorted on amount of shares repurchased. In the 

below table we have made a summary of the results using the same asset pricing models as for 

share issuance, namely the CAPM, FF3 and Carhart four factor model. 

 

CAPM Alpha Market SMB HML WML R^2 

> 0 7.2% 0.7       0.49 

t-value 2.5 15.1         

> 2% 7.6% 0.7       0.48 

t-value 2.6 14.8         

> 5% 7.9% 0.7       0.46 

t-value 2.7 14.2         

> 10% 9.3% 0.6       0.27 

t-value 2.5 9.4         

FF-3 Alpha Market SMB HML WML R^2 

> 0 5.4% 0.7 0.5 0.3   0.63 

t-value 2.2 17.7 8.4 4.5     

> 2% 6.0% 0.7 0.5 0.3   0.61 

t-value 2.4 16.9 7.9 4.0     

> 5% 6.5% 0.7 0.5 0.3   0.55 

t-value 2.4 15.5 6.3 3.3     

> 10% 8.7% 0.6 0.4 0.1   0.31 

t-value 2.3 9.3 3.6 0.6     

CARHART Alpha Market SMB HML WML R^2 

> 0 5.9% 0.7 0.5 0.3 -0.1 0.63 

t-value 2.4 17.1 8.2 3.6 -1.8   

> 2% 6.4% 0.7 0.5 0.3 -0.1 0.61 

t-value 2.5 16.4 7.7 3.3 -1.3   

> 5% 6.8% 0.7 0.4 0.2 0.0 0.55 

t-value 2.5 15.1 6.2 2.8 -0.8   

> 10% 8.3% 0.6 0.4 0.1 0.1 0.31 

t-value 2.2 9.3 3.7 0.9 0.95   
 

Table 4.26 
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The hypothesis for these portfolios is that the larger number of share repurchased, the larger they 

have outperformed the market. Further, we expect portfolios to have an increase in its exposure to 

the HML factor when moving from all firms repurchasing shares to portfolios with larger shares 

repurchased. The rational for this expectation is the undervaluation hypothesis, that is, the 

expectation of companies buying back shares to exploit the markets undervaluation of their 

fundamental value. In other words, we expect the largest repurchasing programs to result from 

value stocks. Observing expensive growth stocks buying back a large number of shares would 

therefore be somewhat surprising, given that buying shares for more than its fundamental value 

would certainly not be beneficial for the long term shareholders and would rather destroy value 

for these shareholders. Finally, given the hypothesis of larger number of share repurchased 

resulting from value stocks, we expect the portfolios to consists of more loser stocks than winner 

stocks. If the companies buy back shares due to undervaluation, these have most likely not 

performed well the last period, leading to a price decline below their fundamental value. 

Let us start with the results by using the CAPM. Here we can note significant alphas for all four 

portfolios, meaning that the outperformance can be classified as skill rather than luck. Further, we 

can observe a trend that the larger number of shares repurchased, the better the subsequent 

performance. Therefore, the outperformances do not look like a coincidence. However, there is 

not large differences in performance between the first three portfolios, but moving to the deepest 

repurchase portfolio, we can observe a remarkable large alpha. The most interesting part from 

these findings is that the great performance comes with lower risk than the market, measured by 

beta. Further, the beta of the portfolios is decreasing. This means that the better performance 

comes with lower risk. This is opposite from the findings of the issuance portfolios, where one 

was penalized for taking additional risk. As a finale note, the r square for the portfolios, especially 

for the deep repurchase portfolio, are low. This is similar to the findings for the issuance 

portfolios and the beta observed is therefore a rather poor risk measure. In other words, the CAPM 

fails to explain the variation in returns. The reason for such a low r square for the deep portfolio is 

most likely due to fewer observation than the other three portfolios. This means that in some 

months, a few firms will have a large effect on the monthly return observed, thereby one will 

occasionally observe large deviations from the market return. 

Moving to the results by the Fama French three factor mode, we can see that this model fits the 

data better, with an increase in the r squares. This model reveal that the portfolios are bearing the 

size risk. We can note that the repurchasing shares have lower exposure to the SMB factor than 

the issuance stocks. This seems natural, as one expects repurchasing shares to be more mature 
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firms with less growth opportunities than the stocks issuing new shares. One can also note a trend, 

where moving from all stocks repurchasing shares to larger amount repurchased, results in a 

decreased exposure to the SMB factor. This means that the increase in repurchase programs 

results from larger firms. This coincides with the argument above, that stocks repurchasing shares 

are more mature firms, and one would therefore assume the largest buy backs would be from 

larger firms. Finally, the model reveals a positive exposure towards the HML factor. This 

coincides with our hypothesis, which points towards stocks buying back shares due to 

undervaluation. That said, the observed trend, that the larger number of shares repurchased, the 

more the portfolios are tilted towards growth stocks is surprising and not in line with our 

expectations. This means that the larger repurchase programs results from growth stocks rather 

than value stocks and thereby violates the undervaluation hypothesis. 

Lastly, the Carhart model reveal a negative exposure to the WML factor. The expectation here 

was that we would observe an exposure towards loser stocks. This is the case for the first three 

portfolios, but the trend reveals that the larger number of shares repurchased stems from winning 

stocks, and thus not in line with our expectation. It should be mentioned that the WML factor is 

rejected as an explanatory variable, but nonetheless, the observed trend is still interesting. The 

results for the portfolio consisting of all firms coincides well with our initial hypothesis and 

expectations, but as we move to larger repurchase programs, the trend goes in opposite direction 

than our expectations. We will therefore come with possible explanations that supports the 

observed trends. One possible explanation is that the stocks have experienced an increase in its 

earnings, leading to an excess cash holding, which is then used to buy back shares. This would be 

a good signal to the market as the management proves to be solid and operates in what is best for 

its long term shareholders and force the company to operate their business in a more effective 

way. Wasting excess cash holding on unnecessary perks would decrease the value of the firm. 

Another explanation could be that the repurchasing firms have experienced an increase in its share 

price, and maybe a too large increase, leading the firm to buy back shares in an attempt to support 

the high increase, and thereby signaling to the market that the high increase in its stock price has 

been a correct assessment from the market participants. Therefore, such a signal would be an 

artificial signal to the market, and the market may have been deluded by the signal and priced the 

company at an even higher price. Obviously, these two explanation are somewhat speculative, but 

it is difficult to point out the exact reason by only looking at the data we have gathered. I third, 

and maybe a more realistic explanation, is that the largest repurchasing programs results from 

growth companies that do not have much growth opportunities. Remember that firms issue shares 
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to raise equity capital to finance growth opportunities, but if there are no potential growth 

opportunities, holding on to all that unutilized equity funding means sharing ownership for no 

good reason. Shareholders demands returns for their investment in the form of dividends. If the 

firm is not using the funded equity, it simply pays for the privilege of acquire funds it is not using. 

Therefore, a simple solution would be to pay off investors and thus reduce its cost of capital.  

 

  Average Excess Volatility Sharpe Geomean 

Mkt-rf   0.3% 18% 0.01 -1.4% 

> 0 9.7% 7.4% 18% 0.41 5.9% 

> 2% 10.1% 7.8% 18% 0.44 6.4% 

> 5% 10.4% 8.1% 18% 0.45 6.7% 

> 10% 11.7% 9.4% 20% 0.48 7.7% 
 

Table 4.27 

 

 

This table above gives a better overview of the risk that comes with the different alphas. It appears 

that the volatility is more or less the same as the market, although the best portfolio has slightly 

more risk. Holding this portfolio from day one would generate about four and a half times the 

money invested in excess of the risk-free rate. Considering we are creating this return in the 

Japanese market, which has been a very tough market, put things more in perspective of how well 

these returns are. Below, we have listed the evolvement of the different portfolios over the entire 

sample period. 
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Table 4.4 

 

 

Portfolios sorted on size 

In the following, we will take a closer look at the repurchasing portfolios sorted by the different 

size requirement. Our initial hypothesis here was that smaller companies would perform better 

than the largest companies would, as it is more unusual for small firms to be buying back shares. 

One argument for this is that these firms are likely to be less covered by media and analysts, and 

therefore would surprise investors to a higher extent. In light of this theory, we created one 

portfolio for companies smaller than 100 million dollars in order to isolate the smallest 

companies, along with a medium and big size portfolio. As already mentioned, the number of 

observations for firms bigger than 1 billion dollars was too small and would not provide reliable 

results. All portfolios are equally weighted.  
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CAPM Alpha Market SMB HML WML R^2 

< 0.1 8.3% 0.7       0.35 

t-value 2.2 11.0         

p-value 0.0 0.0         

> 0.1B 5.9% 0.7       0.51 

t-value 2.1 15.8         

p-value 0.0 0.0         

> 1B 4.3% 0.7       0.44 

t-value 1.3 13.9         

p-value 0.2 0.0         

FF-3 Alpha Market SMB HML WML R^2 

< 0.1 5.4% 0.7 0.8 0.3   0.55 

t-value 1.7 13.1 9.2 3.5     

p-value 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0     

> 0.1B 4.3% 0.7 0.4 0.3   0.61 

t-value 1.7 17.7 6.4 4.4     

p-value 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0     

> 1B 3.3% 0.7 0.0 0.2   0.46 

t-value 1.0 14.2 0.9 2.6     

p-value 0.3 0.0 0.4 0.0     

CARHART Alpha Market SMB HML WML R^2 

< 0.1 5.8% 0.7 0.8 0.3 -0.1 0.55 

t-value 1.8 12.7 9.1 3.0 -1.0   

p-value 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3   

> 0.1B 5.1% 0.7 0.4 0.2 -0.1 0.79 

t-value 2.0 17.1 6.2 3.3 -2.8   

p-value 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0   

> 1B 4.9% 0.7 0.1 0.1 -0.3 0.51 

t-value 1.6 13.7 0.6 1.0 -4.5   

p-value 0.1 0.0 0.6 0.3 0.0   
 

Table 4.28 

 

Looking at the CAPM, it seems that the three size portfolios have more or less the same market 

exposure. Despite this, the smallest size decile has almost twice the alpha compared to the largest 

size decile. This supports our hypothesis that smaller firms benefit more than larger firms do. As 

pointing out earlier, these firms may be much less covered by analysts.  The alpha for the 

portfolio consisting of the largest firms was not significant.  
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The Fama-French model is a better model, as it is able to explain more of the variation in returns. 

In this model, none of the alphas are significant. It reveals that the portfolios are bearing both size 

and value risk. The exposure to small stocks is naturally decreasing with the size of the firms. The 

SMB exposure for firms bigger than one billion is 0.05, which confirms that the largest size decile 

for issuance firms (bigger than five billions) is not reliable, as this had an exposure of 0.23 to the 

SMB factor. All portfolios are exposed to value firms, which is in line with our theory of value 

firms being more likely to repurchase shares. It appears that the higher the market value of the 

firms, the more they tilt towards growth stocks. This suggests that, on average, larger stocks tend 

to be growth stocks. This theory was also discussed on the momentum strategy. Even though none 

of the alphas were significant, the performance of both the small and medium size portfolios have 

been very well. 

Finally, the Carhart model shows an interesting pattern. The trend is that the largest firms consist 

of more loser stocks. As discussed earlier, this points towards the theory of shares being punished 

too hard and gives the firm the opportunity to buy back shares at a price lower than the 

fundamental value. The medium size portfolio has now a significant alpha due to the negative 

exposure to winner stocks.  

  Average Excess Volatility Sharpe Geomean 

Mkt-rf   0.3% 18% 0.01 -1.4% 

< 0.1B 11.7% 9.6% 20% 0.47 7.8% 

> 0.1B 8.4% 6.1% 18% 0.35 4.6% 

> 5B 6.8% 4.5% 19% 0.23 2.7% 
 

Table 4.29 

 

From the table, it is evident that the smallest firms are by far more attractive than investing in the 

largest firms. One would expect larger firms to have lower volatility than smaller firms, as the 

prices for smaller firms are more for small firms to be buying. The fact that the largest firms have 

higher volatility than the medium size is therefore somewhat odd. Either way, the volatility is not 

high compare to the market, and investing in larger firms have performed well on average 

compared to a passive investment strategy that tracks the market. The graph below gives a better 

overview of the development over time. 
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Table 4.5 

Sub-periods 

 

Percentage 

Issued Mkt-rf > 0 > 2% > 5% > 10% 

Feb 96 - Oct 02 -12% -4% -3% -2% -16% 

Sharpe Ratio -0.53 -0.22 -0.16 -0.12 -0.45 

Nov 02 - Apr 09 4% 8% 9% 8% -14% 

Sharpe Ratio 0.21 0.42 0.47 0.45 -0.41 

May 09 - Jan 16 9% 18% 18% 19% 16% 

Sharpe Ratio 0.63 1.25 1.28 1.35 0.61 

Size Mkt-rf SMB < 0.1B > 0.1B > 1B 

Feb 96 - Oct 02 -12% -3% -4% -4% -4% 

Sharpe Ratio -0.53 -0.2 -0.14 -0.18 -0.17 

Nov 02 - Apr 09 4% 3% 11% 4% 3% 

Sharpe Ratio 0.21 0.28 0.53 0.2 0.14 

May 09 - Jan 16 9% 5% 19% 18% 15% 

Sharpe Ratio 0.63 0.67 1.3 1.28 0.98 
 

Table 4.30 

 

 

Looking at the percentage repurchased portfolios; these portfolios are performing a lot better in 

bear markets than the market index. Even though most of them lost money, the Sharpe ratios have 

been less than half as bad as the performance of the market. However, these sub-periods do not 
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reveal the whole story of the riskiness in different time-periods. As an example, from the 1996 to 

the end of 1997, all of the repurchasing portfolios lost a lot of money. The market had an average 

return of -29%, while the repurchasing firms ranged from -23% to -28%. In fact, the largest 

repurchase firms was the portfolio with the largest loss in a given month during this two years’ 

period. The worst monthly return observed was -16,5%, whilst the portfolio consisting of all firms 

had a loss of -9,5% for comparison. Since our strategy is long/short, we will elaborate more on 

risk in the section of the RMI strategy. That said, over longer time-periods, all of the portfolios 

have been robust. In the second period, which contains the financial crisis, they have more than 

doubled relative to the Sharpe ratio of the market. In bull market, the performances of all 

repurchasing portfolios have been substantial. The trend found by back testing a strategy does not 

mean that these patterns will occur going forward, but the findings here looks like good 

investments if one believes the market will perform better in future time periods than in this 

sample period. 

The portfolios sorted on size have also performed well, where the smallest firms have performed 

best. But as discussed for the percentage portfolios, for the period from 96 to end of 97, the small 

decile had the largest loss. 

 

Sub Analysis 

 

As with the issuance portfolios, we will discuss how our portfolios are affected when accounting 

for penny stocks as well as industry sectors and the monthly return differences. The findings for 

the issuance portfolios contained some surprises with regards to the industry sectors and our sub-

portfolios, therefore, it is of interest to assess whether these are present in the repurchase 

portfolios as well. The repurchase portfolios shouldn’t be much affected by excluding penny 

stocks, as we don’t expect many of these firms to repurchase equity. These companies would 

mostly be of concern for our shorting portfolios. We did look at penny stocks in our sample just to 

confirm the theory, but as expected, these firms were few and almost none-existent. 
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Penny stocks 

 

    Incl. Penny Stocks   Excl. Penny Stocks 

  Excess Volatility 
Sharp

e Excess Volatility 
Sharp

e 

> 0 7.4% 18% 0.41 7.4% 18% 0.41 

> 2% 7.8% 18% 0.44 7.8% 18% 0.44 

> 5% 8.1% 18% 0.45 8.2% 18% 0.45 

> 10% 9.4% 20% 0.48 9.4% 20% 0.47 
 

Table 4.31 

 

Industries 

As with the sub analysis of issuing firms, we looked at the performance of the sectors consisting 

of the largest number of repurchasing firms. Interestingly, the numbers of financial firms that 

repurchases equity has taken a large drop, making Technology, Industrial and consumer goods the 

three biggest sectors for repurchasing companies.  

 

  Average Excess Volatility Sharpe Geomean 

Technology 8.3% 6.1% 25% 0.24 5.3% 

Industrial 11.8% 9.5% 20% 0.48 10.4% 

Consumer Goods 8.5% 6.2% 17% 0.36 7.3% 
 

Table 4.32 

 

Table 4.32 shows the performance of the three largest sectors with no constrains on either size or 

amount repurchased. Here we found an interesting observation. For issuance firms, the technology 

industry was less punished than the other sectors, and for repurchasing firms, the technology 

industry have earned the lowest returns.  One possible, though very speculative, explanation for 

the excess underreaction for Industrial firms is that the tech industry is more “hyped”, making 

investors less efficient when incorporating such announcements into the share price. However, 

making educated theories/explanation for the observed trend would need a lot more research than 

just observing these numbers. Either way, the findings here gives an indication that investing in 

repurchasing firms from the industrial and consumer industry have given the highest Sharpe ratio, 
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and buying firms that repurchases most shares from these two industries seems like a good 

investment strategy. 

Sub-portfolios 

As with the issuance portfolios, the repurchase portfolio have also seen a surprisingly high 

variation in the sub-month portfolios. Even though all months have outperformed the market 

when looking at the Sharpe ratios, table 4.33 shows some striking results. 

 

  Average Excess Volatility Sharpe Geomean 

Jan 12.5% 10.2% 0.26 0.4 10% 

Feb 6.8% 4.5% 0.22 0.2 4% 

Mar 11.1% 8.8% 0.24 0.37 9% 

Apr 7.8% 5.5% 0.21 0.26 6% 

Maj 4.6% 2.3% 0.26 0.09 1% 

Jun 6.4% 4.0% 0.22 0.18 3% 

Jul 14.1% 11.8% 0.26 0.45 11% 

Aug 6.1% 3.8% 0.19 0.2 4% 

Sep 16.1% 13.8% 0.33 0.42 11% 

Oct 7.9% 5.6% 0.22 0.25 5% 

Nov 18.3% 16.0% 0.22 0.72 17% 

Dec 12.9% 10.5% 0.21 0.5 11% 
 

Table 4.33 

As a starting point, we have to highlight November. Not only did November perform extremely 

strong in the issuance portfolio, it continues to exceed all expectations with a massive Sharpe ratio 

of 0.72. It is difficult to point out the reason behind this phenomenon, but an interesting theory 

could be that the asymmetric information is higher and more sensitive during the last two months. 

The argument here is that the company’s management have more information regarding the 

current year’s financial results and more importantly, they have more information on the outlook 

of the coming year. By looking at the results in this paper, one could argue that the market 

constantly under-reacts to announcements regarding capital structure, making the phenomenon 

larger in the last months, when the sign, perhaps, is as strongest. 

The January, March, July, September and December month are somewhat in line with what we 

expected, but we also observe three very weak months in May, June and October with Sharpe 

ratios of 0.09, 0.18 and 0.25. The past performance doesn’t mean this will also be the case in the 

future, but by focusing only on the best performing months displayed here would indeed be an 
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interesting investment strategy. In graph 4.6 below, the monthly cumulative returns for all the 12 

months are outlined. As with the prior graph, November is highlighted in bold. 

 

Graph 4.6 

  

Repurchase Minus Issuance 

 

For the repurchase minus issuance strategy, we have chosen to focus mainly on portfolios sorted 

on number of shares repurchased and issued. But in addition to this, we will have a sub analysis, 

which consists of portfolios excluding penny stocks, the RMI strategy in given months and a stop 

loss strategy. We found exceptional results for buying repurchasing firms and selling issuing 

firms in the November month, leading to a potential strategy that focus only on this month. 

Finally, the stop loss strategy is calculated by leaving the positions when the share price goes 

down by more than 20% (repurchasing firms) and goes up by more than 20% (issuance firms). 

The structure of the analysis will be more or less the same, where we look at the performances 

over the whole sample period, as well as in different time periods, the contributions from both 

long and short positions and the drawdown risk of the different portfolios. 
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Repurchase minus issuance sorted on percentages 

 

We begin by evaluating the risk adjusted performance using the same three asset pricing models 

as with the repurchase and issuance study. In order to keep track on the different portfolios, we 

have named them following:  

 

- ‘RMI all’ includes all repurchasing and issuing firms. 

- ‘RMI standard’ excludes firms buying back less than 2% shares and issuing less than 3% shares.  

- ‘RMI middle range’ are firms buying back more than 5% shares and issuing more than 10%.  

- ‘RMI deep’ are firms buying back more than 10% shares and issuing more than 25% shares 

 

CAPM Alpha Market SMB HML WML R^2 

RMI All 8.0% -0.2       0.13 

t-value 3.0 -5.9         

RMI Standard 9.0% -0.3       0.11 

t-value 3.1 -5.5         

RMI Middle Range 12.2% -0.3       0.1 

t-value 3.3 -5.2         

RMI Deep 14.1% -0.5       0.11 

t-value 2.4 -5.5         

FF-3 Alpha Market SMB HML WML R^2 

RMI All 7.2% -0.2 -0.2 0.3   0.21 

t-value 2.9 -5.0 -3.3 4.4     

RMI Standard 8.5% -0.2 -0.3 0.3   0.20 

t-value 3.1 -4.7 -4.3 3.6     

RMI Middle Range 12.2% -0.3 -0.4 0.2   0.17 

t-value 3.3 -4.8 -4.1 2.0     

RMI Deep 16.0% -0.5 -0.7 -0.1   0.20 

t-value 2.8 -5.7 -4.7 -0.9     

CARHART Alpha Market SMB HML WML R^2 

RMI All 7.2% -0.2 -0.2 0.3 0.0 0.21 

t-value 2.8 -4.9 -3.3 4.1 0.0   

RMI Standard 8.4% -0.2 -0.3 0.3 0.0 0.20 

t-value 3.0 -4.5 -4.3 3.6 0.6   

RMI Middle Range 11.5% -0.3 -0.4 0.3 0.1 0.18 

t-value 3.2 -4.4 -4.0 2.3 1.5   

RMI Deep 13.9% -0.5 -0.7 0.0 0.3 0.23 

t-value 2.5 -5.2 -4.5 0.2 3.26   

              
Table 4.34 
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All strategies analyzed are pure long/short strategies, where the position weights sum to zero, 

meaning they are market neutral, at least on paper. This isn’t always the case in practice. Looking 

at the market betas above, we can see that none of the portfolios are independent of market 

movements. The beta for the value strategy was around -0,08, which was close to being market 

neutral, but in this case, we observe market betas ranging from -0,24 to -0,48. The deep RMI 

portfolio clearly cannot be classified as market neutral. What happens here is that our short 

portfolio (firms issuing more than 25%) is much riskier than the long positions, which then leads 

us to become heavily negative exposed to the market. The beta for the deep long position is 

around 0.59, whilst the beta for the deep issuance is 1.08. However, we note that the R square is 

very low. We observed in the analysis for both issuance and repurchase that the CAPM was a 

rather poor asset pricing model for these stocks. There is a very low co-movement with the 

market, and there was a large spread in the observed variation in returns, meaning that the beta 

found is more or less useless as risk measure. This means that the beta of -0.48 for the RMI deep 

portfolio does not reveal much of the risk. As an example, the RMI deep went down 22.3% in a 

month where the market gained 5.4%. Another example is a month where the market decreased 

by 2.96% and the RMI portfolio gained 14.2%. These do not correspond to the given beta. A 

finale example is the month where the market went down by 8% and the RMI, with a negative 

market exposure, went down 11%. The biggest problem for this portfolio is diversification, 

meaning that the extreme results stems from a few firms that affects the portfolio returns too 

much. The diversification problem is most problematic prior to January 2000 and one solution for 

obtaining more reliable results would be to exclude the years 1996-1999. However, excluding the 

Dotcom period would be wrong, as most firms did well this period and it is interesting to analyze 

the robustness of the strategy in such periods. It is better to be aware of the diversification 

problem during this period and rather look at these results as an indication. 

If we instead focus on the returns made over the period, the achieved alphas are simply 

outstanding. For comparison, the alpha for the value weighted value strategy was near 4%, whilst 

the alpha for the RMI strategy for all firms issuing and repurchasing is 8%, more than twice as 

much. The alpha for the deep strategy is remarkably large, but given the beta, this portfolio seems 

risky in bull markets. As we have already discussed the different risk exposure for both issuance 

and repurchase companies in detail, we will not go through this again, but as a short comment, we 

can note that issuance companies are smaller on average, which means we are negatively exposed 

to smaller stocks. This means that the size risk does not explain the outperformance by the 

repurchase firms. The negative exposure to small stocks could potentially be a good combination 
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to obtain diversification due to the negative correlation. However, we will come back to this in the 

next section, where we look further into diversification opportunities by combining strategies. 

In the table below, we have divided the average returns along with its Sharpe ratios in three 

different time periods. The time periods are different than the sub-periods for value and 

momentum, but these had more data available. 

 

Average Returns Mkt-rf SMB HML VW EW VW Deep 

Feb 96 - Sep 02 -4.7% -5.8% 1.6% -1.7% -2.4% -4.8% 

Oct 02 - May 09 3.0% 1.8% 10.7% 6.8% 6.3% 5.9% 

Jun 09 - Jan 16 1.8% 4.2% 0.5% -0.4% -1.0% -0.6% 

Overall 0.1% 0.3% 3.9% 1.6% 1.0% 0.2% 
Sharpe Ratio Mkt-rf VW EW VW Deep EW Deep VW Deep 

Feb 96 - Sep 02 -0.20 -0.42 0.22 -0.11 -0.16 -0.27 

Oct 02 - May 09 0.16 0.16 0.79 0.40 0.42 0.29 

Jun 09 - Jan 16 0.12 0.51 0.07 -0.03 -0.08 -0.04 

Overall 0.01 0.02 0.40 0.10 0.07 0.01 
 

Table 4.35 

 

In the first period, all portfolios have been able to deliver high returns, but looking at the Sharpe 

ratios, the returns are delivered with large differences in risk. The deep strategy has by far the 

highest returns, but the returns alone do not reveal the quality of the investment portfolio. This 

deep strategy has much higher risk than any of the other portfolios. The volatility was as high as 

37%, and for comparison, the volatility for the market this period was 22%, whilst the portfolio 

consisting of all firms had only 15%. This makes the deep portfolio the second best investment 

the first period. However, all portfolios look very good and it seems like an interesting investment 

strategy. The second period has been exceptional, but the good results are most likely from the 

short position during the financial crisis. The third period is also quite encouraging, but the deep 

portfolio has actually been unprofitable this period. The other portfolios have shown consistently 

high Sharpe ratios in every sub-period, but overall, the middle range portfolio has been the better 

investment. Let’s now take a look at the contribution to the abnormal return from both long and 

short positions during the same sub-periods. 
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  All Standard Middle Deep 

Alpha Rep 
Issu

e 
Rep 

Issu

e 
Rep Issue Rep 

Issu

e 

Feb 96 - Sep 02 2% 2% 3% 2% 4% 6% 8% 5% 

Oct 02 - May 09 5% 7% 6% 9% 6% 11% 10% 19% 

Jun 09 - Jan 16 11% -3% 11% -3% 12% -1% 10% -8% 

Overall 7% 1% 8% 2% 8% 4% 10% 5% 
 

Table 4.36 

 

The contribution in the first period is mostly from our long positions, but the short positions have 

also been quite well, and for the middle range portfolio, most of the alpha is from the short 

positions. It should be mentioned that the alpha does not represent the returns made, which means 

that even though the long position of the portfolio consisting of all firms has higher alpha, it 

doesn’t mean it has higher returns. We are instead looking at the risk adjusted returns. In the 

second period, our short positions have worked well, which is most likely due to the financial 

crisis. The long positions have also been decent this period. In the last period, we have been losing 

money by shorting issuing firms, which have performed better than predicted by the CAPM. On 

the other hand, the long positions have performed quite well this period and over the whole 

period, buying repurchasing firms appear to be well invested money. For both the middle range 

and deep portfolio, shorting issuance firms have been good investments considering the risk taken 

by shorting these companies. However, in bull markets, the short positions are rather dangerous. 

We will now look at the performances during the worst periods. 

  All Standard Middle Deep 

Alpha Rep Issue Rep Issue Rep Issue Rep Issue 

1997 -39% -54% -36% -56% -28% -59% -14% -74% 

Dotcom 13% 30% 17% 29% 17% 25% 32% 30% 

Burst 7% -23% 11% -23% 7% -23% 4% -16% 

Financial crisis -37% -56% -3% -58% -37% -63% -30% -74% 

Recovery 21% 7% 21% 5% 18% -3% 16% 18% 
 

Table 4.37 

 

The stock market in Japan in 1997 was a bloodbath. The market was down 36% this year and as 

you can see from the table, both repurchasing firms and issuance firms were performing really 

badly. However, the strategy worked very well this year, as the issuance firms were absolutely 

smashed. The issuance firms outperformed repurchasing firms with good margin during the 
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Dotcom bubble, but the margin for the short positions should be well enough from the year prior 

the bubble to cover this bad period. The year following the bubble was again a terrible period for 

the issuance firms and they were yet again hammered during the financial crisis. In the recovery 

period, which is measured as the two years following the crisis, only the deep issuing firms are of 

concern. In general, the strategy works very well in bear market, where the strategy profits from 

the short positions. In bull markets, the short positions lose money, but the strategy profits from 

exceptional results by the long positions. 

 

Drawdown risk and return distributions 

 

 

  First Major Drawdown Second Major Drawdown 

  DD Recover

y Full DD Recover

y 
Ful

l 

All Firms             

RMI -47.5% 91.2% 0.4% -20.7%     

Number of days         518  
          

1,004          1,522         396      

Dates Sep 98 Feb 00 Nov 02 Oct 12 Nov 13   

Standard             

RMI -42.2% 79.1% 3.5% -26.9% 65.7%   

Number of days         518  
              

578          1,096         396  1888   

Dates Sep 98 Feb 00 Sep 01 Oct 12 Nov 13   

Middle Range             

RMI -35.9% 64.1% 5.2% -26.2% 65.7%   

Number of days         212  
              

822          1,034         699  1888   

Dates Sep 98 Apr 99 Jul 01 Sep 12 Aug 14   

Deep             

HML VW -50.5% 114.2% 6.0% -53.8%     

Number of days         182  
              

884          1,066     1,826      

Dates Oct 98 Apr 99 Sep 01 Nov 08 Nov 13   
 

Table 4.38 

 

 

The first major drawdown starts in the same period as the value strategy, which means that a 

combination of value and RMI is not a good combination. The portfolio consisting of all firms 

needs longer time to recover from this drawdown, but there is not a large difference this period. 

The portfolio of all firms and the deep portfolio are losing half of its value this period and is a 

sign of risky investments. The RMI standard also shows huge loss this period. The RMI strategies 
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are still in the middle of the second drawdown period, meaning that the maximum loss can still 

not be identified, as we don’t know when the recovery period will start. If the maximum loss 

found today is the true value, then the two first portfolios have reached the recovery period much 

faster than the middle and deep portfolios. The deep portfolio has actually lost over half of its 

value once again and at the same time it started its drawdown much earlier. This is clearly a very 

risky portfolio. In fact, this portfolio has two additional drawdowns that could be justified as 

major.  

 

  First Major Drawdown Second Major Drawdown 

  DD Recovery Full DD Recovery Full 

Deep             

RMI -25.0% 42.3% 6.7% -25.2% 35.9% 1.6% 

Number of days         306  
              

243  
             

549            31  
            

151  
          

182  

Dates Mar 96 Jan 97 Sep 97 Dec 97 Jan 98 Jun 98 
 

Table 4.39 

 

These drawdowns started very early in the sample period and especially the fourth drawdown 

happens fast and is quickly recovered. But as mentioned earlier, the number of firms in the period 

before 2000 is limited and these drawdowns are therefore not surprising, as the loss are driven by 

a few firms. 

  Mkt-

RF All Standar

d 
Middl

e Deep 

Skewness 0.26 -0.44 -0.49 -0.19 -0.77 

t-stat 1.83 -2.79 -3.11 -1.22 -4.91 

Excess Kurtosis 0.43 1.04 0.65 1.79 3.93 

t-stat 1.54 3.34 2.09 5.74 12.60 

 

Table 4.40 

 

Table 4.40 shows that three out of four RMI portfolios are not normally distributed and exhibits 

significantly negative skewness. In addition, they all hold significant weight in the tails, even 

though the excess kurtosis for the first three are lower compared to the prior momentum 

portfolios. As mentioned earlier, a combination of negative skewness and excess kurtosis could 

prove costly, at least when gearing. Remember that one of the momentum portfolios actually went 
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bust, and the others came very close as well. We therefor expect the RMI deep portfolio with a 

kurtosis of 3.93 to perform the worst when gearing the portfolios.  

 

  
All Standard Middle Deep All W/G Standard 

W/G Middle W/G Deep 

W/G 
  

Min Return -11.4% -11.6% -17.4% -41.2% -48.8% -47.9% -64.3% -97.9% 

Max Return 11.4% 11.1% 18.8% 27.5% 75.5% 107.6% 94.1% 1156.4% 

Min Equity Value       BUST $21,201 $70,499 BUST 

Ending Equity Value         $2,851,005 $6,253,221   

 

Table 4.41 

As anticipated, we see that the RMI Deep portfolio did in fact go bust during the holding period. 

RMI All was not too far of going bust, but ended up with a net equity value of approximately 

three million dollars. The by far most impressive portfolio is the RMI Middle which ended up 

with a net equity value of almost thirteen million dollars, and actually never came close to losing 

out. This is an exceptional result when compared to value, momentum and the other three RMI 

portfolios. The above example not only shows the significant downside risk of gearing but also 

the big upside. 
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Sub-analysis 

 

In this section, we will investigate how well the RMI strategy works when implementing a 

long/short strategy for the findings in our sub-analysis in the issuance and repurchase research. 

We begin by looking at the performance of the RMI strategy of portfolios excluding penny stocks. 

 

Portfolios sorted on number of shares repurchased/issued excluding penny stocks 

Average Returns Incl. Penny Stocks All Standard Middle Deep 

Feb 96 - Sep 02 7% 8% 13% 20% 

Sharpe Ratio 0.44 0.48 0.63 0.53 

Oct 02 - May 09 11% 14% 15% 27% 

Sharpe Ratio 0.97 1.11 0.94 1.11 

Jun 09 - Jan 16 6% 6% 9% -1% 

Sharpe Ratio 0.56 0.46 0.52 0.06 

Overall 8% 9% 12% 15% 

Sharpe Ratio 0.63 0.65 0.68 0.54 

Average Returns Excl. Penny Stocks All Standard Middle Deep 

Feb 96 - Sep 02 5% 7% 5% 18% 

Sharpe Ratio 0.16 0.24 0.18 0.45 

Oct 02 - May 09 11% 15% 13% 26% 

Sharpe Ratio 0.38 0.56 0.50 0.75 

Jun 09 - Jan 16 4% 3% 6% -5% 

Sharpe Ratio 0.16 0.10 0.25 -0.18 

Overall 7% 9% 9% 13% 

Sharpe Ratio 0.25 0.32 0.33 0.39 
 

Table 4.42 

 

We can see that our results are heavily affected by the penny stocks. All portfolios take a large 

drop in their risk reward per unit. The returns have also been decreasing and especially the middle 

range portfolio have been affected by this exclusion. Many of the penny stocks have only declined 

in stock prices and eventually went bankrupt, which have led to an increase of the volatility of the 

portfolios and thereby contributed to the large decrease in their Sharpe ratios.  That said, if there 

indeed are shorting restrictions for the penny stocks, the portfolios are still profitable and have 

Sharpe ratios that still seems like lucrative investments.  
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Repurchase and issuance sorted on size 

 

Average Returns Mkt-rf SMB Small Medium Large 

Feb 96 - Sep 02 -10.9% -2.6% 2.2% 5.7% 1.4% 

Oct 02 - May 09 4.1% 3.0% 13.8% 8.0% 3.1% 

Jun 09 - Jan 16 7.1% 4.9% 7.3% 13.9% 22.3% 

Overall 0.2% 2.0% 7.7% 9.1% 8.7% 

Sharpe Ratio Mkt-rf VW EW VW Deep EW Deep 

Feb 96 - Sep 02 -0.49 -0.18 0.12 0.37 0.06 

Oct 02 - May 09 0.24 0.28 1.15 0.68 0.21 

Jun 09 - Jan 16 0.53 0.64 0.55 1.15 1.06 

Overall 0.01 0.18 0.53 0.72 0.46 
 

 

      

Table 4.43 

In the issuance and repurchase analyze, we found that larger issuance firms performed more badly 

than smaller firms, whilst the opposite was true for repurchasing firms. This taken into account, it 

is not surprising to see that the RMI strategy works best for the medium size firms. One would 

expect a strategy that involves buying small repurchase firms and shorting larger issuance firms 

would be even better, but the Sharpe ratio for this strategy was lower than the Sharpe found for 

medium sizes. We also tried to combine small repurchase firms and medium issuance firms, as 

this portfolio is more reliable than the largest issuance firms, but the Sharpe ratio for this portfolio 

was slightly lower (0,69). The medium RMI strategy has worked quite well during all time 

periods, regardless of how the SMB factor has performed. In fact, this strategy has the highest 

Sharpe ratio so far and may be an even better strategy than just looking at the number of shares 

repurchased and issued. As a further analysis, we looked at the performances in terms of alphas 

when excluding the penny stocks from all of the size portfolios. These are listed in the summary 

table at the end of this sub-analysis. We have listed all numbers from our regressions in appendix.  

 

RMI with a stop loss strategy 

 

If a fund or an investor were to pursue a repurchase minus issuance strategy, one hopes that the 

market underreact to the announcement, meaning that the share price increase (repurchase) or 

decrease (issuance) over time, but if the market doesn’t react in this way, then the effect we are 

initially trading on not present. If a firm that issue new shares experience a high increase in the 
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stock price, then it would be meaningless to stand back and watch our shorting positions bleeding 

money. We believe the underreaction have disappeared if the price exceeds a certain percent of 

their initial value. One example is Yahoo Japan, where we bought the share at a price of 1100 and 

watched it increase to 30000(!) before reaching a margin call on that share. In real life, we would 

have offloaded the position on this stock a long time before getting this margin call. In our 

calculation, we decided to leave positions if they exceeded a price increase of 20% (issuance) of 

their initial value or decreased by more than 20% (repurchase) of their initially value. The 

calculation is only made for the portfolio consisting of all firms. However, it is a somewhat 

simplistic calculation, as we have just closed the positions without reinvesting the money. 

 

 

  Average Return Volatility Sharpe Ratio Alpha 

Average Returns uBias Bias uBias Bias uBias Bias uBias Bia

s 

Feb 96 - Sep 02 9% 18% 27% 24% 0.33 0.78 3% 14% 

Oct 02 - May 09 9% 21% 29% 27% 0.31 0.79 13% 24% 

Jun 09 - Jan 16 7% 21% 27% 25% 0.27 0.84 15% 28% 

Overall 8% 20% 28% 25% 0.30 0.8 9% 20% 
 

Table 4.44 

 

 

We have used two different methods for our calculations, namely an unbiased and a biased 

method. The problem with the biased version is that we are closing down positions the moment 

the share price exceeds our restrictions. As we are dealing with monthly data, we cannot observe 

the actual moment the violation happens. Most firms would exceed the twenty percent restriction 

in days we do not have data and this led us to do a separate calculation where we offload the 

positions at the end of the month, as we only have monthly data. In real life, the answer would 

have been somewhere between these two. The unbiased method has not done us any favor at all, 

as the Sharpe ratio is well below the portfolio of all firms without the stop loss strategy (0.63). 

The biased method has given excellent results and using a stop loss strategy in a modified version 

seems like a very interesting strategy. 
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RMI strategy on different industries 

 

  Average Return Volatility Sharpe Ratio Alpha 
Average 

Returns Industrial Technology Industrial Technology Industrial Technology Industrial Technology 

Feb 96 - 

Sep 02 24% 3% 19% 25% 1.28 0.12 22% 1% 

Oct 02 - 

May 09 9% 16% 15% 24% 0.61 0.66 10% 16% 

Jun 09 - 

Jan 16 5% 5% 21% 26% 0.23 0.2 6% 7% 

Overall 13% 8% 19% 25% 0.67 0.32 13% 8% 
 

Table 4.45 

 

 

Considering the findings in the repurchase and issuance analysis, that firms in the industrial sector 

have performed better than firms in the technology sector, we wanted to investigate a long/short 

strategy for shares in these sectors. We argued that the differences may be related to the nature of 

the firms in the different industries, where we believe the technology sector mostly consists of 

growth firms. Further, we speculated that value firms may enjoy higher returns than growth firms 

when they repurchase shares and lower returns when they issue new shares. We did indeed find a 

relation to the above theory, that issue- and repurchasing firms in the technology sector was more 

tilted towards growth stocks (0,13 HML) than the firms in the industrial sector (0,40 HML). From 

the table, we can note that the differences in performance lies in the Dotcom bubble, which is 

logical. The undervaluation theory doesn’t seem to apply, as the performance for the tech sector 

has been better in the period after the bubble, and in the last period the performance has been 

somewhat equal. 

 

 

RMI strategy on sub-portfolios 

 

This research was also motivated by the findings earlier, where we observed large differences in 

the performance of the sub-portfolios, that is, the different months. Looking at the performance in 

different months, it seems that an implementation of the strategy in specific months give better 

results than the year as a whole. For example, going long/short the companies only from 
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November to March every year looks like an attractive investment strategy. It should be 

emphasized that this strategy would buy and sell all firms that either repurchase or issue shares in 

these specific months and then hold the shares in the portfolio for one year before rebalancing. It 

is not easy to point out the reason for why the strategy in the November month is so much better 

than in other months, but we stand by the argument that investors are more certain for what the 

companies really communicates when issuing or repurchasing shares in this month due to the 

asymmetric information between the market and the company’s management late in the year. 

However, it is not necessarily the complete explanation as we don’t find similar results for the 

December month, even though this month also have performed well. We speculated if tax rules 

could have something to do with this, but we were not able to find evidence of this. 

 

  Average Return Volatility Sharpe  

Jan 17% 38% 0.45 

Feb 10% 27% 0.38 

Mar 9% 23% 0.41 

Apr 5% 31% 0.15 

Maj 4% 32% 0.13 

Jun 3% 32% 0.1 

Jul 4% 26% 0.14 

Aug 2% 28% 0.06 

Sep 15% 31% 0.49 

Okt -2% 46% -0.04 

Nov 26% 27% 0.97 

Dec 12% 29% 0.39 
 

Table 4.46 

 

Summary of the risk adjusted returns for the sub-strategies 

 

We have summed up the results from our regression in the table below, consisting of risk adjusted 

returns from all three asset pricing models. It is worth noting that most of the portfolios have 

significant alphas even though we exclude all penny stocks from the sample. 
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Table 4.47 

 

 

Concluding remarks 

 

The repurchase minus issuance strategy seems like an interesting investment strategy that have 

performed very well for all portfolios if one considers the full period. The strategies were 

unprofitable during the Dotcom bubble (except the deep portfolio), but apart from this they have 

performed quite well. We found large differences in terms of their riskiness, where the deep 

portfolio came out as the riskiest portfolio measured by its standard deviation. All portfolios seem 

risky in bull markets given their negative betas, and in such periods, the short positions could 

prove costly. The drawdown risk showed that these portfolios incurred quite a large drawdown, 

but they used shorter time to recover from these losses than both the value and momentum 

strategy. The most robust investment proved to be the RMI middle range portfolio. This portfolio 

has delivered the best results overall and performed quite well in most periods. This portfolio had 

also the lowest drawdown risk and obtained by far the highest return when gearing the portfolios. 

An interesting finding was the negative correlation with the SMB, where a combination could 

prove to be useful in order to diversify the portfolio and reduce its riskiness. Other interesting 

findings was the portfolio sorted on medium size, which was found to the best performing 

portfolio of all portfolios analyzed. Further, a modified version of the stop loss strategy is 

something that should be considered if one wants to pursue a RMI strategy in Japan. Finally, 
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implementing the RMI strategy only in the November month could prove to be a great investment 

and should be considered as a serious investment strategy. 

 

Combination of strategies 

 

So far we have analyzed the strategies as stand-alone investments, but in this section we look at 

the benefits of combining one or more of the factors. The strategies considered here are only the 

portfolios with the best Sharpe ratios for each strategy. The portfolio with the highest Sharpe ratio 

for the RMI portfolios was the “middle range” portfolio. The portfolios in our sub-analysis are not 

considered. The sample period is from February 1996 to March 2016 since we only have data for 

the RMI strategy for this period. 

 

Performance and Diversification. As we have already seen, investing in a zero-cost investment 

strategy clearly doesn’t mean the investment is riskless. The factor you are betting on will 

sometimes go against you, making the investor lose money. The factors will go through different 

cycles depending on the drivers of that particular factor. Knowing the key drivers, or the 

characteristics of the factor, enable investors to diversify the portfolio further, giving an even 

better risk adjusted return. To exploit the diversification opportunities, one must combine factors 

that are negatively correlated. The negative correlation would make the portfolio become more 

hedged in bad periods, thereby reducing volatility. Obviously, there is a tradeoff here, meaning 

that one must forego some of the returns to get a more stabilized portfolio. That said, if the lower 

returns are an issue for the investor, he could instead choose to gear the portfolio in order to 

increase the expected return. 

Turnover Efficiency. Another potential benefit of combining factors is that a fund manager could 

use the combination as a mean to reduce the turnover. For example, if a winner stock in the 

momentum portfolio has experienced a large drop in its share price, which has led the share to 

drop out of the momentum strategy, it may now have turned into a value stock. In this case, if the 

manager is operating both strategies, he would not need to sell this share, as this share now 

belongs to the long position of the value strategy. All these “overlapping trades” would contribute 

to lower the total transaction cost. Below, we have listed the correlations in a matrix. 
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Correlation SMB HML WML RMI 

SMB 1 0.15 -0.13 -0.23 

HML 0.15 1 -0.3 0.14 

VML -0.13 -0.3 1 0.11 

RMI -0.23 0.14 0.11 1 
 
Table 4.48 

The negative correlation by value and momentum is well known, but the reason for this is more 

uncertain. We have already highlighted potential explanations, namely that the value strategy 

works best for cheap loser stocks, whilst the momentum strategy works best for expensive winner 

companies. We have also discussed the theory of value shares being smaller than growth shares 

on average. This argument is supported by the correlation matrix above, noting that the HML 

factor is positively exposed to the SMB factor, whilst the WML factor show a negative exposure. 

These two strategies are also diametric opposite in nature, meaning that a value strategy looks for 

stocks that the market has disliked and is thereby a contrarian strategy, whilst the momentum 

strategy seeks to exploit the investor’s tendency to extrapolate trends. The negative correlation 

between SMB and RMI is clearer. Repurchasing firms are larger than issuing firms in average, at 

least when we have included penny stocks in the portfolio. This is natural, as one does not expect 

many small firms using money on share repurchase instead of exploiting growth opportunities. 

This doesn’t mean smaller firms don’t buy back shares or larger companies don’t issue shares, but 

in average, it is more likely that issuance firms are smaller than repurchasing firms. The negative 

correlation between WML and SMB would improve the momentum strategy, but neither have 

performed very well so we will not consider a combination of the two. Finally, as we are most 

interested in combining factors with negative correlation, we will not consider a combination of 

RMI and value or momentum. However, we have looked at a combination of all three. The graph 

below illustrates the performance over the complete period, and we can see that the RMI and 

SMB portfolio as well as the value and momentum portfolio moves in opposite directions. The 

Sharpe ratio for all portfolios are also listed in the graph. 
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Graph 4.7 

 

 

Risk adjusted returns 

 
To get a better overview of the benefits obtained by diversifying the different strategies, we have 

calculated different performance measures for the investments both separately and combined. The 

information ratios listed in the table are measured by adjusting the alpha by the variability of the 

alpha component. Put differently, it only considers the return that it is attributable to the 

manager’s skill and the variability of this return. This is different from the Sharpe ratios, which 

gives you credit for all excess returns and is divided by the standard deviation of the total returns. 

The information ratio tells you how much the active manager could outperform the benchmark 

and indicates the duration the manager is able to outperform the market. A low ratio could mean 

the manager has been unable to deliver excess returns or that he has delivered excess returns only 

for a short time period. As a rule of thumb, a ratio between 0.4 and 0.6 is considered a good 

investment, while a ratio above 0.6 is considered a great investment. 
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SMB HM

L 
WM

L RMI HML/WML RMI/SMB 
HML/

WML/RM

I 

HML/WM

L/RMI/SMB   

Return 2% 4% 4% 12% 4% 8% 7% 6% 

Volatility 11% 10% 16% 18% 7% 10% 9% 7% 

Sharpe Ratio 0.18 0.37 0.24 0.68 0.52 0.77 0.79 0.85 

Information Ratio 0.18 0.39 0.24 0.73 0.55 0.81 0.86 0.92 

Max Drawdown (1) -46% 
-

44% 
-

26% -36% -10% -24% -18% -15% 

Max DD in days 
       

2,892  
       

1,461  
         

639  
        

1,034         1,035          943  
                  

792  
                         

822  

Max Drawdown (1) -32% -22% -43% -38% -20% -23% -16% -13% 

Max DD in days* 
   

3,106  

 

2161

*  

 

4383

*   426*   304*   395*   791*   426*  
 
Table 4.49 

In table 4.49, it is evident that the results for the momentum strategy has improved from what was 

found with earlier in the thesis, where we noted a yearly average return of 1.6%. The strategy is 

still risky if one looks at the drawdown risk and the information ratio reveal that it still has been a 

poor investment. The same counts for the SMB factor. However, the exciting part here is the 

results for combining the factors. We first note the improvement of a strategy that combines value 

and momentum instead of using these separately. The overall volatility is as low as 7% on a 

yearly basis. The information ratio has improved from 0.39 for the value strategy to 0.55 through 

combination with momentum strategy. This confirms earlier comments, that the momentum 

strategy should always be combined with a value strategy. As a matter of fact, the momentum 

strategy has also improved the performance by combining the value and RMI strategy as well as a 

combination with all four. Actually, the momentum strategy has been given an undeserved 

reputation in Japan, for not working, but as mentioned earlier, this strategy shouldn’t be regarded 

or evaluated as a stand-alone investment. Instead, momentum has proved to be useful to creating 

more stabilize investment portfolio by the combination opportunities. Further, the drawdown risk 

by combining value and momentum has been heavily reduced and have only lost 10% in the first 

drawdown period. The number of days until full recovery in the first drawdown period is still 

long. The reason for the star in the last column is to illustrate that the second drawdown has still 

not been recovered. Only the SMB factor has recovered from its second major drawdown.  

The combination of RMI and SMB has also been a good combination, as it has improved the 

performance of the RMI strategy as a stand-alone investment. The yearly volatility is now at an 

appealing level, but the drawdown risk is still at uncomfortable levels. A combination of RMI, 

value and combination has a more acceptable drawdown risk and the combination of all four 
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provides satisfying levels. It is worth noting a combination of only value and momentum has by 

far the lowest drawdown risk. However, the combination of all four has exceptional Sharpe ratio 

and information ratio. The market premium was 0.25% on a yearly basis with Sharpe ratio around 

0.01 for comparison and delivering the given results under such market conditions is quite 

impressive.  

 

 

 

Graph 4.8 

 

Above, we have illustrated the diversification benefits in different diagrams in order to provide a 

better picture of the improvements by combining factors. These are found by scaling the yearly 

volatility to a target of 10%. The position size is found by using the two years’ ex-ante volatility. 

The differences in Sharpe ratios listed in the graphs results from the differences in time horizons. 
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By using two-year ex ante volatility, we now take positions from February 1998 instead of 

February 1996, which were used in the analysis.  

Risk Distribution 

 

  Mkt-

RF 
HML/VM

L 
SMB/R

MI 
HML/WML/R

MI SMB/HML/V

ML/RMI   

Skewness 0,36 -0.02 -0.32 -0.41 -0.54 

t-value   -0.11 -2.06 -2.61 -3.43 

Excess Kurtosis 1,15 1.85 2.46 1.53 2.53 

t-value   5.92 7.90 4.91 8.12 
 
Table 4.50 

Looking at table 4.50 we observe that the combination HML/WML and HML/WML/RMI are the 

two portfolios with the lowest kurtosis, thus we expect these two to be the least prone to gearing 

risk in the below example. It is perhaps not surprising to see that HML/WML has the lowest 

skewness of all combination when considering the correlation table 4.48. The fact that 

SMB/HML/VML/RMI is the combination with the highest kurtosis is definitely unexpected. We 

would have expected a combination of all portfolios to have a lower Kurtosis, so this could 

change our opinion of the portfolio when looking at the gearing example below  

  
HML/

Mom 
SMB/

RMI 
HML/W

ML/RMI 

SMB/HM

L/VML/R

MI 

HML/

WML 

W/G 

SMB/RM

I W/G 

HML/WM

L/RMI 

W/G 

SMB/HML/V

ML/RMI 

W/G 
  

  

Min Return -7.0% -11.9% -10.3% -9.6% -15.0% -27.1% -23.7% -21.4% 

Max Return 8.0% 12.0% 8.4% 6.8% 18.1% 27.9% 21.8% 16.4% 
Min Equity 

Value         $95,104  $74,071  $97,992  $93,025  
Ending 

Equity 

Value         $404,417  $2,245,609  $1,588,308  $1,125,394  
 
Table 4.51 

 

In table 4.51 we observed that combo all (SMB/HML/VML/RMI) had the highest Sharpe ratio of 

0.85, closely matched by (RMI/HML/WML) at 0.79 and RMI/SMB at 0.77. The fact that the 

portfolio with the best Sharpe ratio did not turn out to be the best gearing portfolio, was less 

surprising after looking at the distribution and the high kurtosis in table 5.3.  The least risky 

portfolio when looking at lowest net equity value was in fact the (HML/WML/RMI) portfolio, 

which also happened to have the lowest kurtosis in table 5.3. Finishing off with our best 

performing portfolio calculated by ending net equity value, we find the SMB/RMI portfolio, 
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which we remember from table 5.1, had a correlation of -0.23. Nevertheless, it is worth noting 

that the best performing portfolio also turned out to be the most risky with a low point of $74,071, 

but again, this is understandable by looking at the kurtosis in table 5.2 

 

Conclusion 
 

In this thesis we have analyzed three different strategies, namely a value, momentum and RMI 

strategy. The RMI investment was our main strategy and thus we used a different approach for 

measuring the quality of this zero-cost investment. 

 

We documented a positive premium for all three strategies in all sample periods, that is, the 

sample period used for value, momentum and RMI respectively. The impressive part was that 

none of the premiums were explained by higher risk measured by beta or its standard deviation. 

However, we found large deviation in terms of the qualities of the respective strategies. The value 

strategy has worked well in Japan, especially considering the rough market conditions. If value 

shares are riskier in recessions, we cannot confirm this by our findings. That said, the strategy 

appears riskier than expected if one only looks at its overall performance. Considering its long 

drawdown periods, a modified value strategy would be recommended for funds wanting to purse 

such a strategy in Japan.  

The momentum strategy has delivered better risk adjusted returns than both the market and the 

size factor, but we question the quality of this investment based on measures such as drawdown 

risk and return distribution. One can question the sustainability of the momentum strategy as it 

fails to deliver consistency in returns. It uses a long time to recover from losses and it exhibits 

both negative skewness and excess kurtosis. This makes investors vulnerable for gearing the 

portfolio. We agree with academia that the momentum is indeed a risky strategy and we do also 

agree that it has failed to serve as a stand-alone investment strategy in Japan. However, we do not 

agree with the rejection of the strategy as a useful investment strategy in the Japanese stock 

market. We documented that the strategy proved to be a highly useful strategy in combination 

with other strategies and especially the value strategy.  

The RMI strategy turned out to be the most robust investment in terms of the quality measures 

used. Some of the portfolios led by diversification problems, but these portfolios were considered 
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carefully without drawing any conclusions. The best performing portfolio, the middle range 

portfolio, performed quite well in all time periods and seems like a lucrative investment. Like the 

value and momentum strategy, there are some important aspects to consider. First, the drawdown 

risk is large and the drawdown period is somewhat long, especially for a hedge fund point of 

view. Second, the strategy appears risky in bull markets and maybe the strategy should be 

modified in some way if one wants to purse the strategy. 

Finally, we documented the improvement in risk adjusted returns of combining strategies instead 

of stand-alone investments. Combining strategies gives the investor opportunity to diversify his 

portfolio, resulting in a more stabilized portfolio. A combination of RMI and SMB and value and 

momentum was natural combinations due to the negative correlation. A combination of all three 

strategies analyzed was an even better combination in terms of Sharpe ratio, but a combination of 

all four obtained the highest Sharpe ratio. However, the Sharpe ratio alone does not reveal the 

quality of the investment. The return distribution revealed the last combination was largely 

negative skewed and fat tailed. These are important considerations in terms of gearing the 

portfolio. The recommend investment for a risk taker would be a geared version of the RMI and 

SMB combination. A recommend portfolio for a risk averse investor would be the combination of 

all four, as this gave the highest Sharpe ratio and information ratio as well as an acceptable 

drawdown risk.  

The explanation of the findings of our RMI strategy could a topic for future research. As pointed 

out in the introduction we do not wish to ad to the debate sourounding irrational vs rational 

behaviour. However, an interesting way of twisting the debate could be to look at the impact of 

the assumptions and simplifications listed under critique. We are uncertain to which extent this is 

doable in real life, but if available, an in dept analysis looking back at each stocks possibility to go 

short, and discovering the bid-ask spread for each stock at the day of trading, could give an 

indication on whether the abnormal returns (as argued by some), are in fact atainable.  
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Appendiks 

 

Value 

 

Graph of the developments of all value strategies along with the market 
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Momentum 

Graph of the developments of all momentum strategies along with the market 
 

 

Issuance 

 

Here we have listed portfolios covariance with the market  
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Repurchase 

 

Covariance with the repurchase portfolios and the markt 
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RMI 

 

Below, we have listed the risk adjusted performance of both the percentage share issued and size 

portfolios without penny stocks. We used the same three asset pricing models as in the analysis.  
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All the gearing examples in this thesis have been using a 2/1 gearing, meaning that $100,000 worth 

of equity results in a total trading value of $200,000, giving is a debt an initial debt of $100,000. In 

the two tables below we have ran a two additional gearing simulations, but this time we have done a 

3/1 and 4/1 gearing, and the result is impressive. 

 

  
HML/Mo

m 
SMB/R

MI 
HML/WML/R

MI 
SMB/HML/VML/

RMI 
Value/Mo

m W/G 
SMB/RMI 

W/G 

Value/Mo
m/RMI 

W/G 

SMB/HML/VML/
RMI W/G 3X Gearing 

  

Min Return -7.0% -11.9% -10.3% -9.6% -23.8% -47.7% -38.6% -34.3% 

Max Return 8.0% 12.0% 8.4% 6.8% 43.1% 56.6% 46.1% 29.2% 

Min Equity Value         $89,949  $38,721  $94,372  $82,809  

Ending Equity Value         $691,467  $11,410,532  $6,105,068  $3,888,634  

 

  
HML/Mo

m 
SMB/R

MI 
HML/WML/R

MI 
SMB/HML/VML/

RMI 
Value/Mo

m W/G 
SMB/R
MI W/G 

Value/Mom/R
MI W/G 

SMB/HML/VML/
RMI W/G  4X Gearing 

  

Min Return -7.0% -11.9% -10.3% -9.6% -45.7% -47.4% -55.5% -48.0% 

Max Return 8.0% 12.0% 8.4% 6.8% 131.1% 56.0% 102.3% 46.2% 

Min Equity Value         $82,596  BUST $58,898  $66,485  

Ending Equity Value         $873,539    $19,531,732  $13,042,940  

 

 

 

Finally, we have listed the risk adjusted performance for the stop loss (biased and unbiased) as well 

as the November month 
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Combining strategies 

 

Risk and volatility 
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Drawdown Value / Mom 

 

 

 

RMI / SMB 
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RMI / Value / Mom 

 

 

 

 

 

RMI / Value / Mom / SMB 
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